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Homage to martyrs
Nearly 240 proletarian daughters and sons from all over the country,dedicated to accomplish the Indian New Democratic Revolution and toachieve the tasks dictated by the Unity Congress-Ninth Congress in arelentless struggle and fighting to defeat ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive weremartyred in the past one year (from 2017 December to 2018 November).We faced severe losses this year in Pujari Kanker in Telangana, Kasnur-Halbi Tumirigunda, Ayipeta, Thimmem, Chakileru of DK and Dokrighatin AOB. Thirteen of the various Party and PLGA units working for CRB,177 from Dandakaranya, 18 from BJ, 7 from Andhra Odisha Border area,10 from Odisha, 4 from Telangana, 9 from Maharashtra-Madhyapradesh-Chhattisgarh (MMC), 1 from Andhra Pradesh were among the martyrs.Seventy-five of the martyrs were women comrades.
The past year saw the loss of the member of the Central Committeeand member of Polit Bureau Dev Kumar Singh (Arvind, Sujitda), CRBStaff comrade Dadaboyina Swamy (Prabhakar, CRB press, DvCM), SouthGadchiroli Divisional Committee Secretary Routhu Vijendar (Sreenu),DvC comrades Vasudev Athram (Nandu, V ikram), Dolesh Athram(Sainadh), Military Instructor team in-charge Surya, Division CommitteeComrades Sankar Manjhi (David, Vinay), Lakku Korram (Madan) ofKandamal-Kalahandi-Boudh-Nuvapada (KKBN) of Odisha, MalkangiriDvC Secretariat member Comrade Valigonda Pramila (Sarada, JilaniBegum, Meena) of AOB, Sub-Zonal Commanders Comrades Sivlal,Sravan Yadav of Latehar district of BJ, Area Committee Secretary ofSouth Gadchiroli of DK, 11 AC/PPCMs of DK, 1 AC/PPCM of Odisha, twofrom Telangana, 63 PM/PLGA members from DK, 16 members of BJ,three from AOB, four each from MMC and Odisha, three from Telangana,the in-charge of the cultural department of the Division Committee ofJanathana Sarkar of South Bastar Podiyam Raje, nine RPC leaders, sevenleaders and activists of Mass Organisations, 35 Militia Commandersand members, eight revolutionary people, one militia member of AOB,people’s leaders Comrades Sanni Sikaka, Bari Pidika of Odisha,Comrades Sidam Sambhu, Juvvaji Lakshminarayana and Bathala Raju
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of Telangana, sympathisers of the Party in Telangana and AndhraPradesh Gajjela Lakshmi and Kondapalli Koteswaramma.
Red salutes to the member of Polit Bureau of CPI (Maoist)Comrade Dev Kumar Singh
A member of the Polit Bureau Comrade Dev Kumar Singh (Arvind,Sujit, Nishant) passed away in thethird week of March 2018 withsevere ill-health at the age of 65.He had been suffering with BP andSugar for a long time. His sight wasseverely affected three years agoand finally he passed away due toheart attack.

Comrade Dev Kumar Singh wasborn in a middle class peasantfamily in Jehanabad district ofBihar. He did B.Sc in Patna. He hadan active role in the student andyouth movement in his studentdays. In this process he entered the revolutionary movement and joinedthe Communist Kranthikari Sangathan (CKS-Communist RevolutionaryOrganisation) together with his co-revolutionaries. Later CKS mergedinto the erstwhile Party Unity. He worked in Party Unity and becameone of the members of the Central Committee. When the People’sWar and the Party Unity merged in 1998 he was a member of the CentralCommittee of the united People’s War Party. Later when the People’sWar and the MCCI merged to become the CPI (Maoist) he became aCCM, member of the CMC and the ERB. In the CC-4 meeting in 2013 hewas coopted as a member of the Polit Bureau and fulfilled hisresponsibilities until the end. His efforts in the Bihar-JharkhandRevolutionary movement for more than four decades were veryvaluable for the growth and expansion of the revolutionary movement.
In the turbulent decade of 1970s and in the dark days of emergencyof the Indira Gandhi regime the anger that brew among the studentsand youth helped for the spate of the democratic movement of thattime. In such a spate militant student leader Dev Kumar Singh gained
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great experience. The Naxalbari Armed Peasant struggle in theleadership of CM in Bengal made countrywide effect showing a way tothe search of Dev Kumar Singh for the correct path. He said that thecomplete revolutionary movement of JP is a negative teacher for himand that Naxalism is the correct path. During the same period thehistoric Bhojpur Peasant Armed struggle and Comrade Johar had a greatinfluence on him. All those who had the attitude of rectifying themistakes that took place in those movements joined CKS. This is theforemost step in the revolutionary life of Comrade Dev Kumar Singh.
Comrade Dev Kumar Singh came into contact with the worker’smovement of Dehari-An-Son (Rohtas) area and achieved great victoriesin developing it. In this process he came into contact with the CPI (ML)(Party Unity) in the leadership of Comrade Narayan Sanyal. CKS mergedin it in 1980 and came to be Unity Organisation. This united with Punjabcomrades in 1982 as CPI (ML) Party Unity. This is the second step in therevolutionary life of Comrade Dev Kumar Singh.
PU party initiated Armed Struggle in the Central and South Biharregions in 1980. It concentrated in Magadh and Koel-Kimur areas. Basingon the militant youth of his native area of Jehanabad who weredisillusioned with the JP movement, Comrade Dev Kumar Singhdeveloped anti-feudal class struggle and agrarian revolutionarymovement. By mid-1980, peasant struggles took place demonstratingcourage and sacrifices in hundreds of villages in Patna, Jehanabad,Gaya and Aurangabad districts. The reactionary Kurmi landlords unitedunder the banner of Bhoomi Sena and made a big attack to suppressthe mass base of the revolutionary movement. The anger of theoppressed people broke out and lead to militant resistance struggles.The first regular red resistance armed squads were formed to takethese struggles forward.
Comrade Dev Kumar Singh was a great revolutionary. He enthusedthe peasantry with his speeches and prepared them for militantstruggles. With the militant struggles of the peasantry the landlordsleft the villages and fled to the towns. The peasantry fought againstthe private armies of the landlords and punished them in militantattacks. Ramparvesh, Dukhan Singh and such others of Sikaria village,the cruel landlords responsible for Kansara, Rampurchai massacres and
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bandit groups like Raja Yadav and Pekhan were wiped out. Dev KumarSingh’s leadership role in the Mazdoor Kisan Sangharsh Samithi is veryimportant. He efficiently led the resistance as the leader of oppressedpeasantry and took forth the peasantry in the anti-feudal class struggle.
He mobilized the Dalits in protest to the massacres of the highercaste landlords in Pipra, Ruras, Bigha, Belchi, Bhagodih and other suchplaces and successfully carried out the retaliatory actions on the privatearmies of the landlords. He seized over 50 weapons. The peasantry andthe Dalits mobilized more and more in the anti-feudal struggle andrevolutionary movement developed and expanded. This shook thefoundation of the landlords and their authority started collapsing. In1984 the leaders of the Bhumi Sena obeyed the conditions of MKSS.Peasantry fined them. The police camps of the area were lifted. Thefalse cases on the peasantry were withdrawn and released from prison.
The state was not silent towards these developments. Thousandsof police and Para-military forces were deployed in Gaya division.Camps were situated and attacks started. In 1983 the MKSS Conferencein Maduva was attacked and disturbed. On the 19th of April 1986 policeindiscriminately fired in the premises of the State Conference of MKSSand killed 23 persons and injured another 70. This was described as‘mini Jalianwalabagh’. Forty thousand people were arrested all overthe state, tortured and imprisoned. There was widespread people’sconsciousness against state repression. The people mobilized as a greatwave and brought forth militant people’s resistance movements. Thepeople’s movement went to the extent of encircling the State Assembly.Though the Special Task Force that the government formed waswithdrawn temporarily, later MKSS was banned and their movementssuppressed.
There are quite a many new things to learn from Comrade DevKumar, the founder of revolutionary movement that led to the historicpeople’s spate in Magadh region – 1. Leading the mass movement in ananti-legal manner. 2. Though the movement was going on in a smallarea Mass Organisations were built from the village level to the statelevel. 3. MKSS was run in an active manner. 4. Thousands of activistsrunning the organization with a membership ten times more. 5.Coordinating the people’s movement with the armed activities. 6.
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Combining the open mass organisation with the secret organization. 7.Uniting the oppressed class of all the castes to defeat the higher castelandlordism and taking up militant struggle and other such things.
The movement spread all over Palamau district and few areas ofRohtas, Bhabuva, Aurangabad, Patna, Bhojpur and Baxar districts. Therewas a people’s spate in 1988-90 too and few guerilla squads wereformed. They could contain the military operations of the enemythrough TCOC with the support of militia. Comrade Dev Kumar’sunderstanding and practice contributed to the effort of formation ofguerilla zones with the aim of establishing liberated areas starting fromanti-feudal struggles. Comrade Dev Kumar Singh played a vital role informing guerilla zones in Bihar. Since 1987 Comrade Dev Kumar Singhplayed an important role in adopting political, organisational andmilitary programs, in imparting political and military training, in theformation of military command systems, in seizing arms from theenemy forces and in arming guerilla squads. As a result of such effortsof the Party anti-state Armed Struggle became the main characteristicin Bihar since 1995.
In 1994-2000 nine ambushes and ten raids were successful. Sixtypolicemen were wiped out and 176 arms seized. Dev Kumar Singh notonly played the main role in many TCOC but also was a main part of theformation of PLGA. He thus had an important role in developing guerillawar and the Party line.
He was re-elected into all the committees in the Unity Congress-Ninth Congress in 2007. He was part of the Regional Military Commissionand personally led many TCOC and centralized operations. ComradeDev Kumar Singh gained the love and affection of the cadres as one ofthe high level best commanders of the Party. His initiative, strong will,courage and dare, sacrificing nature and presence of mind enhancedthe war skills in him. He has a remarkable role in fulfilling supplyresponsibilities, preparing IEDs and imparting training so as to solvemilitary necessities.
Comrade Dev Kumar Singh was arrested two times andcourageously faced torture and imprisonment. His life is ideal to theparty and the youth of the oppressed classes. He provided leadershipin spite of severe ill health in a strategic area and became a martyr. A
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worker-peasant fighter, Commander and leader, Dev Kumar Singh is afond leader of the oppressed people.
Senior Woman Comrade Nidikonda Pramila (Sarada, Meena,Jilani Begum)
Comrade Pramila wasarrested in the cut off area inMalkangiri district of AOB on the12th of October 2018 and killed infake encounter. She had aprolonged revolutionary life of 23years. She was born as the lastchild among five in a lower middleclass family in Pochannapetavillage of Bachannapeta mandal ofjoint Warangal district ofTelangana 41 years ago. Thepeople of this village are part ofthe revolutionary movementsince the heroic Telangana struggle to the present Maoist movement.Comrade Pramila’s elder brother Gorre Pochanna and sister-in-lawBharathakka were martyred in the revolutionary movement.
Comrade Pramila started her revolutionary life in the end of 1995.She first worked for one year as the member of the local Cheryal areasquad. Later she was shifted to the Nekkonda area squad. In 1997 shewas transferred to the first Platoon in NTFD. In 1998 she fell ill and wasarrested on her way to hospital. After imprisonment for eight monthsshe once again became part of the armed struggle. Since 1999 sheworked in the Eturu-Nagaram squad and gained the confidence of thepeople. In 1999 June she married a comrade of her wish with theapproval of the Party. She was promoted into the Area Committee in2000. In 2001 she was given the responsibility of the Commander ofSpecial Woman’s Squad in the same area. She held organizationalresponsibilities and solved the problems of the people and womenwith initiative. In 2003 she took the responsibilities of MahadevpurLOS. In 2005 she once again fell ill and was once again arrested by theSIB police in Vijayawada of AP on her way for treatment. The police
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tortured her and put her in jail for 16 months. But she was not onlycourageous but also took up struggles in jail. After she was releasedfrom jail she enthusiastically worked in the KKW division.
In 2008 she became part of the AOB movement along with her lifepartner. In the beginning of 2009 she joined the Podia Area Committeein Malkangiri division and was later coopted into the DivisionalCommittee. She worked as the secretary of the Podia Area Committeeuntil the end of 2015. She learnt the local language and providedleadership for the area in the state of Odisha. When 16 members of themilitia and CNM were killed in fake encounter in Seelakota she stayedamidst the people and led them. When 31 comrades were martyred inthe Ramguda incident she worked among the people of the area andinstilled confidence in them. In 2016 Comrade Pramila was transferredto the MKV division and worked in the Pedabayalu area until 2017.Since 2017 she took up the responsibilities of the mass front in thedivision as a member of the secretariat of the DvC.
Comrade Pramila held various kinds of responsibilities in variousareas of Telangana and AOB in her 23 years of revolutionary life. Inspite of severe ill health she climbed up and down the hills, heroicallyresisted the enemy attacks and worked amidst carpet security withunwavering will. She was amicable with each and every one and wasconcerned towards one and all. She marched forward with initiativeand courage. The martyrdom of a committed revolutionary fighterComrade Pramila is a severe loss to the Party. Let us pay humble homageto Comrade Pramila.

“All men must die, but death can vary in its significance.The ancient Chinese writer Szuma Chien said, “Thoughdeath befalls all men alike, it may be weightier than MountTai or lighter than a feather.” To die for the people isweightier than Mount Tai, but to work for the fascists anddie for the exploiters and oppressors is lighter than afeather. Comrade Chang Szu-teh died for the people, andhis death is indeed weightier than Mount Tai”Mao Tse Tung in ‘Serve the People’, Vol III, MSW
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Editorial
Marxism is invincible

Let us first see what Lenin said about Marxism. ‘Marxism is thesystem of Marx’s views and teachings. Marx was the genius whocontinued and consummated the three main ideological currents ofthe nineteenth century, as represented by the three most advancedcountries of mankind: classical German philosophy, classical Englishpolitical economy, and French socialism combined with Frenchrevolutionary doctrines in general’.
He detached dogmatic idealist aspects in philosophy anddeveloped dialectical materialism and the theory of surplus value fromlabor value theory of economics and the theory of class struggle andproletarian dictatorship in the political sphere. This year we too arecelebrating the bicentenary of Marx. Before going into the history thatproved Marxism invincible, let us briefly see the life history of Marx.
Karl Marx was born on the 5th of May 1818 in the city of Trier in thestate of Rhine in Germany. He was the son of Henrietta and HeinrichMarx. Marx was the third out of the nine children.
Marx’s father Heinrich Marx was a lawyer. In those days adoptingChristianity was considered to be a symbol of freedom. Heinrich tooadopted Protestantism.
In 1835 Marx’s father sent him to the Bonn University and later toBerlin University to study law. Marx stepped into the law departmentof Berlin University on 22nd October 1836. He took the subjects ofCriminal Law, Roman law and Anthropology. But Marx’s interest wassoon drifted towards history and later to philosophy. He wrote to hisfriends, ‘I am to read law texts. But more than anything I have a strongurge to read texts on philosophy’.
Marx was initially an idealist. Especially he was influenced withthe ideas of Kant and Phish and the French culture of Voltaire andRusso. As a nineteen year old student he studied the essence ofphilosophy of his teacher Hegel. That is the dialectical method. Hebecame an active member in the Hegelian’s team within few months
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of going to Berlin. This team is also called left Hegelians. He said thatbeing a disciple of Hegel gave a new turn to his life.
It is true that Hegel behaved like an idealist. He believed thatdevelopment of ideas is the basis of all things. This he called ‘Absoluteidea’. Hegel opined that the objective world was the reflection of thisabsolute idea. ‘Absolute truth’ does not match with dialectics. Hegel’ssupport to the Prussian state too was against dialectics. Hegel’sphilosophy failed in realizing that the achievement of political,constitutional freedom that it aspired was in fact possible due to theeconomic freedom of the citizens obtained from capitalist production.This philosophy also could not see the fact that the process that broughtin property and freedom also created a new class of people that wassocially oppressed and exploited. Bourgeois liberation movement wassuccessful in achieving political freedom of an individual throughdemocratic constitutions. Anyhow it failed in realizing the relationbetween political liberation and economic development in thephilosophical level. Marx became a member of young Hegelian’s clubat the age of 20. Marx became the most important person wherever hestepped. This shows his intelligence. This happened in the Hegelianclub too. Until he completed his studies in 1841 in Berlin UniversityMarx continued in this club. In 1841 he finished his doctoral thesis onphilosophy. It became a theoretical text on the philosophicalperspectives of Democritus and Epicurus.
After leaving Berlin University in 1842 Marx became the editor of anew magazine ‘Rheinishe Zeitung’ that stood as a vehicle of leftthoughts in West Germany. He thus came into contact with economicand social problems. At the same time he also developed contactswith contemporary socialist writings. In this process he left Germanyin 1843 for Paris.
During the time he spent in Paris he not only came into contactwith French Socialist ideas and also English economist’s writings. Withthe suggestion of Engels he took up the study of economy. He startedstudying the writings of Adam Smith, Ricardo Mc Kalloch, James Milland that of French economist J.B.Se thoroughly.
On the instigation of the Prussian government Marx was thrownout of Paris in 1845. He went to Brussels. He went to England for the
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first time in 1846. He came into touch with the English working classmovement that was going on in the form of chartists and the foremostUnion leaders. He travelled to London in the winter of 1847 andparticipated in the meeting of an organization ‘fraternal democrats’.Finally he reached London after he was boycotted from Paris in 1849.London became his residential place until the end.
The Communist League handed the responsibility of writing itsprogram to Marx, who by that time gained recognition as a Communistexpert and a firm individual. Marx and Engels together finished writingthis program in 1848 January and handed it over in London. This waspublished in February. It was named ‘Communist Manifesto’. It becamea very important document in the history of mankind.
Communist Manifesto is the first and foremost revolutionaryprogram of the world. It handed over a proletarian perspective to theworkers to advance in the path of Socialism. It showed the workershow to protect themselves from capitalism and how to dissolve it andbuild a new socialist system.
It is 170 years since the Communist Manifesto was written. TheCommunist Manifesto even to now stands invincible from the attacksof capitalist enemies, proves its validity in the revolutionaryexperience of generations and stands as a clear guide as a rock. BeforeMarx the intellectuals were very much unclear in analyzing capitalism,in the tactics of the struggle for Socialism and about the ultimate goal.Added to this it was uncivilized, utopian, adventurous and opportunist.Anyhow Marx and Engels gave a severe blow to this idealism, innocenceand dogmatism with the Communist Manifesto. For the first time theybrought forward scientific socialism. Marxism was formulated mainlywith Communist Manifesto, spread through the decades and becamevery strong.
He understood the ‘principle of dynamics’ of that society throughcritically analyzing the social and economic origins of the capitalistsociety.
Karl Marx developed dialectical materialistic philosophy togetherwith his close associate Frederick Engels as a methodology andperspective. He interpreted dialectical method to find out the dynamic
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rules of social development or the materialist concept of history. Thisis historical materialism.
‘The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways;the point is to change it’ said Marx.
Marxist Philosophy observes the change in the world, hands overpractical leadership for the protection of class interests, shows thepath to the proletariat to reach the goal of Socialism and for theconstruction of Socialism in the world.
Except for the time Marx spent in political work his whole life wasdedicated mainly to the task of economic criticism. It means he made acomplete study about the ideas expressed by the economists aboutthe capitalist society. Marx spent the decade of 1850 searching theintricacies and consequences of political economy in the researchcentre of the British museum. He went there at 9 in the morning andstayed until 7 in the evening. Later he would leave for Sohu lodging,Grampton Terrace or Mateland Park Road near Chakfam where he usedto stay until midnight reading and writing. He wrote ‘Capital’.
Marx published articles on ‘Towards a critic of political economy’in 1859. By 1865 he completed the manuscript of the first part of hisgreat book ‘Capital’ on the theory of economics. Later due to severepressures of political practice and ill health his efforts on the twovolumes lagged behind and were postponed. He could not completethem in his life time. By the time of his death in 1883 the two volumeswere in the form of incomplete drafts and lists. Marx devoted valuabletime of his life to this task. It is 150 years for ‘Capital’ written by Marx.
Engels humbly secured the second volume of capital and publishedit in 1885 and the third volume in 1894. Marx felt the necessity of afourth volume about the history of economy. But Engels could not liveuntil he completed the compilation of the notes Marx wrote on thisissue. Karl Kautsky brought together all these papers and publishedthem in 1905 in the name of ‘Theories of Surplus value’. It was publishedin English in three parts in 1963, 1968 and 1971.
As an economist Marx differed from the other economists in payingattention to the relations of production behind the market. He paidattention to the essence of the relations between people through
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consumption. He started to search the secret of capitalism as a modeof production. He felt that we have to find out the special character ofthe conflicts inherent in the mode of production and that this characterremoves its place, its development, dynamics and decides the futuresociety.
Marx explained his theory of labor value in his famous text Capital.He made clear how surplus value extracted from the workers takes adistinct form of exploitation in capitalism. This surplus value takes theform of profit that is a source of the property of capitalist class. Hestated that exploitation in capitalism is unleashed in the veil oftransaction of free and equal values.
Capitalist production means the accumulation of property in thehands of a group in the society and the displacement of a broad socialgroup. The later class is distanced from instruments of production. Dueto lack of alternate means of livelihood it reaches to such an extentthat it is forced to sell itself to an owner. This owner possessesinstruments of production. The worker will have to work on thoseinstruments of production.
What is labor power? In what sense should we speak about itsproduction? Labor power mainly means ‘the energy that is transferredto human organs through the realization of matter’ said Marx. It meansits production, or the reproduction in a specified time lies in providingnutritional material to the human organs and in recouping the energyspent in the process of labor. In other words labor power is the laboractivity or the consumption of objective energy that an individualachieves in a specified time. It automatically becomes a commodity. Itis in the survival of the toiler.
The economic theory of Marx is an example that shows how thecapitalist society actually works. It is an abstract picture. This clearlyplaces before us the very important characters and prevalent trendsrelated to the highly complex world. We can work effectively onlywhen we correctly understand this picture.
Engels says that the contradiction between social production andcapitalist ownership expresses as the contradiction between theproletariat and the bourgeois classes.
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The process of accumulation of capital is not only the process ofwide reproduction. It is also the process of extensive reproduction ofcapitalist relations.
The process of accumulation of capital also creates the objectiveconditions that wipe out capitalism.
Marx also worked for the formation of the First International whilehe was writing Capital. He participated in the revolutionary strugglesin Germany, France and other European countries. Due to theseactivities the writing of Capital was postponed. Marx’s unendingresearch too delayed the writing. He gave importance to learn Russianlanguage for the sake of his research. This shows us the depth of hisstudy.
The first meeting of the first International took place in London in1864. Marx became the secretary of the most important Germandepartment of the organisation. Marx participated in the meetings ofgeneral council every Tuesday. He tried to bring to their notice theutmost important problems related to the worker’s movement andthe liberation movement. He told them about the politicaldevelopments of the world that showed direct influence on the broadworking class.
Marx felt that it is very important for the International to participatein the struggle for general voting in England. He said ‘the proletariatreached the mature state and is organized so as to utilize the generalvoting right in favor of them’. On occasions of policy making of theInternational Marx always said that it is very much necessary to supportthe Nationality Liberation movements. Due to the initiative of Marxthe International courageously extended its support to the Irishrevolutionaries. By 1870, he became a close participant in the conflictthat arose between the general council and the anarchists in theleadership of Bakunin. During this period (1864-72) of the Internationalthere were two conferences and five meetings in London. Marx waspersonally present in the London (1864-1871) and the Hague (1872)Conferences. As per the suggestions of Marx this Conference approved8 hour workday, protection of women and child laborers, proletariatcooperatives and other such resolutions. It gave a call for the
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coordination of economic and political struggles. In 1871 Marx wrotethe famous pamphlet ‘Civil war in France’ supporting Paris Communeon behalf of the General Council. As he himself said, this pamphletmade him ‘the biggest accused in London’.
Marx studied many sciences and Marx-Engels studied the scienceof war too and brought forth many aspects and tactics. There is a direneed to understand and interpret them.
‘……But not only has the bourgeoisie forged the weapons that bringdeath to itself; it has also called into existence the men who are towield those weapons — the modern working class — theproletarians……’ – Marx-Engels – Communist Manifesto
Marx says that like the many arts like war now rebellion too is anart. There are certain rules for rebellion. The Party that neglects themshall be wiped out. Logical rules are formulated from the character ofthat Party and the existing conditions.
He says that the first and the foremost thing is that without beingprepared to face the consequences do not start rebellion. If there is asmall change in rebellion it will have unending consequences. Thevalue of it might change daily. The forces that attack us have the facilitiesof organization, discipline and power. If we do not fight strongly againstthem we shall be defeated and shall be wiped out.
He adds that the second aspect is that once the rebellion initiates,the rebellion shall go in the utmost decisive and offensive manner. It issuicidal for any armed rebellion to be in the situation of self-defense.It shall be defeated even before it fights with the enemy. The enemyforces must be surprised when they are scattered. However little itmight be, we must make preparations for new victories every day.
‘The revolution made progress, forged ahead, not by its immediatetragicomic achievements but, on the contrary, by the creation of apowerful, united counterrevolution, by the creation of an opponent incombat with whom the party of overthrow ripened into a reallyrevolutionary party’
– Marx in the beginning of his article, ‘Class struggles in France,1848-1850’.
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It is said that Karl Marx mainly brought forth the general theoryrelated mainly to capital and workers. But in fact he made deep studiesinto the nationalities, black people, women and agrarian countries inaddition to European workers and capital.
Along with the slogan of ‘Workers of all countries, Unite!’ Marxand Engels also said that ‘Workers do not have any country’. They alsosaid that capitalism brings forth a ‘cosmopolitan character’ in everycountry in production and consumption through exploiting the worldmarket.
‘National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become moreand more impossible’.
- Marx-Engels in the Communist Manifesto – ‘Bourgeoisie andProletarians’-paragraph- 20, last line.
Marx developed his theory with deep study in the 1860s and 1870s.
Marx realized that apart from the proletariat the peasantry too is arevolutionary class. He supported the peasant revolt in Poland. He saidthat the agrarian revolution in the country is important for the liberationof Poland.
Regarding the nationality struggles Marx highlighted the struggleof the Irish nationality in his writings. He emphasized that the liberationof Irish nationality is a condition for the liberation of the English workersfrom capitalist chains.
In the article on ‘Confidential Communication on Ireland’ in 1870,he said that the peasant and the nationality struggles are mutuallyentwined and that we need to support them.
Regarding women’s question Marx observed the nature and historyof the relation between men and women and wrote in ‘1844Manuscripts’ that gender oppression is vital as the basis of social layersand domination. He also wrote in ‘Peuchet on suicide’ in 1846 that justlike the exploitation and gender discrimination of the poor workingwomen the women of the rich and middle classes of France too arecommitting suicides due to violence out of gender discrimination.
In the later period Marx studied the societies in Russia, China andIndia. In 1846 he wrote ‘The German ideology’ in which he divided the
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modes of production into five parts such as 1. Tribe 2. Ancient Greekand Roman slavery 3. Feudal system of serfdom 4. Bourgeois or thecapitalist society with wage slave worker 5. Socialist society. In 1857-58Marx mentioned about ‘Asiatic mode of production’ in Grundrisse text.In this text he mainly mentioned the character of the Indian society. Hesaid that it constitutes social relations that continue for a long time onvillage basis without formal slavery and with collective property andthat it is distinct when compared with the above mode of production.He also wrote about the various revolts in India and described theSepoy mutiny as the first Independence struggle of the Indian people.
Marx frequently wrote about India in ‘The Tribune’ magazine. Hewrote in a detailed manner in the Notes on Kovalevsky (1879), Noteson Indian history (1860) and Ethnological notebooks (1880-82). Heexplained the birth and role of caste in India in ‘The German ideology’and ‘Grundrisse’.
In the foreword to the Russian edition of the Communist Manifestoin 1882 Marx-Engels wrote thus about the collective forms of land inRussia –
‘If the Russian Revolution becomes the signal for a proletarianrevolution in the West, so that both complement each other, thepresent Russian common ownership of land may serve as the startingpoint for a communist development’.
Marx also wrote many articles on South Asia, North America, LatinAmerica and other such agrarian, cattle-rearing and hunting societies.All these have not come to light in a proper way (Reference – ‘Marx atthe margins’ and ‘Marx at 200: Beyond Capital and class alone’ in EPW,2018 October 6th written by Kevin B.Anderson).
We have to deeply study these new angles on the occasion of thebicentenary of Marx. Through this study we can develop a deepunderstanding and give a strong answer to those who oppose Marxismin our country basing on the research of Marx on India.
The opponents of Marxism opposed Marxism in every step.Revisionists such as Bernstein opposed the important theories inMarxism that supported capitalism. They argued that capitalismincreases property, develops proletariat and so it is not necessary to
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wipe out capitalism and fight for Socialism. But Marx through hiseconomic theories analysed how the proletariat daily falls in poverty,how a handful of capitalists own all the property and so how theproletariat falls in hunger, poverty and diseases. Marx scientificallyproved that the proletariat understood these conditions and shall bringdown capitalism and achieves socialism. History proved this fact inevery step since the theory of Marx came into existence. That is whywe say Marxism is invincible.
Socialism came into being in Russia, China and one third of theworld in the light of the theories of Karl Marx. All through this periodMarxist theory developed and became Marxism-Leninism-Maoism andstrengthened. The ‘specter of Communism’ is still hauntingimperialism.
Marx deeply loved and married Jenny von Westphalen. She is aperson of extraordinary courage and morale. Marx and Jenny gotmarried on the 19th of June 1843. She is a beloved wife, a kind heartedmother, reliable secretary, representative, wise adviser and asupporting comrade. She is an example of women after the beginningof the working class movement who stood by the side of their husbandsin the revolutionary war with courage and dare, optimism, selflessnesswith great confidence in the ultimate success of Socialism. Marx is fouryears younger to Jenny. She loved Marx, the son of an ordinary lawyer.Only three of their daughters – Jenny, Laura and Eleanor sustained andthe rest of the children died. The death of their eight year old sonEdgar put the parents in deep grief. Their letters carried the mention oftheir beloved son for a long time. Their daughters too participated inproletarian revolutionary activities.
We see that Jenny stood as a pillar in the life of Marx. Sheunderstood her husband’s intellect and his writings that sharpen itmuch more. She stands high among the women of her class as a personwho sacrificed her minimum necessities for his sake.
Their utter poverty took the lives of few of their children. Marx inhis old age and with ill health bid farewell to his wife on the death-bedsuffering from cancer. Jenny died on December 2nd, 1881. This was ashock and an unexpected terrible blow in Marx’s life.
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Engels recollects her loyalty towards international worker’sstruggle. He said that the world can never know how much service sucha woman with positive precise critical understanding, unmistakablepolitical wit and great dedication has done. It was never published inthe magazines. Only one who worked with her knows how much sheworked. I need not tell about her personal characteristics. Her friendsknow and they can never forget. If one wishes to know about a womanwho is happy to see others happy it is Jenny. Speaking about the griefMarx experienced out of her death Engels ends saying that Marx too isdead.
Due to the struggles of the initial days and poverty Marx’s healthdeteriorated and by the end of 1870 he had to stop work for most of thetime and take rest. As per the suggestions of the doctors he had to goto Harogate, Malverne, Channel Islands, Kalsbad (now Karloveevary),Algiers, Geneva, France and places like the southern countries. Thegreat proletarian teacher Karl Marx died peacefully in his wheel chairat 2.45 in the afternoon of March 14th. All the workers of the worldincluding Engels cried for him. On 17th March 1883 Karl Marx wascremated beside the place of his wife’s cremation in the High gatecemetery in London.
Engels spoke with great emotion about the remarkable scientificrevelations of Marx on this occasion. He explained the greatness ofMarx as a scientist and revolutionary fighter –
‘…..And, consequently, Marx was the best hated and mostcalumniated man of his time. Governments, both absolutist andrepublican, deported him from their territories. Bourgeois, whetherconservative or ultra-democratic, vied with one another in heapingslanders upon him. All this he brushed aside as though it were a cobweb,ignoring it, answering only when extreme necessity compelled him.And he died beloved, revered and mourned by millions ofrevolutionary fellow workers – from the mines of Siberia to California,in all parts of Europe and America – and I make bold to say that, thoughhe may have had many opponents, he had hardly one personal enemy.
‘His name will endure through the ages, and so also will his work’.
The international worker’s movement bid farewell to its greatleader. Liebknecht pledged thus near the cemetery on behalf of the
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working class of Germany – taught and for which he fought will be putinto practice as soon as possible. That is the best way to honour hismemory!
“Deceased, living friend, we shall follow to the final aim you showed

us. We swear it on your grave!”
‘His name and work shall endure for ages’.
The toiling people all over the world celebrated the bicentenary

of Karl Marx. The revolutionary communist parties that held aloft the
proletarian revolutionary flag strongly believe that Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism is invincible and scientific and are advancing taking it up as the
beacon for their practice. On the other hand its main enemies and
revisionist traitors and social-imperialists too are celebrating Marx’s
anniversary. This shows the enormous confidence of the people in
Marx.

Various kinds of revisionists and neo-revisionists celebrated the
bicentenary of Karl Marx in our country just like they did all over the
world. The statements of the revisionists to fight in the path shown by
Marx are absolutely sham.

A statue of Marx was inaugurated in the city of Trier in Germany.
Chinese architect Vuy Vey shen prepared the 17 feet high and 4 ton
heavy bronze statue. The social-imperialist Chinese government
provided funds for this statue.

The President of China, the traitor and social-imperialist Xi Jin Ping
said in a meeting in Beijing on the occasion of the bicentenary of Marx
that the theory of Marx is still illuminating, that it is true and the whole
world is respecting it. He said that the Chinese revolution was
accomplished in the light of Marxism. They cannot get on without saying
so. Xi Jin Ping cannot deceive the people much longer. The proletariat
of the world shall tear up the veil of the present China too like they did
to Russia and shall realize the facts.

On the occasion of the bicentenary of Marx there was a two day
seminar in Maynooth University in the city of Maynooth of Ireland. 200
Scholars and intellectuals of nearly 15 countries participated in the
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“The Communists do not form a separateparty opposed to the other
working-class parties

“They have no interests separate and apartfrom those of the proletariat as a whole”
- Communist Manifesto

seminar and discussed the theory of Marx. There were representatives
from the US, Britain, Germany, Italy and Spain too. The proletariat and
their enemies too study Marx’s theories and this is nothing new in
history. While one class utilizes it as a great science and weapon to
destroy the exploitive system the other declares that Marxism is
outdated and that ‘history has ended’ and is trying in vain to make out-
dated, self-praising theories. Comrade Lenin described such persons
one hundred years back thus – ‘The dialectics of history is such that
when Marxism achieved success in the theoretical sphere, its enemies
too had to inevitably wear Marxist veil’.

Our Party has been fighting for the success of New Democratic
Revolution as a part of the World Socialist Revolution for the past fifty
years. Our Party considers Marxism-Leninism-Maoism as today’s
Maoism. It is establishing people’s alternate state power by building
guerilla zones and guerilla bases in many parts of the country.
Imperialists and the Indian ruling classes that serve their interests say
that our Party is the utmost dangerous to the internal security of our
Party (in fact to their indiscriminate exploitation and security!) and are
unleashing repressive measures in an extraordinary level. We must
have the objective of protecting our Party and the revolutionary
movement going on in the leadership of our Party and make it a success.
We must make the Indian revolution successful and take Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism to a higher level.
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Karl Marx
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

A Brief Biographical Sketch With an
Exposition of Marxism

Preface
This article on Karl Marx, which now appears in a separate printing,was written in 1913 (as far as I can remember) for the GranatEncyclopaedia. A fairly detailed bibliography of literature on Marx,mostly foreign, was appended to the article. This has been omitted inthe present edition. The editor of the Encyclopaedia, for their part,have, for censorship reasons, deleted the end of the article on Marx,namely, the section dealing with his revolutionary tactics.Unfortunately, I am unable to reproduce that end, because the drafthas remained among my papers somewhere in Krakow or inSwitzerland. I only remember that in the concluding part of the articleI quoted, among other things, the passage from Marx’s letter to Engelsof April 16, 1856, in which he wrote: “The whole thing in Germany willdepend on the possibility of backing the proletarian revolution by somesecond edition of the Peasant War. Then the affair will be splendid.”That is what our Mensheviks, who have now sunk to utter betrayal ofsocialism and to desertion to the bourgeoisie, have failed tounderstand since 1905.

N. Lenin
Moscow, May 14, 1918

Published in 1918 in the pamphlet: N. Lenin, Karl Marx, PriobiPublishers, Moscow, Published according to the manuscript
Marx, Karl, was born...
Marx, Karl, was born on May 5, 1818 (New Style), in the city of Trier(Rhenish Prussia). His father was a lawyer, a Jew, who in 1824 adoptedProtestantism. The family was well-to-do, cultured, but notrevolutionary. After graduating from a Gymnasium in Trier, Marxentered the university, first at Bonn and later in Berlin, where he readlaw, majoring in history and philosophy. He concluded his universitycourse in 1841, submitting a doctoral thesis on the philosophy of



Epicurus. At the time Marx was a Hegelian idealist in his views. In Berlin,he belonged to the circle of “Left Hegelians” (Bruno Bauer and others)who sought to draw atheistic and revolutionary conclusion from Hegel’sphilosophy.
After graduating, Marx moved to Bonn, hoping to become aprofessor. However, the reactionary policy of the government, whichdeprived Ludwig Feuerbach of his chair in 1832, refused to allow him toreturn to the university in 1836, and in 1841 forbade young ProfessorBruno Bauer to lecture at Bonn, made Marx abandon the idea of anacademic career. Left Hegelian views were making rapid headway inGermany at the time. Feuerbach began to criticize theology, particularlyafter 1836, and turn to materialism, which in 1841 gained ascendancy inhis philosophy (The Essence of Christianity). The year 1843 saw theappearance of his Principles of the Philosophy of the Future. “One mustoneself have experienced the liberating effect” of these books, Engelssubsequently wrote of these works of Feuerbach. “We [i.e., the LeftHegelians, including Marx] all became at once Feuerbachians.” At thattime, some radical bourgeois in the Rhineland, who were in touch withthe Left Hegelians, founded, in Cologne, an opposition paper calledRheinische Zeitung (The first issue appeared on January 1, 1842). Marxand Bruno Bauer were invited to be the chief contributors, and inOctober 1842 Marx became editor-in-chief and moved from Bonn toCologne. The newspaper’s revolutionary-democratic trend becamemore and more pronounced under Marx’s editorship, and thegovernment first imposed double and triple censorship on the paper,and then on January 1, 1843 decided to suppress it. Marx had to resignthe editorship before that date, but his resignation did not save thepaper, which suspended publication in March 1843. Of the major articlesMarx contributed to Rheinische Zeitung, Engels notes, in addition tothose indicated below (see Bibliography),[1] an article on the conditionof peasant winegrowers in the Moselle Valley.[2] Marx’s journalisticactivities convinced him that he was insufficiently acquainted withpolitical economy, and he zealously set out to study it.
In 1843, Marx married, at Kreuznach, a childhood friend he hadbecome engaged to while still a student. His wife came of a reactionaryfamily of the Prussian nobility, her elder brother being Prussia’s
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Minister of the Interior during a most reactionary period—1850-58. Inthe autumn of 1843, Marx went to Paris in order to publish a radicaljournal abroad, together with Arnold Ruge (1802-1880); Left Hegelian;in prison in 1825-30; a political exile following 1848, and a Bismarckianafter 1866-70). Only one issue of this journal, Deutsch-FranzösischeJahrbücher, appeared;[3] publication was discontinued owing to thedifficulty of secretly distributing it in Germany, and to disagreementwith Ruge. Marx’s articles in this journal showed that he was already arevolutionary who advocated “merciless criticism of everythingexisting”, and in particular the “criticism by weapon”,[13] and appealedto the masses and to the proletariat.
In September 1844, Frederick Engels came to Paris for a few days,and from that time on became Marx’s closest friend. They both took amost active part in the then seething life of the revolutionary groups inParis (of particular importance at the time was Proudhon’s[4] doctrine),which Marx pulled to pieces in his Poverty of Philosophy, 1847); waginga vigorous struggle against the various doctrines of petty-bourgeoissocialism, they worked out the theory and tactics of revolutionaryproletarian socialism, or communism Marxism). See Marx’s works ofthis period, 1844-48 in the Bibliography. At the insistent request of thePrussian government, Marx was banished from Paris in 1845, as adangerous revolutionary. He went to Brussels. In the spring of 1847Marx and Engels joined a secret propaganda society called theCommunist League;[5] they took a prominent part in the League’s SecondCongress (London, November 1847), at whose request they drew upthe celebrated Communist Manifesto, which appeared in February1848. With the clarity and brilliance of genius, this work outlines a newworld-conception, consistent with materialism, which also embracethe realm of social life; dialectics, as the most comprehensive andprofound doctrine of development; the theory of the class struggleand of the world-historic revolutionary role of the proletariat—thecreator of a new, communist society.
On the outbreak of the Revolution of February 1848,[6] Marx wasbanished from Belgium. He returned to Paris, whence, after the MarchRevolution,[7] he went to Cologne, Germany, where Neue RheinischeZeitung[8] was published from June 1, 1848, to May 19, 1849, with Marx
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as editor-in-chief. The new theory was splendidly confirmed by thecourse of the revolutionary events of 1848-49, just as it has beensubsequently confirmed by all proletarian and democratic movementsin all countries of the world. The victorious counter-revolution firstinstigated court proceedings against Marx (he was acquitted onFebruary 9, 1849), and then banished him from Germany (May 16, 1849).First Marx went to Paris, was again banished after the demonstrationof June 13, 1849,[9] and then went to London, where he lived until hisdeath.
His life as a political exile was a very hard one, as thecorrespondence between Marx and Engels (published in 1913) clearlyreveals. Poverty weighed heavily on Marx and his family; had it notbeen for Engels’ constant and selfless financial aid, Marx would notonly have been unable to complete Capital but would have inevitablyhave been crushed by want. Moreover, the prevailing doctrines andtrends of petty-bourgeois socialism, and of non-proletarian socialismin general, forced Marx to wage a continuous and merciless struggleand sometime to repel the most savage and monstrous personal attacks(Herr Vogt).[10] Marx, who stood aloof from circles of political exiles,developed his materialist theory in a number of historical works (seeBibliography), devoting himself mainly to a study of political economy.Marx revolutionized science (see “The Marxist Doctrine”, below) in hisContribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859) and Capital (Vol.I, 1867).
The revival of the democratic movements in the late fifties and inthe sixties recalled Marx to practical activity. In 1864 (September 28)the International Working Men’s Association—the celebrated FirstInternational—was founded in London. Marx was the heart and soul ofthis organization, and author of its first Address[11] and of a host ofresolutions, declaration and manifestoes. In uniting the labormovement of various forms of non-proletarian, pre-Marxist socialism(Mazzini, Proudhon, Bakunin, liberal trade-unionism in Britain,Lassallean vacillations to the right in Germany, etc.), and in combatingthe theories of all these sects and schools, Marx hammered out auniform tactic for the proletarian struggle of the working in the variouscountries. Following the downfall of the Paris Commune (1871)—of
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which gave such a profound, clear-cut, brilliant effective andrevolutionary analysis (The Civil War In France, 1871)—and the Bakunin-caused[12] cleavage in the International, the latter organization couldno longer exist in Europe. After the Hague Congress of the International(1872), Marx had the General Council of the International had playedits historical part, and now made way for a period of a far greaterdevelopment of the labor movement in all countries in the world, aperiod in which the movement grew in scope, and mass socialistworking-class parties in individual national states were formed.
Marx’s health was undermined by his strenuous work in theInternational and his still more strenuous theoretical occupations. Hecontinued work on the refashioning of political economy and on thecompletion of Capital, for which he collected a mass of new materialand studied a number of languages (Russian, for instance). However,ill-health prevented him from completing Capital.
His wife died on December 2, 1881, and on March 14, 1883, Marxpassed away peacefully in his armchair. He lies buried next to his wifeat Highgate Cemetery in London. Of Marx’s children some died inchildhood in London, when the family were living in destitutecircumstances. Three daughters married English and French socialists;Eleanor Aveling, Laura Lafargue and Jenny Longuet. The latters’ son is amember of the French Socialist Party.
 Notes
[1] This “Bibliography” written by Lenin for the article is not included.—Ed.
[2] The reference is to the article “Justification of the Correspondentfrom the Mosel” by Karl Marx.—Ed.
[3] The reference is to the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher(German-French Annals), a magazine edited by Karl Marx and ArnoldRuge and published in German in Paris. Only the first issue, a doubleone, appeared, in February 1844. It included works by Karl Marx andFrederick Engels which marked the final transition of Marx and Engelsto materialism and communism. Publication of the magazine wasdiscontinued mainly as a result of basic differences of opinion betweenMarx and the bourgeois radical Ruge.—Ed.
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[4] Proudhonism—An unscientific trend in petty-bourgeoissocialism, hostile to Marxism, so called after its ideologist, the Frenchanarchist Pierre Joseph Proudhon. Proudhon criticized big capitalistproperty from the petty-bourgeois position and dreamed ofperpetuating small private ownership. He proposed the foundation of“people’s” and “exchange” banks, with the aid of which the workerswould be able to acquire the means of production, becomehandicraftsmen and ensure the just marketing of their produce.Proudhon did not understand the historic role of the proletariat anddisplayed a negative attitude to the class struggle, the proletarianrevolution, and the dictatorship of the proletariat; as an anarchist, hedenied the need for the state. Marx subjected Proudhonism to ruthlesscriticism in his work The Poverty of Philosophy.—Ed.
[5] The Communist League—The first international communistorganization of the proletariat founded under the guidance of Marxand Engels in London early in June 1847.
Marx and Engels helped to work out the programmatic andorganizational principles of the League; they wrote its programme—the Manifesto of the Communist Party, published in February 1848.
The Communist League was the predecessor of the InternationalWorking Men’s Association (The First International). It existed untilNovember 1852, its prominent members later playing a leading role inthe First International.—Ed.
[6] The reference is to the bourgeois revolutions in Germany andAustria which began in March 1848.—Ed.
[7] The reference is to the bourgeois revolution in France in February1848.—Ed.
[8] Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung (New Rhenish Gazette)—Publishedin Cologne from June 1, 1848, to May 19, 1849. Marx and Engels directedthe newspaper, Marx being its editor-in-chief. Lenin characterized DieNeue Rheinische Zeitung as “the finest and unsurpassed organ of therevolutionary proletariat”. Despite persecution and the obstaclesplaced in its way by the police, the newspaper staunchly defended theinterests of revolutionary democracy, the interests of the proletariat.Because of Marx’s banishment from Prussia in May 1849 and the
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persecution of the other editors. Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung had tocease publication.—Ed.
[9] The reference is to the mass demonstration in Paris organizedby the Montagne, the party of the petty bourgeoisie, in protest againstthe infringement by the President and the majority in the LegislativeAssembly of the constitutional orders established in the revolution of1848. The demonstration was dispersed by the government.—Ed.
[10] The reference is to Marx’s pamphlet Herr Vogt, which was writtenin reply to the slanderous pamphlet by Vogt, a Bonapartist agentprovocateur, My Process Against “Allgemeine Zeitung”.—Ed.
[11] The First International Workingmen’s Association was the firstinternational tendency that grouped together all the worlds’ workersparties in one unified international party.—Ed.
[12] Bakuninism—A trend called after its leader Mikhail Bakunin, anideologist of anarchism and enemy of Marxism and scientificsocialism.—Ed.
[13] These words are from Marx’s “Critique of the HegelianPhilosophy of Right: Introduction.” The relevant passage reads: “Theweapon of criticism cannot, of course, replace criticism by weapon,material force must be overthrown by a material force; but theory, too,becomes a material force, as soon as it grips the masses.”—Lenin
The Marxist Doctrine
Marxism is the system of Marx’s views and teachings. Marx wasthe genius who continued and consummated the three main ideologicalcurrents of the 19th century, as represented by the three most advancedcountries of mankind: classical German philosophy, classical Englishpolitical economy, and French socialism combined with Frenchrevolutionary doctrines in general. Acknowledged even by hisopponents, the remarkable consistency and integrity of Marx’s views,whose totality constitutes modern materialism and modern scientificsocialism, as the theory and programme of the working-class movementin all the civilized countries of the world, make it incumbent on us topresent a brief outline of his world-conception in general, prior togiving an exposition of the principal content of Marxism, namely, Marx’seconomic doctrine.
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Philosophical Materialism
Beginning with the years 1844–45, when his views took shape,Marx was a materialist and especially a follower of Ludwig Feuerbach,whose weak point he subsequently saw only in his materialism beinginsufficiently consistent and comprehensive. To Marx, Feuerbach’shistoric and “epoch-making” significance lay in his having resolutelybroken with Hegel’s idealism and in his proclamation of materialism,which already “in the 18th century, particularly French materialism,was not only a struggle against the existing political institutions andagainst... religion and theology, but also... against all metaphysics” (inthe sense of “drunken speculation” as distinct from “soberphilosophy”). (The Holy Family, in Literarischer Nachlass[1]) “To Hegel...,” wrote Marx, “the process of thinking, which, under the name of ‘theIdea’, he even transforms into an independent subject, is the demiurgos(the creator, the maker) of the real world.... With me, on the contrary,the ideal is nothing else than the material world reflected by the humanmind, and translated into forms of thought.” (Capital, Vol. I, Afterwardto the Second Edition.) In full conformity with this materialistphilosophy of Marx’s, and expounding it, Frederick Engels wrote inAnti-Duhring (read by Marx in the manuscript): “The real unity of theworld consists in its materiality, and this is proved... by a long andwearisome development of philosophy and natural science....” “Motionis the mode of existence of matter. Never anywhere has there beenmatter without motion, or motion without matter, nor can there be....Bit if the... question is raised: what thought and consciousness reallyare, and where they come from; it becomes apparent that they areproducts of the human brain and that main himself is a product ofNature, which has developed in and along with its environment; henceit is self-evident that the products of the human brain, being in the lastanalysis also products of Nature, do not contradict the rest of Nature’sinterconnections but are in correspondence with them....
“Hegel was an idealist, that is to say, the thoughts within his mindwere to him not the more or less abstract images [Abbilder, reflections;Engels sometimes speaks of “imprints”] of real things and processes,but on the contrary, things and their development were to him onlythe images, made real, of the “Idea” existing somewhere or otherbefore the world existed.”
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In his Ludwig Feuerbach—which expounded his own and Marx’sviews on Feuerbach’s philosophy, and was sent to the printers after hehad re-read an old manuscript Marx and himself had written in 1844-45on Hegel, Feuerbach and the materialist conception of history—Engelswrote:
“The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of morerecent philosophy, is the relation of thinking and being... spirit toNature... which is primary, spirit or Nature.... The answers which thephilosophers gave to this question split them into two great camps.Those who asserted the primary of spirit to Nature and, therefore, inthe last instance, assumed world creation in some form or other...comprised the camp of idealism. The others, who regarded Nature asprimary, belonged to the various schools of materialism.”
Any other use of the concepts of (philosophical) idealism andmaterialism leads only to confusion. Marx decidedly rejected, not onlyidealism, which is always linked in one way or another with religion,but also the views—especially widespread in our day—of Hume andKant, agnosticism, criticism, and positivism[2] in their various forms; heconsidered that philosophy a “reactionary” concession to idealism, andat best a “shame-faced way of surreptitiously accepting materialism,while denying it before the world.”[3]

On this question, see, besides the works by Engels and Marxmentioned above, a letter Marx wrote to Engels on December 12, 1868,in which, referring to an utterance by the naturalist Thomas Huxley,which was “more materialistic” than usual, and to his recognition that“as long as we actually observe and think, we cannot possibly get awayfrom materialism”, Marx reproached Huxley for leaving a “loop hole”for agnosticism, for Humism.
It is particularly important to note Marx’s view on the relationbetween freedom and necessity: “Freedom is the appreciation ofnecessity. ‘Necessity is blind only insofar as it is not understood.’”(Engels in Anti-Duhring) This means recognition of the rule of objectivelaws in Nature and of the dialectical transformation of necessity intofreedom (in the same manner as the transformation of the uncognizedbut cognizable “thing-in-itself” into the “thing-for-us”, of the “essenceof things” into “phenomena”). Marx and Engels considered that the
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“old” materialism, including that of Feuerbach (and still more the“vulgar” materialism of Buchner, Vogt and Moleschott), contained thefollowing major shortcomings:
(1) this materialism was “predominantly mechanical,” failing totake account of thelatest developments in chemistry and biology (todayit would be necessary to add:and in the electrical theory of matter);
(2) the old materialism was non-historical and non-dialectical(metaphysical, in themeaning of anti-dialectical), and did not adhereconsistently and comprehensivelyto the standpoint of development;
(3) it regarded the “human essence” in the abstract, not as the“complex ofall” (concretely and historically determined) “socialrelations”, and thereforemerely “interpreted” the world, whereas itwas a question of “changing” it,i.e., it did not understand the importanceof “revolutionary practical activity”.
Dialectics
As the most comprehensive and profound doctrine ofdevelopment, and the richest in content, Hegelian dialectics wasconsidered by Marx and Engels the greatest achievement of classicalGerman philosophy. They thought that any other formulation of theprinciple of development, of evolution, was one-sided and poor incontent, and could only distort and mutilate the actual course ofdevelopment (which often proceeds by leaps, and via catastrophesand revolutions) in Nature and in society.
“Marx and I were pretty well the only people to rescue consciousdialectics [from the destruction of idealism, including Hegelianism]and apply it in the materialist conception of Nature.... Nature is theproof of dialectics, and it must be said for modern natural science thatit has furnished extremely rich [this was written before the discoveryof radium, electrons, the transmutation of elements, etc.!] and dailyincreasing materials for this test, and has thus proved that in the lastanalysis Nature’s process is dialectical and not metaphysical.
“The great basic thought,” Engels writes, “that the world is not tobe comprehended as a complex of ready-made things, but as a complexof processes, in which the things apparently stable no less than theirmind images in our heads, the concepts, go through an uninterrupted
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change of coming into being and passing away... this great fundamentalthought has, especially since the time of Hegel, so thoroughlypermeated ordinary consciousness that in this generality it is nowscarcely ever contradicted. But to acknowledge this fundamentalthought in words and to apply it in reality in detail to each domain ofinvestigation are two different things.... For dialectical philosophynothing is final, absolute, sacred. It reveals the transitory character ofeverything and in everything; nothing can endure before it except theuninterrupted process of becoming and of passing away, of endlessascendancy from the lower to the higher. And dialectical philosophyitself is nothing more than the mere reflection of this process in thethinking brain.” Thus, according to Marx, dialectics is “the science ofthe general laws of motion, both of the external world and of humanthought.”[4]

This revolutionary aspect of Hegel’s philosophy was adopted anddeveloped by Marx. Dialectical materialism “does not need anyphilosophy standing above the other sciences.” From previousphilosophy there remains “the science of thought and its laws—formallogic and dialectics.” Dialectics, as understood by Marx, and also inconformity with Hegel, includes what is now called the theory ofknowledge, or epistemology, studying and generalizing the originaland development of knowledge, the transition from non-knowledgeto knowledge.
In our times, the idea of development, of evolution, has almostcompletely penetrated social consciousness, only in other ways, andnot through Hegelian philosophy. Still, this idea, as formulated by Marxand Engels on the basis of Hegels’ philosophy, is far morecomprehensive and far richer in content than the current idea ofevolution is. A development that repeats, as it were, stages that havealready been passed, but repeats them in a different way, on a higherbasis (“the negation of the negation”), a development, so to speak,that proceeds in spirals, not in a straight line; a development by leaps,catastrophes, and revolutions; “breaks in continuity”; thetransformation of quantity into quality; inner impulses towardsdevelopment, imparted by the contradiction and conflict of the variousforces and tendencies acting on a given body, or within a given
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phenomenon, or within a given society; the interdependence and theclosest and indissoluble connection between all aspects of anyphenomenon (history constantly revealing ever new aspects), aconnection that provides a uniform, and universal process of motion,one that follows definite laws—these are some of the features ofdialectics as a doctrine of development that is richer than theconventional one. (Cf. Marx’s letter to Engels of January 8, 1868, inwhich he ridicules Stein’s “wooden trichotomies,” which it would beabsurd to confuse with materialist dialectics.)
The Materialist Conception of History
A realization of the inconsistency, incompleteness, andonesidedness of the old materialism convinced Marx of the necessityof “bringing the science of society... into harmony with the materialistfoundation, and of reconstructing it thereupon.”[5] Since materialismin general explains consciousness as the outcome of being, and notconversely, then materialism as applied to the social life of mankindhas to explain social consciousness as the outcome of social being.“Technology,” Marx writes (Capital, Vol. I), “discloses man’s mode ofdealing with Nature, the immediate process of production by which hesustains his life, and thereby also lays bare the mode of formation ofhis social relations, and of the mental conceptions that flow fromthem.”[6] In the preface to his Contribution to the Critique of PoliticalEconomy, Marx gives an integral formulation of the fundamentalprinciples of materialism as applied to human society and its history, inthe following words:
“In the social production of their life, men enter into definiterelations that are indispensable and independent of their will, relationsof production which correspond to a definite stage of development oftheir material productive forces.
“The sum total of these relations of production constitutes theeconomic structure of society, the real foundation, on which rises alegal and political superstructure and to which correspond definiteforms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material lifeconditions the social, political and intellectual life process in general.It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but, onthe contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness. At
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a certain stage of their development, the material productive forces ofsociety come in conflict with the existing relations of production, or—what is but a legal expression for the same thing—with the propertyrelations within which they have been at work hitherto. From forms ofdevelopment of the productive forces these relation turn into theirfetters. Then begins an epoch of social revolution. With the change ofthe economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is moreor less rapidly transformed. In considering such transformations adistinction should always be made between the materialtransformation of the economic conditions of production, which canbe determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal,political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic—in short, ideological formsin which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out.
“Just as our opinion of an individual is not based on what he thinksof himself, so we cannot judge of such a period of transformation by itsown consciousness; on the contrary, this consciousness must beexplained rather from the contradictions of material life, from theexisting conflict between the social productive forces and the relationsof production.... In broad outlines, Asiatic, ancient, feudal, and modernbourgeois modes of production can be designated as progressiveepochs in the economic formation of society.”[7] [Cf. Marx’s briefformulation in a letter to Engels dated July 7, 1866: “Our theory that theorganization of labor is determined by the means of production.”]
The discovery of the materialist conception of history, or morecorrectly, the consistent continuation and extension of materialisminto the domain of social phenomena, removed the two chiefshortcomings in earlier historical theories. In the first place, the latterat best examined only the ideological motives in the historical activitiesof human beings, without investigating the origins of those motives,or ascertaining the objective laws governing the development of thesystem of social relations, or seeing the roots of these relations in thedegree of development reached by material production; in the secondplace, the earlier theories did not embrace the activities of the massesof the population, whereas historical materialism made it possible forthe first time to study with scientific accuracy the social conditions ofthe life of the masses, and the changes in those conditions. At best,
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pre-Marxist “sociology” and historiography brought forth anaccumulation of raw facts, collected at random, and a description ofindividual aspects of the historical process. By examining the totalityof opposing tendencies, by reducing them to precisely definableconditions of life and production of the various classes of individualaspects of the historical process. By examining the choice of a particular“dominant” idea or in its interpretation, and by revealing that, withoutexception, all ideas and all the various tendencies stem from thecondition of the material forces of production, Marxism indicated theway to an all-embracing and comprehensive study of the process ofthe rise, development, and decline of socio-economic systems. Peoplemake their own history but what determines the motives of people, ofthe mass of people—i.e., what is the sum total of all these clashes inthe mass of human societies? What are the objective conditions ofproduction of material life that form the basis of all man’s historicalactivity? What is the law of development of these conditions? To allthese Marx drew attention and indicated the way to a scientific studyof history as a single process which, with all its immense variety andcontradictoriness, is governed by definite laws.
The Class Struggle
It is common knowledge that, in any given society, the striving ofsome of its members conflict with the strivings of others, that sociallife is full of contradictions, and that history reveals a struggle betweennations and societies, as well as within nations and societies, and,besides, an alternation of periods of revolution and reaction, peaceand war, stagnation and rapid progress or decline. Marxism has providedthe guidance —i.e., the theory of the class struggle—for the discoveryof the laws governing this seeming maze and chaos. It is only a study ofthe sum of the strivings of all the members of a given society or groupof societies that can lead to a scientific definition of the result of thosestrivings. Now the conflicting strivings stem from the difference in theposition and mode of life of the classes into which each society isdivided.
“The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of classstruggles,” Marx wrote in the Communist Manifesto (with the exceptionof the history of the primitive community, Engels added subsequently).
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“Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-masterand journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constantopposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden,now open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionaryreconstruction of society at large, or in the common ruin of thecontending classes.... The modern bourgeois society that has sproutedfrom the ruins of feudal society has not done away with classantagonisms. It has but established new classes, new conditions ofoppression, new forms of struggle in place of the old ones. Our epoch,the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this distinctivefeature: it has simplified class antagonisms. Society as a whole is moreand more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into two greatclasses directly facing each other: Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.”
Ever since the Great French Revolution, European history has, in anumber of countries, tellingly revealed what actually lies at the bottomof events—the struggle of classes. The Restoration period in France[8]

already produced a number of historians (Thierry, Guizot, Mignet, andThiers) who, in summing up what was taking place, were obliged toadmit that the class struggle was taking place, were obliged to admitthat the class struggle was the key to all French history. The modernperiod—that of complete victory of the bourgeoisie, representativeinstitutions, extensive (if not universal) suffrage, a cheap daily pressthat is widely circulated among the masses, etc., a period of powerfuland every-expanding unions of workers and unions of employers,etc.—has shown even more strikingly (though sometimes in a veryone-sided, “peaceful”, and “constitutional” form) the class struggle asthe mainspring of events. The following passage from Marx’sCommunist Manifesto will show us what Marx demanded of socialscience as regards an objective analysis of the position of each class inmodern society, with reference to an analysis of each class’s conditionsof development:
“Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisietoday, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class. The otherclasses decay and finally disappear in the face of Modern Industry; theproletariat is its special and essential product. The lower middle class,the small manufacturer, the shopkeeper, the artisan, the peasant, all
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these fight against the bourgeoisie, to save from extinction theirexistence as fractions of the middle class. They are therefore notrevolutionary, but conservative. Nay more, they are reactionary, forthey try to roll back the wheel of history. If by chance they arerevolutionary, they are so only in view of their impending transfer intothe proletariat; they thus defend not their present, but their futureinterests; they desert their own standpoint to place themselves at thatof the proletariat.”
In a number of historical works (see Bibliography), Marx gavebrilliant and profound examples of materialist historiography, of ananalysis of the position of each individual class, and sometimes ofvarious groups or strata within a class, showing plainly why and how“every class struggle is a political struggle.”[9] The above-quoted passageis an illustration of what a complex network of social relations andtransitional stages from one class to another, from the past to thefuture, was analyzed by Marx so as to determine the resultant ofhistorical development.
Marx’s economic doctrine is the most profound, comprehensiveand detailed confirmation and application of his theory.
Notes
[1] See Marx and Engels, The Holy Family (Chapter Eight)—Lenin
[2] Agnoticism—An idealist philosophical theory asserting that theworld in unknowable, that the human mind is limited and cannot knowanything beyond the realms of sensations. Agnosticism has variousforms: some agnostics recognize the objective existence of the materialworld but deny the possibility of knowing it, others deny the existenceof the material world on the plea that man cannot know whetheranything exists beyond his sensations.
Criticism—Kant gave this name to his idealist philosophy,considering the criticism of man’s cognitive ability to be the purpose ofthat philosophy. Kant’s criticism led him to the conviction that humanreason cannot know the nature of things.
Positivism—A widespread trend in bourgeois philosophy andsociology, founded by Comte (1798-1857), a French philosopher andsociologist. The positivists deny the possibility of knowing inner
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regularities and relations and deny the significance of philosophy as amethod of knowing and changing the objective world. They reducephilosophy to a summary of the data provided by the various branchesof science and to a superficial description of the results of directobservation—i.e., to “positive” facts. Positivism considers itself to be“above” both materialism and idealism but it is actually nothing morethan a variety of subjective idealism.—Ed.
[3] Frederick Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of ClassicalGerman Philosophy—Lenin
[4] Frederick Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of ClassicalGerman Philosophy—Lenin
[5] Frederick Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of ClassicalGerman Philosophy—Lenin
[6] See Karl Marx, Capital. Volume I.—Lenin
[7] Karl Marx, Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy(1859)—Lenin
[8] The Restoration—The period in France between 1814 and 1830when power was in the hands of the Bourbons, restored to the throneafter their overthrow by the French bourgeois revolution in 1792.—Ed.
[9] See Marx and Engels, Selected Works Vol. 1, Moscow, 1973, pp.108-09, 117-18, 116.—Ed.
Marx’s Economic Doctrine
“It is the ultimate aim of this work to lay bare the economic law ofmotion of modern society, i.e., capitalist, bourgeois society,”
says Marx in the preface to Capital. An investigation into therelations of production in a given, historically defined society, in theirinception, development, and decline—such is the content of Marx’seconomic doctrine. In capitalist society, the production of commoditiesis predominant, and Marx’s analysis therefore begin with an analysisof commodity.
Value
A commodity is, in the first place, a thing that satisfies a humanwant; in the second place, it is a thing that can be exchanged for anotherthing. The utility of a thing makes is a use-value. Exchange-value (or,
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simply, value), is first of all the ratio, the proportion, in which a certainnumber of use-values of one kind can be exchanged for a certainnumber of use-values of another kind. Daily experience shows us thatmillion upon millions of such exchanges are constantly equating withone another every kind of use-value, even the most diverse andincomparable. Now, what is there in common between these variousthings. Things constantly equated with one another in a definite systemof social relations? Their common feature is that they are products oflabor. In exchanging products, people equate the most diverse kinds oflabor. The production of commodities is a system of social relations inwhich individual producers create diverse products (the social divisionof labor), and in which all these products are equated with one anotherin the process of exchange. Consequently, what is common to allcommodities is not the concrete labor of a definite branch of production,not labor of one particular kind, but abstract human labor—humanlabor in general. All the labor power of a given society, as representedin the sum total of the values of all commodities, is one and the samehuman labor power. Thousands upon thousands of millions of acts ofexchange prove this. Consequently, each particular commodityrepresents only a certain share of the socially necessary labor time.The magnitude of value is determined by the amount of sociallynecessary labor, or by the labor time that is socially necessary for theproduction of a given commodity, of a given use-value.
“Whenever, by an exchange, we equate as values our differentproducts, by that very act, we also equate, as human labor, the differentkind of labor expended upon them. We are not aware of this,nevertheless we do it.” [Capital]. As one of the earlier economistssaid, value is a relation between two persons; only he should haveadded: a relation concealed beneath a material wrapping. We canunderstand what value is only when we consider it from the standpointof the system of social relations of production in a particular historicaltype of society, moreover, or relations that manifest themselves in themass phenomenon of exchange, a phenomenon which repeats itselfthousands upon thousands of time. “As values, all commodities areonly definite masses of congealed labor time.” [A Contribution to theCritique of Political Economy].
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After making a detailed analysis of the twofold character of thelabor incorporated in commodities, Marx goes on to analyze the formof value and money. Here, Marx’s main task is to study the origin of themoney form of value, to study the historical process of the developmentof exchange, beginning with individual and incidental acts of exchange(the “elementary or accidental form of value”, in which a given quantityof one commmodity is exchanged for a given quantity of another),passing on to the universal form of value, in which a number of differentcommodities are exchanged for one and the same particular commodity,and ending with the money form of value, when gold becomes thatparticular commodity, the universal equivalent. As the highest productof the development of exchange and commodity production, moneymasks, conceals, the social character of all individual labor, the sociallink between individual producers united by the market. Marx analyzesthe various functions of money in very great detail; it is important tonote here in particular (as in the opening chapters of Capital in general)that what seems to be an abstract and at times purely deductive modeof exposition deals in reality with a gigantic collection of factual materialon the history of the development of exchange and commodityproduction.
“If we consider money, its existence implies a definite stage in theexchange of commodities. The particular functions of money, which itperforms either as the mere equivalent of commodities or as means ofcirculation, or means of payment, as hoard or as universal money, point,according to the extent and relative preponderance of the one functionor the other, to very different stages in the process of socialproduction.” [Capital].
Surplus Value
At a certain stage in the development of commodity productionmoney becomes transformed into capital. The formula of commoditycirculation was C-M-C (commodity—money—commodity)—i.e., thesale of one commodity for the purpose of buying another.
The general formula of capital, on the contrary, is M-C-M—i.e., thepurchase for the purpose of selling (at a profit).
The increase over the original value of the money that is put intocirculation is called by Marx surplus value. The fact of this “growth” of
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money in capitalist circulation is common knowledge. Indeed, it is this“growth” which transforms money into capital, as a special andhistorically determined social relation of production. Surplus valuecannot arise out of commodity circulation, for the latter knows onlythe exchange of equivalents; neither can it arise out of price increases,for the mutual losses and gains of buyers and sellers would equalizeone another, whereas what we have here in not an individualphenomenon but a mass, average and social phenomenon. To obtainsurplus value, the owner of money “must ... find... in the market acommodity, whose use-value possesses the peculiar property of beinga source of value” [Capital]—a commodity whose process ofconsumption is at the same time a process of the creation of value.Such a commodity exists—human labor power. Its consumption is labor,and labor creates value. The owner of money buys labor power at itsvalue, which, like the value of every other commodity, is determinedby the socially necessary labor time requisite for its production (i.e.,the cost of maintaining the worker and his family). Having boughtenough labor power, the owner of money is entitled to use it, that is,to set it to work for a whole day—12 hours, let us say. Yet, in the courseof six hours (“necessary” labor time) the worker creates productsufficient to cover the cost of his own maintenance; in the course ofthe next six hours (“surplus” labor time), he creates “surplus” product,or surplus value, for which the capitalist does not pay. Therefore, fromthe standpoint of the process of production, two parts must bedistinguished in capital: constant capital, which is expended on meansof production (machinery, tools, raw materials, etc.), whose value,without any change, is transferred (immediately or part by part) to thefinished product; secondly, variable capital, which is expended on laborpower. The value of this latter capital is not invariable, but grows in thelabor process, creating surplus value. Therefore, to express the degreeof capital’s exploitation of labor power, surplus must be compared notwith the entire capital but only with variable capital. Thus, in theexample just given, the rate of surplus value, as Marx calls this ratio,will be 6:6, i.e., 100 per cent.
There were two historical prerequisites for capital to arise: first,the accumulation of certain sums of money in the hands of individuals
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under conditions of a relatively high level of development ofcommunity production in general; secondly, the existence of a workerwho is “free” in a double sense: free of all constraint or restriction onthe scale of his labor power, and free from the land and all means ofproduction in general, a free and unattached laborer, a “proletarian”,who cannot subsist except by selling his labor power.
There are two main ways of increasing surplus value: lengtheningthe working day (“absolute surplus value”), and reducing the necessaryworking day (“relative surplus value”). In analyzing the former, Marxgives a most impressive picture of the struggle of the working class fora shorter working day and of interference by the state authority tolengthen the working day (from the 14th century to the 17th) and toreduce it (factory legislation in the 19th century). Since the appearanceof Capital, the history of the working class movement in all civilizedcountries of the world has provided a wealth of new facts amplifyingthis picture.
Analyzing the production of relative surplus value, Marxinvestigates the three fundamental historical stage in capitalism’sincrease of the productivity of labor: (1) simple co-operation; (2) thedivision of labor, and manufacture; (3) machinery and large-scaleindustry. How profoundly Marx has here revealed the basic and typicalfeatures of capitalist development is shown incidentally by the factthat investigations into the handicraft industries in Russia furnishabundant material illustrating the first two of the mentioned stages.The revolutionizing effect of large-scale machine industry, as describedby Marx in 1867, has revealed itself in a number of “new” countries(Russia, Japan, etc.), in the course of the half-century that has sinceelapsed.
To continue. New and important in the highest degree is Marx’sanalysis of the accumulation of capital—i.e., the transformation of apart of surplus value into capital, and its use, not for satisfying thepersonal needs of whims of the capitalist, but for new production.Marx revealed the error made by all earlier classical political economists(beginning with Adam Smith), who assumed that the entire surplusvalue which is transformed into capital goes to form variable capital. inactual fact, it is divided into means of production and variable capital.
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Of tremendous importance to the process of development of capitalismand its transformation into socialism is the more rapid growth of theconstant capital share (of the total capital) as compared with thevariable capital share.
By speeding up the supplanting of workers by machinery and bycreating wealth at one extreme and poverty at the other, theaccumulation of capital also gives rise to what is called the “reservearmy of labor”, to the “relative surplus” of workers, or “capitalistoverpopulation”, which assumes the most diverse forms and enablescapital to expand production extremely rapidly. In conjunction withcredit facilities and the accumulation of capital in the form of means ofproduction, this incidentally is the key to an understanding of the crisesof overproduction which occur periodically in capitalist countries—atfirst at an average of every 10 years, and later at more lengthy and lessdefinite intervals. From the accumulation of capital under capitalismwe should distinguish what is known as primitive accumulation: theforcible divorcement of the worker from the means of production, thedriving of the peasant off the land, the stealing of communal lands, thesystem of colonies and national debts, protective tariffs, and the like.“Primitive accumulation” creates the “free” proletarian at one extreme,and the owner of money, the capitalist, at the other.
The “historical tendency of capitalist accumulation” is describedby Marx in the following celebrated words:
“The expropriation of the immediate producers is accomplishedwith merciless vandalism, and under the stimulus of passions the mostinfamous, the most sordid, the pettiest, the most meanly odious. Self-earned private property [of the peasant and handicraftsman], that isbased, so to say, on the fusing together of the isolated, independentlaboring-individual with the conditions of his labor, is supplanted bycapitalistic private property, which rests on exploitation of thenominally free labor of others.... That which is now to be expropriatedis no longer the laborer working for himself, but the capitalist exploitingmany laborers. This expropriation is accomplished by the action of theimmanent laws of capitalistic production itself, by the centralization ofcapital. One capitalist always kills many. Hand in hand with thiscentralization, or this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develop,
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on an ever extending scale, the co-operative form of the labor process,the conscious technical application of science, the methodicalcultivation of the soil, the transformation of the instruments of laborinto instruments of labor only usable in common, the economizing ofall means of production by their use as the means of production ofcombined, socialized labor, the entanglement of all people in the netof the world market, and with this the international character of thecapitalistic regime. Along with the constantly diminishing number ofthe magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolize all advantages ofthis process of transformation, grows the mass of misery, oppression,slavery, degradation, exploitation; but with this too grows the revoltof the working class, a class always increasing in numbers, anddisciplined, united, organized by the very mechanism of the process ofcapitalist production itself. The monopoly of capital becomes a fetterupon the mode of production, which has sprung up and flourishedalong with, and under, it. Centralization of the means of productionand socialization of labor at last reach a point where they becomeincompatible with their capitalist integument. The integument is burstasunder. The knell of capitalist private property sound. Theexpropriators are expropriated.” (Capital, Volume I)
Also new and important in the highest degree is the analysis Marxgives, in Volume Two of Capital of the reproduction of aggregate socialcapital. Here, too, Marx deals, not with an individual phenomenon butwith a mass phenomenon; not with a fractional part of the economy ofsociety, but with that economy as a whole. Correcting theaforementioned error of the classical economists, Marx divides thewhole of social production into two big sections: (I) production of themeans of production, and (II) production of articles of consumption,and examines in detail, with numerical examples, the circulation ofthe aggregate social capital—both when reproduced in its formerdimension and in the case of accumulation. Volume Three of Capitalsolves the problem of how the average rate of profit is formed on thebasis of the law of value. This immense stride forward made byeconomic science in the person of Marx consists in his having conductedan analysis, from the standpoint of mass economic phenomena, of thesocial economy as a whole, not from the standpoint of individual cases
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or of the external and superficial aspects of competition, to whichvulgar political economy and the modern “theory of marginal utility”[1]
frequently restrict themselves. Marx first analyzes the origin of surplusvalue, and then goes on to consider its division into profit, interest,and ground rent. Profit is the ratio between surplus value and the totalcapital invested in an undertaking. Capital with a “high organiccomposition” (i.e., with a preponderance of constant capital overvariable capital in excess of the social average) yields a rate of profitbelow the average; capital with a “low organic composition” yields arate of profit above the average. Competition among capitalists, andtheir freedom to transfer their capital from one branch to another, willin both cases reduce the rate of profit to the average. The sum total ofthe values of all the commodities in a given society coincides with thesum total of the prices of the commodities, but, in individualundertakings and branches of production, as a result of competition,commodities are sold not at their values at the prices of production (orproduction prices), which are equal to the capital expended plus theaverage profit.

In this way, the well-known and indisputable fact of the divergencebetween prices and values and of the equalization of profits is fullyexplained by Marx on the basis of law of value, since the sum total ofvalues of all commodities coincides with the sum total of prices.However, the equating of (social) value to (individual) prices does nottake place simply and directly, but in a very complex way. It is quitenatural that in a society of separate producers of commodities, whoare united only by the market, a conformity to law can be only anaverage, social, mass manifestation, with individual deviations ineither direction mutually compensating one another.
A rise in the productivity of labor implies a more rapid growth ofconstant capital as compared with variable capital. Inasmuch as surplusvalue is a function of variable capital alone, it is obvious that the rate ofprofit (the ratio of surplus value to the whole capital, not to its variablepart alone) tends to fall. Marx makes a detailed analysis of this tendencyand of a number of circumstances that conceal or counteract it. Withoutpausing to deal with the extremely interesting sections of VolumeThree of Capital, Vol. I devoted to usurer’s capital, commercial capital
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and money capital, we must pass on to the most important section—the theory of ground rent. Since the area of land is limited and, incapitalist countries, the land is all held by individual private owners,the price of production of agricultural products is determined by thecost of production, not on soil of average quality but on the worst soil;not under average conditions but under the worst conditions of deliveryof produce to the market. The difference between this price and theprice of production on better soil (or in better conditions) constitutesdifferential rent. Analyzing this in detail, and showing how it arises outof the difference in fertility of different plots of land, and out of thedifference in the amount of capital invested in land, Marx fully reveals(see also Theories of Surplus Value, in which the criticism of Rodbertusis most noteworthy) the error of Ricardo, who considered thatdifferential rent is derived only when there is a successive transitionfrom better land to worse. On the contrary, there may be inversetransitions, land may pass from one category into others (owing toadvances in agricultural techniques, the growth of towns, and so on),and the notorious “law of diminishing returns”, which charges Naturewith the defects, limitations and contradictions of capitalism, isprofoundly erroneous. Further, the equalisation of profit in all branchesof industry and the national economy in general presupposes completefreedom of competition and the free flow of capital from one branchto another. However, the private ownership of land creates monopoly,which hinders that free flow. Because of that monopoly, the productsof agriculture, where a lower organic composition of capital obtains,and consequently an individually higher rate of profit, do not enterinto the quite free process of the equalisation of the rate of profit. Asa monopolist, the landowner can keep the price above the average,and this monopoly price gives rise to absolute rent. Differential rentcannot be done away with under capitalism, but absolute rent can—for instance, by the nationalisation of the land, by making it stateproperty. That would undermine the monopoly of private landowners,and would mean the sole consistent and full operation of freedom ofcompetition in agriculture. That is why, as Marx points out, bourgeoisradicals have again and again in the course of history advanced thisprogressive bourgeois demand for nationalisation of the land, ademand which, however, frightens most of the bourgeoisie, because
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it would too closely affect another monopoly, one that is particularlyimportant and “sensitive” today—the monopoly of the means ofproduction in general. (A remarkably popular, concise, and clearexposition of his theory of the average rate of profit on capital and ofabsolute ground rent is given by Marx himself in a letter to Engels,dated August 2, 1862. See Briefwechsel, Volume 3, pp. 77-81; also theletter of August 9, 1862, ibid., pp. 86-87.)
With reference to the history of ground rent it is also important tonote Marx’s analysis showing how labor rent (the peasant createssurplus product by working on the lord’s land) is transformed into rentpaid in produce or in kind (the peasant creates surplus product byworking on the lord’s land) is transformed into rent paid in produce orin kind (the peasant creates surplus product on his own land and handsit over to the landlord because of “non-economic constraint”), theninto money-rent (rent in kind, which is converted into money—theobrok[2] of old Russia—as a result of the development of commodityproduction), and finally into capitalist rent, when the peasant isreplaced by the agricultural entrepreneur, who cultivates the soil withthe help of hired labor. In connection with this analysis of the “genesisof capitalistic ground rent”, note should be taken of a number ofprofound ideas (of particular importance to backward countries likeRussia) expressed by Marx regarding the evolution of capitalism inagriculture:
“The transformation of rent in kind into money-rent is furthermorenot only inevitably accompanied, but even anticipated, by theformation of a class of propertyless day-laborers, who hire themselvesout for money. During their genesis, when this new class appears butsporadically, the custom necessarily develops among the moreprosperous peasants, subject to rent payments, of exploitingagricultural wage-laborers for their own account, much as in feudaltimes, when the more well-to-do peasant serfs themselves also heldserfs. In this way, they gradually acquire the possibility of accumulatinga certain amount of wealth and themselves becoming transformedinto future capitalists. The old self-employed possessors of landthemselves just give rise to a nursery school for capitalist tenants,whose development is conditioned by the general development of
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capitalist production beyond the bounds of the countryside.” [Capital,Vol. III]
“The expropriation and eviction of a part of the agriculturalpopulation not only set free for industrial capital the laborers, theirmeans of subsistence, and material for labor; it also created the homemarket.” (Capital, Vol. I) In their turn, the impoverishment and ruin ofthe rural population play a part in the creation, for capital, or a reservearmy of labor. In every capitalist country “part of the agriculturalpopulation is therefore constantly on the point of passing over into anurban or manufacturing [i.e., non-agricultural] proletariat.... This sourceof relative surplus population is thus constantly flowing.... Theagricultural laborer is therefore reduced to the minimum of wages,and always stands with one foot already in the swamp of pauperism.”(Capital, Vol. I) The peasant’s private ownership of the land he tills isthe foundation of small-scale production and the condition for itsprospering and achieving the classical form. But such small-scaleproduction is compatible only with a narrow and primitive frameworkof production and society. Under capitalism, the
“exploitation of the peasant differs only in form from theexploitation of the industrial proletariat. The exploiter is the same:capital. The individual capitalists exploit the individual peasant throughmortgages and usury; the capitalist class exploits the peasant classthrough the state taxes.” [The Class Struggles in France]
“The small holding of the peasant is now only the pretext thatallows the capitalist to draw profits, interest and rent from the soil,while leaving it to the tiller of the soil himself to see how he can extracthis wages.” (The Eighteenth Brumaire) As a rule, the peasant cedes tocapitalist society—i.e., to the capitalist class—even a part of the wages,sinking “to the level of the Irish tenant farmer—all under the pretenseof being a private proprietor.” (The Class Struggles In France)
What is “one of the reasons why grain prices are lower in countrieswith predominant small-peasant land proprietorship than in countrieswith a capitalist mode of production?” [Capital, Vol. III] It is that thepeasant hands over gratis to society (i.e., the capitalist class) a part ofhis surplus product. “This lower price [of grain and other agriculturalproduce] is consequently a result of the producers’ poverty and by nomeans of their labor productivity.” [Capital, Vol. III] Under capitalism,
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the small-holding system, which is the normal form of small-scaleproduction, degenerates, collapses, and perishes.
“Proprietorship of land parcels, by its very nature, excludes thedevelopment of social productive forces of labor, social forms of labor,social concentration of capital, large-scale cattle raising, and theprogressive application of science. Usury and a taxation system mustimpoverish it everywhere. The expenditure of capital in the price ofthe land withdraws this capital from cultivation. An infinitefragmentation of means of production and isolation of the producersthemselves.”
(Co-operative societies, i.e., associations of small peasants, whileplaying an extremely progressive bourgeois role, only weakens thistendency, without eliminating it; nor must it be forgotten that theseco-operative societies do much for the well-to-do peasants, and verylittle—next to nothing—for the mass of poor peasants; then theassociations themselves become exploiters of hired labor.)
“Monstrous waste of human energy. Progressive deterioration ofconditions of production and increased prices of means of production—an inevitable law of proprietorship of parcels.” [Capital, Volume III] Inagriculture, as in industry, capitalism transforms the process ofproduction only at the price of the “martyrdom of the producer.”
“The dispersion of the rural laborers over larger areas breaks theirpower of resistance, while concentration increases that of the townoperatives. In modern agriculture, as in the urban industries, theincreased productiveness and quantity of the labor set in motion arebought at the cost of laying waste and consuming by disease laborpower itself. Moreover, all progress in capitalistic agriculture is aprogress in the art, not only of robbing the laborer, but of robbing thesoil.... Capitalist production, therefore, develops technology, and thecombining together of various processes into a social whole, only bysapping the original sources of all wealth—the soil and the laborer.”[Capital, Volume III]
Notes
[1] The Theory of Marginal Utility—An economic theory thatoriginated in the 1870s to counteract Marx’s theory of value. Accordingto this theory, the value of commodities are estimated by their
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usefulness and not the amount of social labor expended on theirproduction.—Ed.
[2] Quit-rent.—Ed.
Socialism
From the foregoing, it is evident that Marx deduces the inevitabilityof the transformation of capitalist society into socialist society andwholly and exclusively from the economic law of the development ofcontemporary society. The socialization of labor, which is advancingever more rapidly in thousands of forms and has manifested itself verystrikingly, during the half-century since the death of Marx, in the growthof large-scale production, capitalist cartels, syndicates and trusts, aswell as in the gigantic increase in the dimensions and power of financecapital, provides the principal material foundation for the inevitableadvent of socialism. The intellectual and moral motive force and thephysical executor of this transformation is the proletariat, which hasbeen trained by capitalism itself. The proletariat’s struggle against thebourgeoisie, which finds expression in a variety of forms ever richer incontent, inevitably becomes a political struggle directed towards theconquest of political power by the proletariat (“the dictatorship of theproletariat”). The socialization of production cannot but lead to themeans of production becoming the property of society, to the“expropriation of the expropriators.” A tremendous rise in laborproductivity, a shorter working day, and the replacement of theremnants, the ruins, of small-scale, primitive and disunited productionby collective and improved labor—such are the direct consequencesof this transformation. Capitalism breaks for all time the ties betweenagriculture and industry, but at the same time, through its highestdeveloped, it prepares new elements of those ties, a union betweenindustry and agriculture based on the conscious application of scienceand the concentration of collective labor, and on a redistribution of thehuman population (thus putting an end both to rural backwardness,isolation and barbarism, and to the unnatural concentration of vastmasses of people in big cities). A new form of family, new conditions inthe status of women and in the upbringing of the younger generationare prepared by the highest forms of present-day capitalism: the laborof women and children and the break-up of the patriarchal family by
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capitalism inevitably assume the most terrible, disastrous, andrepulsive forms in modern society. Nevertheless,
“modern industry, by assigning as it does, an important part in thesocially organized process of production, outside the domestic sphere,to women, to young persons, and to children of both sexes, creates anew economic foundation for a higher form of the family and of therelations between the sexes. It is, of course, just as absurd to hold theTeutonic-Christian form of the family to be absolute and final as itwould be to apply that character to the ancient Roman, the ancientGreek, or the Eastern forms which, moreover, taken together form aseries in historic development. Moreover, it is obvious that the fact ofthe collective working group being composed of individuals of bothsexes and all ages, must necessarily, under suitable conditions, becomea source of human development; although in its spontaneouslydeveloped, brutal, capitalistic form, where the laborer exists for theprocess of production, and not the process of production for the laborer,that fact is a pestiferous source of corruption and slavery.” (Capital,Vol. I, end of Chapter 13)
The factory system contains
“the germ of the education of the future, an education that will, inthe ease of every child over a given age, combine productive laborwith instruction and gymnastics, not only as one of the methods ofadding to the efficiency of social production, but as the only method ofproducing fully developed human beings.” [ibid.]
Marx’s socialism places the problems of nationality and of the stateon the same historical footing, not only in the sense of explaining thepast but also in the sense of a bold forecast of the future and of boldpractical action for its achievement. Nations are an inevitable product,an inevitable form, in the bourgeois epoch of social development. Theworking class could not grow strong, become mature and take shapewithout “constituting itself within the nation,” without being “national”(“though not in the bourgeois sense of the word”). The developmentof capitalism, however, breaks down national barriers more and more,does away with national seclusion, and substitutes class antagonismsfor national antagonism. It is, therefore, perfectly true of the developedcapitalist countries that “the workingmen have no country” and that
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“united action” by the workers, of the civilized countries at least, “isone of the first conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat”[Communist Manifesto]. That state, which is organized coercion,inevitably came into being at a definite stage in the development ofsociety, when the latter had split into irreconcilable classes, and couldnot exist without an “authority” ostensibly standing above society,and to a certain degree separate from society. Arising out of classcontradictions, the state becomes “...the state of the most powerful,economically dominant class, which, through the medium of the state,becomes also the politically dominant class, and thus acquires newmeans of holding down and exploiting the oppressed class. Thus, thestate of antiquity was above all the state of the slave-owners for thepurpose of holding down the slaves, as the feudal state was the organof the nobility for holding down the peasant serfs and bondsmen, andthe modern representative state is an instrument of exploitation ofwage labor by capital.” (Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Propertyand the State, a work in which the writer expounds his own views andMarx’s.) Even the democratic republic, the freest and most progressiveform of the bourgeois state, does not eliminate this fact in any way,but merely modifies its form (the links between government and thestock exchange, the corruption—direct and indirect—of officialdomand the press, etc.). By leading to the abolition of classes, socialismwill thereby lead to the abolition of the state as well. “The first act,”Engels writes in Anti-Dühring “by virtue of which the state reallyconstitutes itself the representative of society as a whole—the takingpossession of the means of production in the name of society—is, atthe same time, its last independent act as a state. The state interferencein social relations becomes superfluous in one sphere after another,and then ceases of itself. The government of persons is replaced by theadministration of things and by the direction of the processes ofproduction. The state is not ‘abolished,’ it withers away” [Anti-Dühring].
“The society that will organize production on the basis of a freeand equal association of the producers will put the whole machineryof state where it will then belong: into the Museum of Antiquities, bythe side of the spinning wheel and the bronze axe.” [Engels, The Originof the Family, Private Property and the State].
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Finally, as regards the attitude of Marx’s socialism towards thesmall peasantry, which will continue to exist in the period of theexpropriation of the expropriators, we must refer to a declaration madeby Engels, which expresses Marx’s views:
“...when we are in possession of state power we shall not eventhink of forcibly expropriating the small peasants (regardless of whetherwith or without compensation), as we shall have to do in the case ofthe big landowners. Our task relative to the small peasant consists, inthe first place, in effecting a transition of his private enterprise andprivate possession to co-operative ones, not forcibly but by dint ofexample and the proffer of social assistance for this purpose. And thenof course we shall have ample means of showing to the small peasantprospective advantages that must be obvious to him even today.”[Engels, The Peasant Question in France and Germany, [1] published byAlexeyeva; there are errors in the Russian translation. Original in DieNeue Zeit].
 Notes
[1] See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Moscow, 1958, Vol. II, p. 433.
Tactics of the Class Struggle of the Proletariat
After examining, as early as 1844-45, one of the main shortcomingsin the earlier materialism—namely, its inability to understand theconditions or appreciate the importance of practical revolutionaryactivity—Marx, along with his theoretical work, devoted unremittingattention, throughout his lifetime, to the tactical problems of theproletariat’s class struggle. An immense amount of material bearingon this is contained in all the works of Marx, particularly in the fourvolumes of his correspondence with Engels, published in 1913. Thismaterial is still far from having been brought together, collected,examined and studied. We shall therefore have to confine ourselveshere to the most general and brief remarks, emphasizing that Marxjustly considered that, without this aspect, materialism is incomplete,one sided, and lifeless. The fundamental task of proletarian tacticswas defined by Marx in strict conformity with all the postulates of hismaterialist-dialectical Weltanschauung [“world-view”]. Only anobjective consideration of the sum total of the relations betweenabsolutely all the classes in a given society, and consequently a
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consideration of the objective stage of development reached by thatsociety and of the relations between it and other societies, can serveas a basis for the correct tactics of an advanced class. At the same time,all classes and all countries are regarded, not statistically, butdynamically —i.e., not in a state of immobility—but in motion (whoselaws are determined by the economic conditions of existence of eachclass). Motion, in its turn, is regarded from the standpoint, not only ofthe past, but also of the future, and that not in the vulgar sense it isunderstood in by the “evolutionists”, who see only slow changes, butdialectically: “...in developments of such magnitude 20 years are nomore than a day,” Marx wrote to Engels, “thought later on there maycome days in which 20 years are embodied” (Briefwechsel, Vol. 3, p.127).
At each stage of development, at each moment, proletarian tacticsmust take account of this objectively inevitable dialectics of humanhistory, on the one hand, utilizing the periods of political stagnation orof sluggish, so-called “peaceful” development in order to develop theclass-consciousness, strength and militancy of the advanced class, and,on the other hand, directing all the work of this utilization towards the“ultimate aim” of that class’s advance, towards creating in it the abilityto find practical solutions for great tasks in the great days, in which “20years are embodied”. Two of Marx’s arguments are of special importancein this connection: one of these is contained in The Poverty of Philosopy,and concerns the economic struggle and economic organizations ofthe proletariat; the other is contained in the Communist Manifestoand concerns the asks of the proletariat. The former runs as follows:
“Large-scale industry concentrates in one place a crowd of peopleunknown to one another. Competition divides their interests. But themaintenance of wages, this common interest which they have againsttheir boss, unites them in a common thought of resistance—combination.... Combinations, at first isolated, constitute themselvesinto groups ... and in face of always united capital, the maintenance ofthe association becomes more necessary to them [i.e., the workers]than that of wages.... In this struggle—a veritable civil war—all theelements necessary for coming battle unite and develop. Once it hasreached this point, association takes on a political character. (Marx, ThePoverty of Philosopy, 1847)
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Here we have the programme and tactics of the economic struggleand of the trade union movement for several decades to come, for allthe lengthy period in which the proletariat will prepare its forces forthe “coming battle.” All this should be compared with numerousreferences by Marx and Engels to the example of the British labormovement, showing how industrial “property” leads to attempts “tobuy the proletariat” (Briefwechsel, Vol. 1, p. 136)]to divert them fromthe struggle; how this prosperity in general “demoralizes the workers”(Vol. 2, p. 218); how the British proletariat becomes “bourgeoisified”—”this most bourgeois of all nations is apparently aiming ultimately atthe possession of a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariatalongside the bourgeoisie” Chartists (1866; Vol. 3, p. 305); how theBritish workers’ leaders are becoming a type midway between “a radicalbourgeois and a worker” (in reference to Holyoak, Vol. 4, p. 209); how,owning to Britain’s monopoly, and as long as that monopoly lasts, “theBritish workingman will not budge” (Vol. 4, p. 433). The tactics of theeconomic struggle, in connection with the general course (andoutcome) of the working-class movement, are considered here from aremarkably broad, comprehensive, dialectical, and genuinelyrevolutionary standpoint.
The Communist Manifesto advanced a fundamental Marxistprinciple on the tactics of the political struggle:
“The Communists fight for the attainment of the immediate aims,for the enforcement of the momentary interests of the working class;but in the movement of the present, they also represent and take careof the future of that movement.” That was why, in 1848, Marx supportedthe party of the “agrarian revolution” in Poland, “that party whichbrought about the Krakow insurrection in 1846.”[1]
In Germany, Marx, in 1848 and 1849, supported the extremerevolutionary democrats, and subsequently never retracted what hehad then said about tactics. He regarded the German bourgeoisie as anelement which was “inclined from the very beginning to betray thepeople” (only an alliance with the peasantry could have enabled thebourgeoisie to completely achieve its aims) “and compromise withthe crowned representatives of the old society.” Here is Marx’ssumming-up of the German bourgeois-democratic revolution—ananalysis which, incidentally, is a sample of a materialism that examines
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society in motion, and, moreover, not only from the aspect of a motionthat is backward:
“Without faith in itself, without faith in the people, grumbling atthose above, trembling before those below ... intimidated by the worldstorm ... no energy in any respect, plagiarism in every respect ... withoutinitiative ... an execrable old man who saw himself doomed to guideand deflect the first youthful impulses of a robust people in his ownsenile interests....” (Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 1848; see LiterarischerNachlass, Vol. 3, p. 212.)
About 20 years later, Marx declared, in a letter to Engels(Briefwechsel, Vol. 3, p.224), that the Revolution of 1848 had failedbecause the bourgeoisie had preferred peace with slavery to the mereprospect of a fight for freedom. When the revolutionary period of 1848-49 ended, Marx opposed any attempt to play at revolution (his struggleagainst Schapper and Willich), and insisted on the ability to work in anew phase, which in a quasi-”peaceful” way was preparing newrevolutions. The spirit in which Marx wanted this work to be conductedis to be seen in his appraisal of the situation in Germany in 1856, thedarkest period of reaction: “The whole thing in Germany will dependon the possibility of backing the proletarian revolution by some secondedition of the Peasant War” (Briefwechsel, Vol. 2, p. 108). While thedemocratic (bourgeois) revolution in Germany was uncompleted, Marxfocused every attention, in the tactics of the socialist proletariat, ondeveloping the democratic energy of the peasantry. He held thatLassalle’s attitude was “objectively... a betrayal of the whole workers’movement to Prussia” (Vol. 3, p.210), incidentally because Lassalle wastolerant of the Junkers and Prussian nationalism.
“In a predominantly agricultural country,” Engels wrote in 1865, inexchanging views with Marx on their forthcoming joint declaration inthe press, “...it is dastardly to make an exclusive attack on thebourgeoisie in the name of the industrial proletariat but never to devotea word to the patriarchal exploitation of the rural proletariat under thelash of the great feudal aristocracy” (Vol. 3, p. 217).
From 1864 to 1870, when the period of the consummation of thebourgeois-democratic revolution in Germany was coming to an end, aperiod in which the Prussian and Austrian exploiting classes werestruggling to complete that revolution in one way or another from
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above, Marx not only rebuked Lassalle, who was coquetting withBismarck, but also corrected Liebknecht, who had “lapsed intoAustrophilism” and a defense of particularism; Marx demandedrevolutionary tactics which would combat with equal ruthlessness bothBismarck and the Austrophiles, tactics which would not be adapted tothe “victor”—the Prussian Junkers—but would immediately renewthe revolutionary struggle against him despite the conditions createdby the Prussian military victories (Briefwechsel, Vol. 3, pp. 134, 136,147, 179, 204, 210, 215, 418, 437, 440-41).
In the celebrated Address of the International of September 9 1870,Marx warned the French proletariat against an untimely uprising, butwhen an uprising nevertheless took place (1871), Marx enthusiasticallyhailed the revolutionary initiative of the masses, who were “stormingheaven” (Marx’s letter to Kugelmann).
From the standpoint of Marx’s dialectical materialism, the defeatof revolutionary action in that situation, as in many other, was a lesserevil, in the general course and outcome of the proletarian struggle,than the abandonment of a position already occupied, than surrenderwithout battle. Such a surrender would have demoralised theproletariat and weakened its militancy. While fully appreciating theuse of legal means of struggle during periods of political stagnationand the domination of bourgeois legality, Marx, in 1877 and 1878,following the passage of the Anti-Socialist Law, sharply condemnedMost’s “revolutionary phrases”; no less sharply, if not more so, did heattack the opportunism that had for a time come over the official Social-Democratic Party, which did not at once display resoluteness, firmness,revolutionary spirit and the readiness to resort to an illegal struggle inresponse to the Anti-Socialist Law (Briefwechsel, Vol. 4, pp. 397, 404,418, 422, 424; cf. also letters to Sorge).
Notes
[1] The reference is to the democratic uprising for national liberationin the Krakow Republic which in 1815 was placed under the joint controlof Austria, Prussia and Russia. The rebels set up a National Governmentwhich issued a manifesto proclaiming abolition of feudal services andpromising to give the peasants lands without redemption. In its otherproclamations it announced the establishment of national workshopswith higher wages and the introduction of equal rights for all citizens.Soon, however, the uprising was suppressed.—Ed.
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Speech of Frederick Engels at
the grave side of Karl Marx
Highgate Cemetery, London March 17, 1883

On the 14th of March, at a quarter to three in the afternoon, thegreatest living thinker ceased to think. He had been left alone forscarcely two minutes, and when we came back we found him in hisarmchair, peacefully gone to sleep - but forever.
 An immeasurable loss has been sustained both by the militantproletariat of Europe and America, and by historical science, in thedeath of this man. The gap that has been left by the departure of thismighty spirit will soon enough make itself felt.
 Just as Darwin discovered the law of development or organic nature,so Marx discovered the law of development of human history: thesimple fact, hitherto concealed by an overgrowth of ideology, thatmankind must first of all eat, drink, have shelter and clothing, before itcan pursue politics, science, art, religion, etc.; that therefore theproduction of the immediate material means, and consequently thedegree of economic development attained by a given people or duringa given epoch, form the foundation upon which the state institutions,the legal conceptions, art, and even the ideas on religion, of the peopleconcerned have been evolved, and in the light of which they must,therefore, be explained, instead of vice versa, as had hitherto beenthe case.
 But that is not all. Marx also discovered the special law of motiongoverning the present-day capitalist mode of production, and thebourgeois society that this mode of production has created. Thediscovery of surplus value suddenly threw light on the problem, intrying to solve which all previous investigations, of both bourgeoiseconomists and socialist critics, had been groping in the dark.
 Two such discoveries would be enough for one lifetime. Happy theman to whom it is granted to make even one such discovery. But inevery single field which Marx investigated — and he investigated verymany fields, none of them superficially — in every field, even in thatof mathematics, he made independent discoveries.
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Such was the man of science. But this was not even half the man.Science was for Marx a historically dynamic, revolutionary force.However great the joy with which he welcomed a new discovery in
some theoretical science whose practical application perhaps it was asyet quite impossible to envisage, he experienced quite another kindof joy when the discovery involved immediate revolutionary changesin industry, and in historical development in general. For example, hefollowed closely the development of the discoveries made in the fieldof electricity and recently those of Marcel Deprez.

 Marx was above all else a revolutionist. His real mission in life wasto contribute, in one way or another, to the overthrow of capitalist
society and of the state institutions which it had brought into being, tocontribute to the liberation of the modern proletariat, which he wasthe first to make conscious of its own position and its needs, consciousof the conditions of its emancipation. Fighting was his element. Andhe fought with a passion, a tenacity and a success such as few couldrival. His work on the first Rheinische Zeitung (1842), the Paris Vorwarts
(1844), the Deutsche Brusseler Zeitung (1847), the Neue RheinischeZeitung (1848-49), the New York Tribune (1852-61), and, in addition tothese, a host of militant pamphlets, work in organisations in Paris,Brussels and London, and finally, crowning all, the formation of thegreat International Working Men’s Association — this was indeed anachievement of which its founder might well have been proud even if
he had done nothing else.

 And, consequently, Marx was the best hated and most calumniated
man of his time. Governments, both absolutist and republican,deported him from their territories. Bourgeois, whether conservativeor ultra-democratic, vied with one another in heaping slanders uponhim. All this he brushed aside as though it were a cobweb, ignoring it,answering only when extreme necessity compelled him. And he diedbeloved, revered and mourned by millions of revolutionary fellow
workers — from the mines of Siberia to California, in all parts of Europeand America — and I make bold to say that, though he may have hadmany opponents, he had hardly one personal enemy.

 His name will endure through the ages, and so also will his work.
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Frederick Engels
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

What a torch of reason ceased to burn,
What a heart has ceased to beat!

On August 5 (new style),1 8 9 5 , F r e d e r i c kEngels died in L o n d o n .After his friend KarlMarx (who died in 1883),Engels was the finest scholarand teacher of the modernproletariat in the wholec i v i l i s e d world. Fromthe time that fate broughtKarl Marx and F r e d e r i c kE n g e l s together, thetwo friends d e v o t e dtheir life’s work to acommon cause. And so to understand what Frederick Engels has donefor the proletariat, one must have a clear idea of the significance ofMarx’s teaching and work for the development of the contemporaryworking-class movement. Marx and Engels were the first to show thatthe working class and its demands are a necessary outcome of thepresent economic system, which together with the bourgeoisieinevitably creates and organises the proletariat. They showed that it isnot the well-meaning efforts of noble-minded individuals, but theclass struggle of the organised proletariat that will deliver humanityfrom the evils which now oppress it. In their scientific works, Marx andEngels were the first to explain that socialism is not the invention ofdreamers, but the final aim and necessary result of the developmentof the productive forces in modern society. All recorded history hithertohas been a history of class struggle, of the succession of the rule andvictory of certain social classes over others. And this will continue untilthe foundations of class struggle and of class domination – private
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property and anarchic social production – disappear. The interests ofthe proletariat demand the destruction of these foundations, andtherefore the conscious class struggle of the organised workers mustbe directed against them. And every class struggle is a political struggle.
These views of Marx and Engels have now been adopted by allproletarians who are fighting for their emancipation. But when in theforties the two friends took part in the socialist literature and the socialmovements of their time, they were absolutely novel. There werethen many people, talented and without talent, honest and dishonest,who, absorbed in the struggle for political freedom, in the struggleagainst the despotism of kings, police and priests, failed to observethe antagonism between the interests of the bourgeoisie and those ofthe proletariat. These people would not entertain the idea of theworkers acting as an independent social force. On the other hand, therewere many dreamers, some of them geniuses, who thought that it wasonly necessary to convince the rulers and the governing classes of theinjustice of the contemporary social order, and it would then be easyto establish peace and general well-being on earth. They dreamt of asocialism without struggle. Lastly, nearly all the socialists of that timeand the friends of the working class generally regarded the proletariatonly as an ulcer, and observed with horror how it grew with the growthof industry. They all, therefore, sought for a means to stop thedevelopment of industry and of the proletariat, to stop the “wheel ofhistory.” Marx and Engels did not share the general fear of thedevelopment of the proletariat; on the contrary, they placed all theirhopes on its continued growth. The more proletarians there are, thegreater is their strength as a revolutionary class, and the nearer andmore possible does socialism become. The services rendered by Marxand Engels to the working class may be expressed in a few words thus:they taught the working class to know itself and be conscious of itself,and they substituted science for dreams.
That is why the name and life of Engels should be known to everyworker. That is why in this collection of articles, the aim of which, as ofall our publications, is to awaken class-consciousness in the Russianworkers, we must give a sketch of the life and work of Frederick Engels,one of the two great teachers of the modern proletariat.
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Engels was born in 1820 in Barmen, in the Rhine Province of thekingdom of Prussia. His father was a manufacturer. In 1838 Engels,without having completed his high-school studies, was forced by familycircumstances to enter a commercial house in Bremen as a clerk.Commercial affairs did not prevent Engels from pursuing his scientificand political education. He had come to hate autocracy and the tyrannyof bureaucrats while still at high school. The study of philosophy ledhim further. At that time Hegel’s teaching dominated Germanphilosophy, and Engels became his follower. Although Hegel himselfwas an admirer of the autocratic Prussian state, in whose service hewas as a professor at Berlin University, Hegel’s teachings wererevolutionary. Hegel’s faith in human reason and its rights, and thefundamental thesis of Hegelian philosophy that the universe isundergoing a constant process of change and development, led someof the disciples of the Berlin philosopher – those who refused to acceptthe existing situation – to the idea that the struggle against thissituation, the struggle against existing wrong and prevalent evil, isalso rooted in the universal law of eternal development. If all thingsdevelop, if institutions of one kind give place to others, why shouldthe autocracy of the Prussian king or of the Russian tsar, the enrichmentof an insignificant minority at the expense of the vast majority, or thedomination of the bourgeoisie over the people, continue forever?Hegel’s philosophy spoke of the development of the mind and of ideas;it was idealistic. From the development of the mind it deduced thedevelopment of nature, of man, and of human, social relations. Whileretaining Hegel’s idea of the eternal process of development1, Marxand Engels rejected the preconceived idealist view; turning to life,they saw that it is not the development of mind that explains thedevelopment of nature but that, on the contrary, the explanation ofmind must be derived from nature, from matter.... Unlike Hegel andthe other Hegelians, Marx and Engels were materialists. Regarding theworld and humanity materialistically, they perceived that just asmaterial causes underlie all natural phenomena, so the developmentof human society is conditioned by the development of material forces,the productive forces. On the development of the productive forcesdepend the relations into which men enter with one another in theproduction of the things required for the satisfaction of human needs.And in these relations lies the explanation of all the phenomena of
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social life, human aspirations, ideas and laws. The development of theproductive forces creates social relations based upon private property,but now we see that this same development of the productive forcesdeprives the majority of their property and concentrates it in the handsof an insignificant minority. It abolishes property, the basis of themodern social order, it itself strives towards the very aim which thesocialists have set themselves. All the socialists have to do is to realisewhich social force, owing to its position in modern society, is interestedin bringing socialism about, and to impart to this force the consciousnessof its interests and of its historical task. This force is the proletariat.Engels got to know the proletariat in England, in the centre of Englishindustry, Manchester, where he settled in 1842, entering the service ofa commercial firm of which his father was a shareholder. Here Engelsnot only sat in the factory office but wandered about the slums inwhich the workers were cooped up, and saw their poverty and miserywith his own eyes. But he did not confine himself to personalobservations. He read all that had been revealed before him about thecondition of the British working class and carefully studied all the officialdocuments he could lay his hands on. The fruit of these studies andobservations was the book which appeared in 1845: The Condition ofthe Working Class in England. We have already mentioned what wasthe chief service rendered by Engels in writing The Condition of theWorking Class in England. Even before Engels, many people haddescribed the sufferings of the proletariat and had pointed to thenecessity of helping it. Engels was the first to say that the proletariat isnot only a suffering class; that it is, in fact, the disgraceful economiccondition of the proletariat that drives it irresistibly forward andcompels it to fight for its ultimate emancipation. And the fightingproletariat will help itself. The political movement of the working classwill inevitably lead the workers to realise that their only salvation liesin socialism. On the other hand, socialism will become a force onlywhen it becomes the aim of the political struggle   of the working class.Such are the main ideas of Engels’ book on the condition of the workingclass in England, ideas which have now been adopted by all thinkingand fighting proletarians, but which at that time were entirely new.These ideas were set out in a book written in absorbing style and filledwith most authentic and shocking pictures of the misery of the English
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proletariat. The book was a terrible indictment of capitalism and thebourgeoisie and created a profound impression. Engels’ book began tobe quoted everywhere as presenting the best picture of the conditionof the modern proletariat. And, in fact, neither before 1845 nor afterhas there appeared so striking and truthful a picture of the misery ofthe working class.
It was not until he came to England that Engels became a socialist.In Manchester he established contacts with people active in the Englishlabour movement at the time and began to write for English socialistpublications. In 1844, while on his way back to Germany, he becameacquainted in Paris with Marx, with whom he had already started tocorrespond. In Paris, under the influence of the French socialists andFrench life, Marx had also become a socialist. Here the friends jointlywrote a book entitled The Holy Family, or Critique of Critical Critique.This book, which appeared a year before The Condition of the WorkingClass in England, and the greater part of which was written by Marx,contains the foundations of revolutionary materialist socialism, themain ideas of which we have expounded above. “The holy family” is afacetious nickname for the Bauer brothers, the philosophers, and theirfollowers. These gentlemen preached a criticism which stood aboveall reality, above parties and politics, which rejected all practical activity,and which only “critically” contemplated the surrounding world andthe events going on within it. These gentlemen, the Bauers, lookeddown on the proletariat as an uncritical mass. Marx and Engelsvigorously opposed this absurd and harmful tendency. In the name ofa real, human person – the worker, trampled down by the ruling classesand the state – they demanded, not contemplation, but a struggle for abetter order of society. They, of course, regarded the proletariat as theforce that is capable of waging this struggle and that is interested in it.Even before the appearance of The Holy Family, Engels had publishedin Marx’s and Ruge’s Deutsch-Franz\”osische Jahrb\”uche his “CriticalEssays on Political Economy,” in which he examined the principalphenomena of the contemporary economic order from a socialiststandpoint, regarding them as necessary consequences of the rule ofprivate property. Contact with Engels was undoubtedly a factor in Marx’sdecision to study political economy, the science in which his workshave produced a veritable revolution.
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From 1845 to 1847 Engels lived in Brussels and Paris, combiningscientific work with practical activities among the German workers inBrussels and Paris. Here Marx and Engels established contact with thesecret German Communist League, which commissioned them toexpound the main principles of the socialism they had worked out.Thus arose the famous Manifesto of the Communist Party of Marx andEngels, published in 1848. This little booklet is worth whole volumes:to this day its spirit inspires and guides the entire organised and fightingproletariat of the civilised world.
The revolution of 1848, which broke out first in France and thenspread to other West-European countries, brought Marx and Engelsback to their native country. Here, in Rhenish Prussia, they took chargeof the democratic Neue Rheinische Zeitung published in Cologne. Thetwo friends were the heart and soul of all revolutionary-democraticaspirations in Rhenish Prussia. They fought to the last ditch in defenceof freedom and of the interests of the people against the forces ofreaction. The latter, as we know, gained the upper hand. The NeueRheinische Zeitung was suppressed. Marx, who during his exile had losthis Prussian citizenship, was deported; Engels took part in the armedpopular uprising, fought for liberty in three battles, and after the defeatof the rebels fled, via Switzerland, to London.
Marx also settled in London. Engels soon became a clerk again,and then a shareholder, in the Manchester commercial firm in whichhe had worked in the forties. Until 1870 he lived in Manchester, whileMarx lived in London, but this did not prevent their maintaining a mostlively interchange of ideas: they corresponded almost daily. In thiscorrespondence the two friends exchanged views and discoveries andcontinued to collaborate in working out scientific socialism. In 1870Engels moved to London, and their joint intellectual life, of the moststrenuous nature, continued until 1883, when Marx died. Its fruit was,on Marx’s side, Capital, the greatest work on political economy of ourage, and on Engels’ side, a number of works both large and small. Marxworked on the analysis of the complex phenomena of capitalisteconomy. Engels, in simply written works, often of a polemicalcharacter, dealt with more general scientific problems and with diversephenomena of the past and present in the spirit of the materialistconception of history and Marx’s economic theory. Of Engels’ works
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we shall mention: the polemical work against Duhring (analysing highlyimportant problems in the domain of philosophy, natural science andthe social sciences)2, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and theState (translated into Russian, published in St. Petersburg, 1895),Ludwig Feuerbach (Russian translation and notes by G. Plekhanov,Geneva, 1892), an article on the foreign policy of the RussianGovernment (translated into Russian in the Geneva Social-Demokrat,Nos. 1 and 2), splendid articles on the housing question, and finally,two small but very valuable articles on Russia’s economic development(Frederick Engels on Russia, translated into Russian by Zasulich, Geneva,1894). Marx died before he could put the final touches to his vast workon capital. The draft, however, was already finished, and after the deathof his friend, Engels undertook the onerous task of preparing andpublishing the second and the third volumes of Capital. He publishedVolume II in 1885 and Volume III in 1894 (his death prevented thepreparation of Volume IV). These two volumes entailed a vast amountof labour. Adler, the Austrian Social-Democrat, has rightly remarkedthat by publishing volumes II and III of Capital Engels erected a majesticmonument to the genius who had been his friend, a monument onwhich, without intending it, he indelibly carved his own name. Indeed  these two volumes of Capital are the work of two men: Marx andEngels. Old legends contain various moving instances of friendship.The European proletariat may say that its science was created by twoscholars and fighters, whose relationship to each other surpasses themost moving stories of the ancients about human friendship. Engelsalways – and, on the whole, quite justly – placed himself after Marx.“In Marx’s lifetime,” he wrote to an old friend, “I played second fiddle.”His love for the living Marx, and his reverence for the memory of thedead Marx were boundless. This stern fighter and austere thinkerpossessed a deeply loving soul.
After the movement of 1848-49, Marx and Engels in exile did notconfine themselves to scientific research. In 1864 Marx founded theInternational Working Men’s Association, and led this society for a wholedecade. Engels also took an active part in its affairs. The work of theInternational Association, which, in accordance with Marx’s idea, unitedproletarians of all countries, was of tremendous significance in thedevelopment of the working-class movement. But even with the
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closing down of the International Association in the seventies, theunifying role of Marx and Engels did not cease. On the contrary, it maybe said that their importance as the spiritual leaders of the working-class movement grew continuously, because the movement itself grewuninterruptedly. After the death of Marx, Engels continued alone asthe counsellor and leader of the European socialists. His advice anddirections were sought for equally by the German socialists, whosestrength, despite government persecution, grew rapidly and steadily,and by representatives of backward countries, such as the Spaniards,Rumanians and Russians, who were obliged to ponder and weigh theirfirst steps. They all drew on the rich store of knowledge and experienceof Engels in his old age.
Marx and Engels, who both knew Russian and read Russian books,took a lively interest in the country, followed the Russian revolutionarymovement with sympathy and maintained contact with Russianrevolutionaries. They both became socialists after being democrats,and the democratic feeling of hatred for political despotism wasexceedingly strong in them. This direct political feeling, combined witha profound theoretical understanding of the connection betweenpolitical despotism and economic oppression, and also their richexperience of life, made Marx and Engels uncommonly responsivepolitically. That is why the heroic struggle of the handful of Russianrevolutionaries against the mighty tsarist government evoked a mostsympathetic echo in the hearts of these tried revolutionaries. On theother hand, the tendency, for the sake of illusory economic advantages,to turn away from the most immediate and important task of the Russiansocialists, namely, the winning of political freedom, naturally appearedsuspicious to them and was even regarded by them as a direct betrayalof the great cause of the social revolution. “The emancipation of theworkers must be the act of the working class itself” – Marx and Engelsconstantly taught. But in order to fight for its economic emancipation,the proletariat must win itself certain political rights. Moreover, Marxand Engels clearly saw that a political revolution in Russia would be oftremendous significance to the West-European working-classmovement as well. Autocratic Russia had always been a bulwark ofEuropean reaction in general. The extraordinarily favourableinternational position enjoyed by Russia as a result of the war of 1870,
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which for a long time sowed discord between Germany and France, ofcourse only enhanced the importance of autocratic Russia as areactionary force. Only a free Russia, a Russia that had no need eitherto oppress the Poles, Finns, Germans, Armenians or any other smallnations, or constantly to set France and Germany at loggerheads, wouldenable modern Europe, rid of the burden of war, to breathe freely,would weaken all the reactionary elements in Europe and strengthenthe European working class. That was why Engels ardently desired theestablishment of political freedom in Russia for the sake of the progressof the working-class movement in the West as well. In him the Russianrevolutionaries have lost their best friend.
Let us always honour the memory of Frederick Engels, a greatfighter and teacher of the proletariat!
Notes
1. Marx and Engels frequently pointed out that in their intellectualdevelopment they were much indebted to the great Germanphilosophers, particularly to Hegel. “Without German philosophy,”Engels says, “scientific socialism would never have come into being.”—Lenin
2. This is a wonderfully rich and instructive book. Unfortunately,only a small portion of it, containing a historical outline of thedevelopment of socialism, has been translated into Russian (TheDevelopment of Scientific Socialism, 2nd ea., Geneva, 1892). —Lenin

The Communists fight for the attainment ofthe immediate aims, for the enforcement ofthe momentary interests of the working class;but in the movement of the present, they alsorepresent and take care of the future of thatmovement -
Communist Manifesto
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Hold aloft tHe red flag of tHe
invincible MarxisM!

MarcH forward daringly in tHe
revolutionary patH of tHe

international proletariat!
celebrate tHe bi-centenary of Marx on tHe5tH of May 2018

all over tHe country witH revolutionaryentHusiasM!
CC, CPI (Maoist)

“The Philosophers have only interpreted the world in variousways; the point, however, is to change it.” – Marx
The theoretician of the international proletarian revolution,the most respectable among the world proletariat and the toilingmasses, a great leader and a great teacher Comrade Karl Marxwas born in the city of Trier in Rhine province of Prussia (Germany)on the 5th of May, 1818. His bi-centenary birthday, May 5th isapproaching. The Maoist parties-organisations, the enlightenedworkers and the masses of various oppressed classes, oppressedsocial sections all over the world shall celebrate his bi-centenarybirthday on this day with great revolutionary enthusiasm. Onthis occasion the Central Committee of the CPI (Maoist) pays himgrand homage with utmost devotion and concern. It pledges tocontinue persistent revolutionary class struggle and revolutionaryorganizational effort in all the social sectors until fulfilling theobjective of establishing Communist society in the world in theguidance of the international proletarian theory-Marxism that heformulated for this objective. Our CC calls upon the Party, PLGA,Workers’ Organisations, Mass Organisations, RevolutionaryPeople’s Committees and Sympathisers to take Marxism widelyinto the people in the rural and the urban areas in all corners ofthe country, generate interest in Socialism-Communism and utilize
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it to enhance their understanding. On this occasion the CentralCommittee calls upon all of them to study Marxism, to develop adeep understanding towards Marxism, the InternationalCommunist Movement and the historic task of the proletariat withthe aim of successfully accomplishing the ongoing NewDemocratic Revolution in India as part of the World SocialistRevolution and establishing a Communist society.
It would be 200 years by 5th May since Karl Marx the greatteacher of international proletariat was born. It is 170 years sincethe beginning of the International proletarian movement with aclass consciousness after Marx and Engels formulated theinternational revolutionary proletarian theory-Marxism. Theheroic Paris Commune was established nearly 150 years ago. Thegreat Russian October Socialist Revolution took place one hundredyears ago and the great People’s Democratic Revolution of Chinatook place nearly 69 years back. The International CommunistMovement instilled great confidence among the proletariat, theoppressed nationalities and the oppressed people in Socialism, itsfuture and National liberation for the past 170 years; it incitedthem with the dare of denying death and shook the imperialistsand all the reactionaries with revolutionary storms; it achievedgreat victories of Socialism and National democracy and broughta great turn in the history of humankind. Though the Russianand the Chinese Socialist societies existed only for a few decades,the workers and the toiling masses in the leadership of theproletarian parties achieved magnificent successes in those societiesin all spheres that were unprecedented in the human society, thatthe capitalist countries never achieved and especially thatrepresented the interests of the 90 per cent of the people in thesociety and that took the society forward in great leaps towardsCommunism. At the same time there were severe mistakes,shortcomings and even big defeats in the World CommunistMovement. We especially lost a number of great victories that theWorld Communist Movement achieved since the Paris Communeuntil the Chinese Cultural Revolution. This made a severe negativeimpact on the worldwide proletariat, oppressed nationalities andoppressed people in various forms. In view of the aim of the World
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Socialist Revolution, its protracted character, its complexity andthe inevitable ebbs and flows of it, the victories we achieved arepartial and limited; the defeats we faced are temporary. Theimperialists, all kinds of reactionaries and traitors of the worldpoint out this temporary defeat, our mistakes and shortcomingsand negate Marxism and the Communist movement even now.All these enemies have increased the multifold unceasingpsychological war on the occasion of the bi-centenary of Marx byutilizing their powerful machinery of propaganda to instigatedisappointment and despair towards Marxism, Revolution,People’s Democracy, Socialism, Communism and the future ofthese among the world proletariat and the oppressed people andthus to create disbelief in them towards their historic task and tomake them blind towards their historic task. They are makingGobelsian propaganda that Marxism, Revolution, People’sdemocracy, Socialism and Communism are mad dreams; thatrevolutionary violence is anti-democracy, reactionary andterrorism; that the Communist party means an organization ofdictators and that capitalism and bourgeois parliamentarydemocracy are better and permanent. But on the contrary thespectre of Communism is still haunting the imperialists and allkinds of reactionary forces and is terrifying them. The hunt ofthis spectre to their ultimate end is the result of the law of socialevolution.
However weak the International Communist Movement maybe now, it has the utmost scientific, most comprehensive,revolutionary, powerful, militant theory called Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. It has a protracted, rich, utmost valuable experience andgreat history. The international proletariat has the rich experienceof the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (in China) thatcontinued class struggle under the dictatorship of the proletariatin the Socialist society in China, in order to eradicate the narrow-minded, selfish thoughts and ideology formed due to the privateownership on the instruments of production that are the basis forexploitation and oppression, injustice, inequalities and suppressionfrom the minds of the people and enlighten them with the aim of
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containing the danger of modern revisionism and the danger ofcapitalist restoration and with the aim of consolidating Socialismto achieve Communism.
In the present capitalist-imperialist system there is anunprecedented growth all over the world in the gap between therich and the poor; between the rich countries and the poorcountries; and between the rich and the poor in every country.This is the bad result of the neo-liberal policies brought forwardby the imperialists since the beginning of the 1990s. The proletariat,the oppressed nationalities and the oppressed people world-wideare facing utmost horrible deeds, massacres, exploitation andoppression, injustice, atrocities, insults, difficulties, misery,dependence and displacement by the utmost greedy, selfish, blood-thirsty imperialists and their lackeys. The imperialists aredestroying the forces of production in a large scale. The greedy,selfish and unscientific policies of these enemies of the people ofthe world are forcing the humankind and the nature to destructiblerepercussions. Since they are following neo-liberal policies andsince the collapse of the Soviet Social-imperialism the fundamentalcontradictions of the world have intensified more and more. Theconditions are more matured for proletarian revolutions and forthe destruction of capitalist system. All the enlightened people ofthe world humankind are severely despising and hating theimperialists and their lackeys. In such revolutionary objectiveconditions, it is the great task of the international proletariat andits vanguard revolutionary communist parties-organisations tomold all the hatred and revenge of the people of the world as agreat power and as a great will to destruct this rotten system andto establish a new, higher system without any of these. The bi-centenary birthday of Marx is an occasion to re-comprehend thetheory (Marxism) that the great teacher of international proletariatMarx formulated, the way we applied the international proletarianrevolutionary line to the concrete revolutionary conditions of ourcountry. Let us concentrate on the theoretical tasks to revolutioniseand strengthen the thinking and practice of our party and thepeople with Marxism on this great historic occasion.
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Marxist Theory
Extending from the latter part of the 18th century up to themid-19th century, dramatic and revolutionary growth ofcapitalism occurred in North-Western Europe and NorthAmerican areas which resulted in the conclusive victory ofcapitalism over the then predominant feudal system. Marxismhas taken shape in this period. This period saw one of the greatesttransformations in human history and the establishment of theglobal domination of a few Western capitalist regimes, particularlythe British. That domination led to the revolutionary socialeconomic and political transformation in the capitalist countries.
At the core of this immense transformation stood the twoearthshaking revolutions of this period — the IndustrialRevolution centred in Britain and the French Revolution of 1789.Those revolutions led to numerous other bourgeois democraticrevolutions. They represented the triumphant advance of therevolutionary modern bourgeoisie. Some ground for theserevolutions had been laid in the numerous struggles waged bythe nascent capitalist class in the preceding centuries —prominently, the 16th century Reformation (which according toEngels, was ‘the first phase of bourgeois revolution in Europe’),and the mid-17th century English Revolution. The social andeconomic forces and intellectual tools for the bourgeoistransformation of this period had thus prepared and ripened overthe years.
However, the revolutions and transformations of this periodalso simultaneously led to the emergence of the forces destined tocounter and overcome the bourgeoisie in future. The triumphantnew system itself gave birth to the struggling proletariat, and itwas during this period itself that, at least in Europe, the forcesand ideas conceiving the death of capitalism were taking birth.Though then extremely weak, the modern proletariat and itsideology – Marxism – were the products of the period of the greatestrevolutionary transformation of the bourgeoisie. Revolutionarysocialist and communist ideology was born as a reaction to thedual revolution of this period. By 1848 it had been excellentlyformulated in the Communist Manifesto.
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Karl Marx was a great intelligent person who developed muchmore revolutionarily and brought to maturity the three maintheoretical streams of the 19th century in the three countries wherethe humankind achieved utmost advancement more than all theother countries – The traditional German Philosophy, Thetraditional English Economy, French Socialism including FrenchRevolutionary Theories. The excellent and comprehensive ideasof Marx in a complete form – Modern materialism, Economictheory, Modern Socialism - developed as the theory, program andtactics of the world working class movement.
Marx and Engels lived in the time when capitalist class cameto power and capitalism was developing. During this periodcapitalism was in the phase of free trade competition. During thelast phase of the life of Marx and Engels the free trade competitivephase of capitalism started to develop as that of monopoly capital.Marx and Engels saw the internal contradictions of capitalismand clearly stated the inevitability of proletarian revolutions tosolve those contradictions. They handed over to the proletariat -the utmost revolutionary class in the society, the theoreticalweapons that had the tremendous power to liberate not only itselfbut also all the oppressed people.
Pointing out the objective conditions that gave birth toMarxism Com. Mao states :
“For a very long period in history, men were necessarily confinedto a one-sided understanding of history of society because, for one thing,the bias of the exploiting classes always distorted history and, foranother, the small scale of production limited men’s outlook. It was notuntil the modern proletariat emerged along with immense forces ofproduction (large-scale industry) that man was able to acquire acomprehensive historical understanding of the development of societyand turn this knowledge into science, the science of Marxism.”(Mao -On Practice, Selected Works, Vol I, page 206)
And Com. Stalin succinctly sums up the essence of Marxismthus:
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“Marxism is the science of the laws governing the development ofnature and society, the science of the revolution of the oppressed andexploited masses, the science of the victory of socialism in all countries,the science of building a communist society.”
Karl Marx, along with his close comrade-in-arms, FrederickEngels, developed the philosophy of dialectical materialism as amethod and outlook. They applied the dialectical method todiscover the laws of motion of social development or thematerialist conception of history, i.e., historical materialism;developed the political economy which discovered the laws ofmotion of capitalism with its inherent class contradictions andthe doctrine of surplus value-the cornerstone of Marx’s economictheory-which uncovered the source of exploitation; developed thetheory of scientific socialism based on the doctrine of the classstruggle; and outlined the principles governing the strategy andtactics of the class struggle of the proletariat.
Marx gave to philosophy the revolutionary task of changingthe world. This is expressed in the famous statement made byMarx in his ‘Theses on Feuerbach’:”The philosophers have onlyinterpreted the world, our task is to change it”.
  Marx and Engels defined matter as material reality existingobjectively and that it gets reflected in human consciousness.Marxist philosophical materialism thus resolved the fundamentalquestion in philosophy- that concerning the relation of thinkingand being - spirit and nature.
They also proved most scientifically, the second aspect in thefundamental question in philosophy, viz, can humanconsciousness properly reflect objective reality? Marxist theory ofknowledge totally rejected agnosticism and skepticism, assertedthat nothing in the world remains forever as unknowable or a“thing-in-itself”. Marxist theory of knowledge asserted that socialpractice is the source of knowledge. Completely rejectingrationalist and empiricist trends, it also stated that social practiceis the measure of truth.
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Marx synthesized the knowledge gained by humankind overthe centuries and, basing himself mainly on all that was rational- in German classical philosophy, English classical politicaleconomy and French revolutionary and socialist doctrines, Marxdiscovered the Dialectical Materialist Conception of History. Hedefined the human essence as the ensemble of social relations.
In the field of political economy, Marx’s greatest contributionis the analysis of Capital.
As explained by Lenin and cited by Mao in his ‘OnContradiction’, “In his Capital, Marx first analyses the simplest, mostordinary and fundamental, most common and everyday relation ofbourgeois (commodity) society, a relation encountered billions of times,viz. the exchange of commodities. In this very simple phenomenon (inthis “cell” of bourgeois society) analysis reveals all the contradictions(or the germs of all the contradictions) of modern society. The subsequentexposition shows us the development (both growth and movement) ofthese contradictions and of this society in the [summation] of itsindividual parts, from its beginning to its end.”
Thus where the bourgeois economists saw a relation betweenthings (the exchange of one commodity for another) Marx revealeda relation between people. The exchange of commodities expressesthe tie between individual producers through the market.
In his monumental work, ‘Das Capital’, he expounded thelabour theory of value and showed how surplus value extractedfrom the worker is the specific form of exploitation undercapitalism, which takes the form of profit, the source of the wealthof the capitalist class. He showed that exploitation takes place inthe capitalist mode of production behind the façade of free andequal exchange. He refuted the erroneous views of the classicaleconomists that exploitation arises from unequal exchange oflabour for the wage. Basing on this analysis and the law ofcontradiction Marx discovered the fundamental contradiction incapitalist society. As Com. Mao explained:
“When Marx applied this law to the study of the economic structureof capitalist society, he discovered that the basic contradiction of this
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society is the contradiction between the social character of productionand the private character of ownership. This contradiction manifestsitself in the contradiction between the organized character of productionin individual enterprises and the anarchic character of production insociety as a whole. In terms of class relations, it manifests itself in thecontradiction between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.” (OnContradiction)
Marx explained capitalist crises also as another manifestationof this fundamental contradiction of capitalism.
Com. Lenin expounded the Marxist understanding regardingthe crisis, while refuting the Sismodian view, that crisis manifests“precisely in the conditions of production. To put it more briefly, theformer (Sismodian) explains crises, by under-consumption, the latter(Marxist) by the anarchy of production.” (The characterization ofEconomic Romanticism)
Explaining how the capitalists try to resolve the crisis, TheCommunist Manifesto puts it lucidly in this way:
“The conditions of bourgeois society are too narrow to comprisethe wealth created by them. And how does the bourgeoisie get overthese crises? On the one hand, by enforced destruction of a mass ofproductive forces; on the other, by the conquest of new markets, and bythe more thorough exploitation of the old ones. That is to say,, bypaving the way for extensive and more destructive crisis, and therebydiminishing the means whereby crises are prevented.”
Basing on the above understanding Marx and Engelsrecognised that the proletariat has emerged as the mostrevolutionary social class and a motive force for socialdevelopment. The proletariat, in the course of liberating itself fromwage slavery, will also liberate the entire society from all classexploitation and oppression and advance towards a classlesssociety. They realized that, in order to liberate itself byoverthrowing capitalism the proletariat should develop its ownclass ideology, that it should transform from the position of class-in-itself to a class-for-itself, and that it should form its ownadvanced organization-the Party of the proletariat.
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They proved that the contradiction between productive forcesand relations of production in class society manifests itself as aclass contradiction and it is this class struggle, which serves asthe driving force of society. Hence they described the history ofclass society as history of class struggle. The Communist Manifesto,an immortal work of Marx and Engels which appeared over 150years ago, remains the guide to international proletariat even tothis day.
The birth of Marxism occurred in the period of one of thegreatest transformations in human history and the establishmentof the global domination of a few western capitalist regimes. Inthat period of stormy revolutions of the bourgeois-democraticepoch and from 1848 to the Paris Commune of 1871 theproletarian movement is in its nascent state. In that relativelypeaceful period of preparation for the proletarian revolutions afterthe fall of the Commune to the turn of the century Marxismattained stable position. Through the correct analysis given byMarx and Engels on the great events of the period like the ‘ParisCommune’, Marxism became established. Marx and Engels playeda major role in establishing and guiding the Communist Partiesand the First International. They gave the workers of variouscountries an internationalist outlook and camaraderie throughtheir clarion call : “Workers of the world Unite!”
The Anarchist trends of Proudhon, Bakunin and the likerejected the need for the political struggle of the working class,the need for a Party of the proletariat and the need for thedictatorship of the proletariat. The Blanquist trend reliedexclusively on conspiratorial methods and the opportunist trendof Lassalle proposed a system of co-operatives which would runon government-subsidies must gradually remove capitalism andreplace its place and brought forward the infamous theory of ‘ironlaw of wages’ that opposed even trade union struggles and strikes.Marxism, by defeating all these petty-bourgeois anarchic trends,developed into an ideological weapon in the hands of theproletariat.
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Lassalle who believed in so-called state socialism or thedemocratization of the state through universal suffrage,collaborated with Bismarck. The revolutionary Left led byLiebknecht and Bebel joined with such opportunist Lassalle andformed a new party in Germany. That party framed a newopportunist program namely Gotha Program which was criticizedby Marx.
Marx developed the theory of the dictatorship of the proletariatas a form of rule of the proletariat and as a method ofoverthrowing the rule of capital by force. Marx and Engelsexplained the birth, development and the withering away of theState in the course of development of human society from theslave-owning society to communism. They explained that “theexecutive of the modern state is but a committee for managingthe common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie”. (The CommunistManifesto).
“The working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-madestate machinery and use it for its own purposes” is according toMarx, the most important principle derived from the experienceof the Paris Commune. In other words, the proletariat should userevolutionary path to seize state power, smash the militarybureaucratic machine of the bourgeoisie and replace thedictatorship of the bourgeoisie with the dictatorship of theproletariat.
Dictatorship of the proletariat is a key concept in Marxistpolitical theory. Marx proved that “the class struggle necessarilyleads to the dictatorship of the proletariat; that this dictatorship itselfconstitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classlesssociety.” (Letter to Wedemeyer, March, 1852) Marx and Engels thusdefeated all petty bourgeois, utopian theories of socialism andfirmly established the principles of scientific socialism.
Marx made revolutionary, new theoretical propositionsregarding the vanguard party of the proletariat (CommunistParty), nationalities-migration, non-western societies, worker-peasant alliance, family-women-children, socialist education-culture and environment.
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When Marx was engaged in this great effort his health severelydeteriorated and he breathed his last (on the 14th of March 1883in London) at the age of 65.
Marx is a very great meritorious person of the 19th century.He is a great revolutionary visionary, relentless scholar, had anunending quest for knowledge and was involved in study, writingarticles, correspondence, writing documents and in the activitiesof the proletarian movement until his last breath constantly andtirelessly with a firm will. He is a great scientist who explored thetruth from objective facts. He is absolutely against subjectivismand utopian ideas.  That is why he had enormous confidence inthe leadership role of the proletariat and in the transformation ofcapitalist society into Socialism-Communism through proletarianrevolution. His personality is a reflection of great Communistvalues.
In spite of his utter poverty, Marx formulated the utmostrevolutionary ideology, theories, organisation of the internationalproletarian vanguard for the liberation of international proletariat.He dedicated his life for the realization of proletarian revolutionarywill. However much repression and sanctions the ruling classesof the different European countries imposed on him during hiswhole political life, however much difficulties he experienced outof them, he faced it courageously and lived a non-compromisinglife. He had profound affection towards every member of hisfamily, towards his comrades and towards many proletarianactivists of his acquaintance. His Communist life is always idealfor proletarian simplicity. The friendship of Marx and Engels willcherish forever exemplary to the international proletarianrevolutionary comradely relations.
Marx was not only severely despised by the exploiters andoppressors but very deeply loved by the innumerable toiling peoplesuffering from exploitation and oppression.
He is ideal not only to the workers and other toiling people-the organisations of the workers and other toiling people, to theproletarian revolutionaries-Communist parties, to theinternational revolutionary organisations and to the Communist
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Internationals but also to the students, youth-intellectuals andprogressive people-progressive organisations.
The great additions of Engels to Marxism are inseparable fromMarxism. It was in close collaboration with Engels that Marxdeveloped his theory. Engels assisted Marx and enriched thelatter’s writings, simplifying and elaborating them wherenecessary. Engels also made great contributions to philosophy,political economy and scientific socialism after the death of Marx.One of the important contributions of Engels lies in his pioneeringwork based on anthropological (science of human evolution anddevelopment) evidence, ‘Origin of the Family, Private property andthe State’, in which he showed that women’s oppression beganwith the rise of surplus and the emergence of classes and that it isinextricably linked with family, private property and the state.This basic study is the basis for the Marxist understanding on thewomen’s question. Engels’ great contributions include his writings:“Socialism, Utopian and Scientific” and “Anti-Duhring”. Hedefended Marxism and led the ideological struggle against theopportunism in the Second International in the initial years of itsexistence. Thus the contributions of Engels are an inseparable partof Marxism.
In the pre-monopoly capitalist stage Marxism was establishedas the first phase of the development of the proletarian ideologythrough the development of proletarian theory and tactics. Thiswas possible through the struggle of Marx against the variousopportunist trends with a strong will in the interests of theproletariat. Marxist method had been accepted to understand anddevelop almost all the sciences starting with the ordinary sciencesto the strategy-tactics of revolution.
Marxism is the total of the opinions and teachings of Marx.The revolutionary standpoint, political theory, the dialecticalmethod and the all-embracing world view developed by Marxi.e., the doctrine of Marx, came to be called as Marxism. ExplainingMarxism is – explaining the wealth of Marxist knowledge and itsdistinctness; explaining the international proletarian world
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outlook, it means the Marxist world outlook and the futurescenario of Communism. These things are entwined with the nameof Marx and are composed in his documents. It represents thefirst great milestone in the development of the proletarian scientificideology.
Marx’s service to the proletariat of the world and all the toilingmasses through his theoretical and practical work is inordinate.He represented the interests of the international proletarian-toilingpeople and the interests of the whole progressive humankind.The theory he formulated inaugurated a new era in the history ofhumankind. His revolutionary work made the internationalproletariat and the toiling people go in the direction of changingthe whole world in a fundamental way. Thus he laid strongfoundations to a new and advanced society for the first time inthe human history through his great theoretical revelations.
Even though Marx and Engels are German, lived in the 19th

century and conducted their revolutionary activities from Europe,Marxism is not limited to Germany and Europe. Marxism is thescience of rules formulated from a scientific summary of socialdevelopment. It is not only rooted in all the internationaldevelopments but is also the future depiction of the new society.Marxism is scientific, utmost revolutionary, comprehensive, livelyand militant. Its spirit lies in dialectical, historical materialism.Marxism is not at all dogmatism. It is a lively proletarianrevolutionary theory that is a guide to practice to change thepresent society absolutely into a more advanced one i.e., into aclassless society.
Since the time Marx and Engels wrote the CommunistManifesto, the International Communist Movement startedrecognizing the scientific socialist theories-Marxism and graduallythis recognition spread all over the world along with the worker’smovement in the last decades of that century. It was later acceptedas the universal guiding theory of the international proletariat bythe revolutionary communist parties and enlightened workers.The theory of Marx developed as Leninism i.e., as Marxism-
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Leninism in different new historical conditions and guided theInternational Communist Movement.
During the last years of Marx and Engels the free competitionof capitalism gradually began to develop as monopoly capitalism.Starting from 1870s to the initial years of the 20th century capitalismdeveloped into monopoly capitalism. The division of the worldmarket between the capitalist countries was completed.Colonialism emerged. All the class contradictions of capitalismintensified. Lenin was born and grew at the time of relative peacewhen the international proletariat was preparing for revolutionsand led not only the Russian revolution but also the WorldCommunist Movement in the initial period of the revolutions.
Under the historical conditions of the epoch of imperialismand in the midst of the flames of the socialist revolution, Lenininherited, resolutely defended the revolutionary teachings of Marxand Engels. He creatively applied them to Russian revolution andthe specific practice of world proletariat revolutions and developedthem. Comrade Stalin briefly summarized Leninism in this way –Leninism is “Marxism of the era of imperialism and proletarianrevolutions’’. ‘’Leninism is proletarian theory and tactics in generaland the theory and tactics of the proletarian dictatorship inparticular.’’
Comrade Lenin made great contribution to enrich the threecomponents of Marxism– Marxist philosophy, Political economyand Scientific socialism in the new historic conditions. The scienceof Marxism took a qualitative leap to its second higher stage ofMarxism-Leninism. This qualitative leap called Marxism-Leninismoccurred from the struggle against the opportunists of the SecondInternational and from the process of proletarian revolution inthe imperialist phase of capitalism.
The teachings of Lenin regarding the proletarian party,imperialism, revisionism, theoretical struggle, proletarianrevolution, proletarian dictatorship, war and peace, class strugglein socialist society, state, national and colonial question, peasantquestion, women’s question, socialism and communism are yetlively and exemplary even now.
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Comrade Stalin, the close associate of Lenin creatively applied,protected and developed Marxism-Leninism in certain spheres.The additions of Stalin are an integral part of Leninism. Basingon the theoretical foundations of Comrade Lenin he played greatleadership role in building socialism in the first socialist countryof the world, the USSR and in the International CommunistMovement.
After Lenin, Mao solved the problems of the proletarianrevolution in the new historic conditions regarding the colonialpolicy, neo-colonial policy and social imperialism and added newinnovations to Marxism-Leninism. Comrade Mao creativelyapplied the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism to therevolutionary practice of China and the revolutionary practice ofthe international proletariat. He protected, inherited and developedMarxism-Leninism. He developed the three components ofMarxism – Marxist philosophy, Political economy, Scientificsocialism and Marxism-Leninism to a new and higher stage. Com.Mao has further developed the Marxist-Leninist strategy andtactics. He developed the concepts of Protracted People’s Warand New Democratic Revolution in the course of 28 years ofrevolutionary struggle in colonial, semi-colonial, semi-feudalChina, in a situation totally different from the capitalist Europe.These theories of Comrade Mao are a unique contribution to thearsenal of Marxism-Leninism.
Chinese Revolution was successfully completed in 1949. Afterthat, he made some most brilliant contributions in the process ofa theoretical struggle against the various revisionist tendenciesthat arose in the Communist Party of China and through theprocess of leading a worldwide struggle against Khrushchovrevisionism and modern revisionism. That struggle is popularlyknown as The Great Debate in the history of the InternationalCommunist Movement. He made great hypotheses regarding neo-colonialism, social-imperialism, war-revolution, socialistconstruction and the constant class struggle in socialist society.He initiated and led the earth-shaking GPCR which marked ahistorical turning point in the history of International Communist
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Movement. During this period he developed the theory ofcontinuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariatto prevent the restoration of capitalism thereby consolidating andstrengthening the socialist system and the dictatorship of theproletariat with the very purpose of advancing it towardscommunism on a world scale. In addition to these he made greatcontributions to Marxism-Leninism regarding art, literature,women’s question and other aspects. On the whole, Com. Maodeveloped the science of Marxism-Leninism to its third, higherand qualitatively new stage.
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism is an integrated theory today. Itis the most advanced and scientific ideology of the worldproletariat. This is as a whole the science of all the sciences. It is acomprehensive philosophical system, political economy, scientificsocialism and the strategy-tactics of the proletariat thatunderstands the world and transforms it through revolution. MLMis the utmost powerful and wonderful great theoretical weaponto the proletariat. We can combat and defeat bourgeois classideology and all brands of revi-sionism with this.
Today the Communist Party that accepts Marxism-Leninism-Maoism as its universal guiding theory and is in revolutionarypractice is the genuine Marxist Party or the genuine Marxist-Leninist-Maoist Party.
After the demise of Mao modern revisionist Hua-Deng traitorclique seized power through reactionary conspiracy with whichthe world proletariat lost its last revolutionary base. All over theworld counter-revolution achieved success on revolution andcapitalist class on the proletariat temporarily. There was confusiononce again in the world communist movement. The genuineCommunist Parties in many countries that were firmly committedto revolutionary Marxism (MLM) and worked independentlybasing on their subjective strength and the people, rejected themodern revisionism of counter-revolutionary Deng. On thecontrary, the Communist Parties which spoke Marxism-Leninism-Mao Thought in words and followed the Deng revisionist line inpractice, became very weak or have totally vanished. The
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organized world communist movement became very weak. WhenSocialist countries were existing, in addition to the betrayal of therevisionist leadership in the communist parties of the respectivecountries, due to the mistakes in the efforts of the revolutionarysection of these parties to consolidate socialism, in the theoreticaland political efforts to defeat the modern revisionist section thatwas capitalist roaders who came in the way of socialism, in theefforts to mobilise the vast toiling people in socialist construction;due to the impact of the capitalism system that was a predominantsystem in the world on the people of the socialist countries; anddue to the innumerable conspiracies of the imperialists to destructthe socialist system, there was this much severe loss to worldrevolution.
Therefore we have to learn from the failures of the WorldSocialist Revolution – adopt proper fundamental line and policiesto successfully accomplish the process of socialist construction inthe socialist society under the dictatorship of the proletariat withthe aim of establishing Communism and also have to mobilise theproletarian and other broad toiling masses in all the fields in aconscious manner. Depending on the victories in the culturalrevolutions continuing to defeat the counter-revolutionary effortof the retrogressive (that represent the outdated reactionaryexploitive classes of the old societies in new forms) forces thatcome in the way of revolutionary transformation that goes on fora long time with the aim of achieving Communism under thedictatorship of the proletariat in the Socialist society and for thetotal emancipation of the people from the ideology and culture ofthe earlier class societies; depending on the defeat of theintervention and offensive of the capitalist-imperialist countriesfrom outside; depending on the efficient leadership role of theCommunist Party so that the proletariat and broad masses of thesocialist society fight back the effect of the capitalist-imperialistsocieties that exist on the basis of class exploitation and socialoppression and on the basis of selfish ideology; depending on thesuccess of the revolutions of the proletariat-broad masses in variouscountries to overthrow the capitalist rule and establish socialism;
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depending on the efforts for new experiments of all the societiesof the world according to advancement by mutually andconstantly receiving all that is advanced and by applying itcreatively; and depending on the facing of new challenges thatcome forth in various sectors, finally a society without any class-social disparities, i.e., classless society-Communism shall come intoexistence.
Just like on the occasion in the past when the InternationalCommunist Movement faced revisionist betrayal and losses,revolutionary Marxism (MLM) divorced from revisionism, rejectedto surrender and is continuing resistance. Genuine CommunistParties that are continuing People’s War in several semi-colonial,semi-feudal countries and that are fulfilling revolutionary tasksin many imperialist countries are inspiring the InternationalCommunist Revolutionary camp. The proletariat, oppressednationalities and the oppressed people of the world are strugglingagainst imperialism, modern revisionism and reaction inspontaneous as well as planned manner widely than ever.Backgrounds of struggle and forms of struggle are different butthe struggles did not stop. Enlightened by the guidance ofinvincible Marxism-Leninism-Maoism workers and RevolutionaryCommunist Parties with abundant experiences unprecedentedin the history of the international working class movement are re-consolidating to wipe out imperialism and modern revisionismand establish People’s democracy, Socialism-Communism. Thevictory of the imperialists and counter-revolutionaries shall notlast long.
There were many unique, surprising and magnificentrevolutionary changes all over the world even in the sectors ofclass struggle, production and scientific experiments in the past170 years. As a result new challenges and new opportunities cameforth for social revolutions. It is the great task of the revolutionaryparties and democratic organisations to courageously face thesechallenges and utilize the opportunities and efficiently lead socialrevolutions.
For the past 170 years the international revolutionaryproletariat could develop the communist movement from one
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phase to another only through carrying out severe class strugglesagainst the capitalist system and through fierce class wars. Themain reason for the great victories attained by the worldproletariat is the revolutionary class wars it made againstcapitalism and reaction in all spheres.
The class conflict between the proletariat and the capitalistsreflected as the struggle between the Marxists and the revisionistsin the theoretical sphere. Revolutionary Marxism developed onlythrough a non-compromising theoretical struggle with revisionismas a part of the world revolutionary communist movement.
In its struggle with capital, the great world socialist revolutionis changing its war centers and advancing. In such a situation, asa vanguard organization of the revolutionary proletariat in India,CPI (Maoist) realized the importance of its role in the world socialistrevolution and is making efforts to work accordingly.Revolutionary proletarian parties and organisations in manycountries all over the world are preparing for buildingrevolutionary movements or are leading the movements in theircountries with this understanding.
Path of the International proletarian revolution – IndianCommunist Movement
‘Our-means me and my famous friend’s teaching is not a dogma,it is a guide for practice’.
– Engels
‘‘We must never violate the fundamental principles of Marxism. Ifwe do so there shall be mistakes. Viewing Marxism with a metaphysicaloutlook and considering it as that without development is nothing butdogmatism. It is nothing but revisionism to reject the fundamentalprinciples of Marxism and to reject its universal truth. ’’ - Mao
From Strategy and Tactics of Indian Revolution, Page : 3
According to the Marxist perspective, “The history of socialdevelopment throughout the world since the emergence of classdivided society is the history of class struggles itself. In the processof social development the revolutionary struggles of the peoples
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of different countries proceed through different stages and thesestruggles will have their peculiar characteristics too; but they arealways subordinate to the general laws of development of thehistory. The motion of development of world history through classstruggle is towards the very establishment of a society withoutclass and without exploitation, towards socialism andcommunism. The revolutionary movement of the Indian peopleis also advancing through different stages; it has got its ownpeculiarities too. But it remains within the general laws ofdevelopment towards socialism and communism.
The world-historic objective of the international proletariatand its vanguard, the Communist Parties of the whole world, isin full conformity with the laws of development of history. Thehistoric goal of the Indian working class as well as of the workingclass of the whole world, is to establish socialism and communismin the world as a whole.
The Great October revolution was nothing but an inevitableoutcome of the revolutionary struggles of the internationalproletariat and the people. The Great Chinese Revolution wasthe continuation of that process. The Indian Revolution too is aninseparable part of the revolutionary struggles of the internationalproletariat and the people.
As Comrade Mao said, without “the correct class analysis ofthe objective conditions of the whole world and of world politicsand economics, that is, the correct class analysis on the basis ofMarxism-Leninism of the fundamental contradictions of thecontemporary world and their mutual relations and influences”,it is impossible to make a correct appraisal of the internationalsituation and of the internal situation of India; it is impossible toformulate the general line determining the main direction of therevolutionary struggles of the working class and the people of allcountries or to realise its significance; and it is also impossible todetermine the correct strategy and tactics of the Indian revolutionin conformity with that general line. The concrete objectivecondition of India and the question of the Indian revolution should
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be judged only in the light of the international situation and therevolutionary struggles of the people of the whole world”.
The objective of strategy and tactics in any country and atany time shall be to accomplish that specific phase of revolutionbasing on the program related to that phase. It is very importantto keep in view the guiding principle that Comrade Stalinsuggested – The theory of Marxism-Leninism must guide theprogram, program must guide the strategy and strategy must guidethe tactics. We can formulate strategy correctly only by dependingon the data obtained from this theory and program and theinferences extracted from this theory and program.
The Strategy and Tactics of the Indian Revolution should beformulated by creatively applying the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism to the concrete conditions prevailing in ourcountry. This means that the Strategy and Tactics should beformulated by basing on an objective class analysis of the Indiansociety, the character of the Indian State, the fundamentalcontradictions and the principal contradiction and by taking intoaccount the specific characteristics, the special features as well asthe peculiarities of the Indian situation.
The strategy of the Indian Revolution in the present stageshould serve to fulfill the New Democratic program by successfullycompleting the New Democratic Revolution. The tactics that areto be formulated in every twist and turn of the movement in thevarious regions at various times should be subordinated to thestrategy and serve to effectively implement the above strategy.Such is the dialectical relationship between the theory of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and the Program, Strategy and Tactics of theIndian Revolution.
To put it briefly, the objective condition of the present dayworld manifests in the fundamental contradictions of the present-day world and their inter-relations and inter-influences. Thesefundamental contradictions are: a) The contradiction betweenimperialism and oppressed nations and people; b) Thecontradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in the
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capitalist countries; c) The contradiction between variousimperialist countries.
The contradiction between imperialism and oppressed nationsand oppressed people is the principal contradiction in the present-day world. The countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America arethe main centres of the national democratic revolutions, nationalliberation movements to bring down the imperialists andreactionaries from power and achieve national independence anddemocracy. The end of direct colonial rule in the aftermath of theSecond World War due to considerable weakening of imperialismand the growing national liberation struggles world-wide, hadcompelled the imperialists to switch over to new methods ofexploitation, control and rule of the former colonies i.e. neo-colonialism. In this respect they depend on their compradors ofthese countries selected and trained by them. This neo-colonialismis the more sinister, crueler and more pernicious form ofcolonialism and has extended its Octopus tentacles over thecountries of entire Asia, Africa and Latin America. The oppressednationalities and the oppressed people are fighting against neo-colonialism just like they fought against colonialism. In the laterperiod too due to the fundamental contradictions in the worldthere are very fast considerable changes in social, economic,political, military, cultural, technical and environmental sectorsin the imperialist countries and colonial, semi-colonial countriesthat made a considerable impact on the workers’ movements. Wemust see these changes as part of the neo-colonial policy followedby the imperialists and the social imperialists in the new conditions.The revolutionary proletarian parties can develop correct tacticsthrough comprehensively understanding them with a dialecticalhistorical materialistic perspective. Thus the proletarian partiescan successfully advance the revolutionary movements with newtactics in the new conditions. We have the history of theadvancement of the world workers’ movement and the greathistory of the great victories it achieved through the revolutionaryeffort of the proletarian parties in such scientific methods, sinceMarx and Engels wrote Communist Manifesto. These are the
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important aspects to be considered when we analyse the socialsituation in these countries.
Marxist-Leninist theory became popular in our country afterthe great October Socialist Revolution of Russia in the leadershipof Comrade Lenin became successful. Communist Party of India(CPI) was formed in 1925 with the influence of the Russian OctoberSocialist revolution, with the influence of Marxism-Leninism anddue to the heroic struggles of the proletariat against the BritishEmpire. Since the formation of the CPI to the heroic historicNaxalbari peasant rebellion, a number of militant movements-outbreaks of workers, peasants, adivasis, Dalits, Students andother sections against imperialism and great revolutionaryopportunities came forward before 1947. Later there was an utmostfavorable revolutionary condition for the construction of ArmedAgrarian Revolutionary movement against imperialism and itscompradors. But the CPI leadership not only most utterly failedto utilize these but also betrayed the heroic Telangana ArmedPeasant struggle and degenerated as a bourgeois parliamentaryparty. Since then this revisionist leadership behaved like a co-thief and reliable agent to the ruling classes. This revisionistleadership of the two parties [CPI & CPI(M)] acted as advocatesto the revisionism of the betrayer of revolution, the modernrevisionist Khrushchev. CPI (M) opposed the heroic Naxalbarirebellion as a social fascist party and the CPI absolutely opposedthis rebellion. These parties speak of Marxism; practice revisionism.Thus since the beginning upto 1951 the CPI leadership mainlyfollowed right opportunist path and for a while left path. Thisleadership by making such right and left theoretical-politicalmistakes, by carrying away in destructive opportunist paths madehorrible damage to the Indian Revolution.
The origin of this lies in the wrong understanding of thatleadership regarding Marxist world outlook, Marxianrevolutionary character and the path of international proletarianrevolution. They had idealist perspective and left bourgeoisnationalism. Therefore, the leadership of CPI-CPM never sincerelyaccepted the fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism that
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were accepted by the international revolutionary proletariat andtheir parties and proved to be correct even at the time of theformation of CPI itself and the valuable lessons given by the historyof international workers’ movement, especially the heroic ParisCommune, the success of the great Russian October revolutionand the success of the great New Democratic Revolution of China-the path of Protracted People’s War. To put it in one word theyacted totally against the fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. So this revisionist leadership did not realizethe importance of the theoretical, political path to be followed bya genuine revolutionary Marxist Party. Regarding this matterComrade Mao said thus – ‘‘The correctness and incorrectness ofthe theoretical and political line decides everything’’.
However, the heroic cadres of the CPI joined hands with thestruggling people and led many revolutionary struggles. Manylaid their valuable lives to achieve the high ideal of accomplishingthe Indian Democratic Revolution. Many genuine revolutionarycadres representing the revolutionary ranks joined with the peopleand stood in the forefront of their struggles. They continued theirtheoretical, political struggle against the opportunistic, erroneousand the revisionist lines and treacheries of the leadership that isdominating in the CPI, and thereafter in the CPI(M). Such cadresalways faced the anger of the leadership. Although initially thetheoretical and political fight of these revolutionary cadres wasscattered, they gradually gained experience and began toconsolidate. With this, gradually the opportunist leadership wasmore and more exposed among the party ranks. But during thelate 1950’s and in 1960’s this struggle assumed totally new angles.The Great Debate conducted by the CPC led by comrade MaoTse-tung against the modern revisionism put forward byKhrushchev gang, marked this new beginning. So far as this GreatDebate continued to intensify further and further and finallyculminated in the earthshaking GPCR, so this struggle in ourcountry the theoretical and political struggle of the revolutionarycadres against the leadership of the Communist Party alsocontinued to intensify further and further. This led to the total
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breaking point with the revisionist leadership and the revisionistline they followed. The beginning of the GPCR proved to be anew turning point in this process. Under the direct impact of thisprocess, the forces representing the struggle against revisionismof the then leadership of the CPI, and then CPI(M), began touphold and assimilate Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought,both in theory and more particularly in their revolutionarypractice. Thereby, these forces condemned the program of the 7th
Congress of the CPI (M) as revisionism and the leadership asmodern revisionist clique. Thus along with the most outstandingand front-ranking leaders like comrades Charu Mazumdar andKanhai Chatterjee and a large number of Maoist forces emergedon the revolutionary political scene. Comrade Charu Mazumdarwrote and released Eight documents solving the fundamentalproblems of Indian New Democratic Revolution and madepreparations for armed agrarian revolution among the peasantryin Darjeeling area; Chintha-Dakshindesh in the leadership ofCom. Kanhai Chatterjee began theoretical, political andorganizational work for Indian New Democratic Revolution, thegreat Naxalbari Armed Uprising led by Com. Charu Mazumdarin May 1967, became a clarion call of “Spring thunder over India”.Thereafter, the history of the country’s communist movement tooka qualitatively new turn. The Naxalbari rebellion not only helpedthe revolutionary forces to greatly expose revisionism and bybreaking from it to form new revolutionary communistorganizations, it marked the first conscious application of MLMand the shining path of seizure of political power through theprotracted people’s war in the Indian sub-continent also that wasalready formulated and illuminated by Comrade Mao.

To put it briefly, the main reason for the Naxalbari rebellion,for the formation of CPI(M-L) (on the 22nd of April, 1969) andMCC (on the 20th of October 1969) as the vanguard party of theproletarian revolution or for Indian New Democratic Revolution-Protracted People’s War is the correct understanding of Marxismand the international proletarian path by the genuine revolutionaryforces in the Indian Communist movement and plunging intopractice in a daring manner to make it successful.
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The revolutionary movement all over the country temporarilyfell into setback within five years due to the counter revolutionaryoffensive, due to the subjective mistakes-lack of experience of therevolutionary forces and due to the disruptive actions of the right,left and opportunist forces that arose among the revolutionaryforces. Instead, efforts were made to build the revolutionarymovement amidst many difficulties in the light of MLM, in theleadership that represents the genuine revolutionary forces inCPI(ML) and the leadership of MCC, taking lessons from the pastpractice, rectifying mistakes unified the party ranks. Theleadership of these two parties adopting appropriate tacticsaccording to the social conditions worked to build therevolutionary movement. With this by the end of 1970s anothernew spate began in the Indian Revolutionary Movement. Boththese two Maoist revolutionary streams basing on correctrevolutionary line put up theoretical struggle against various kindsof revisionism and the right and left opportunist trends. Theyrectified their mistakes with a self-critical attitude basing on thegenuine revolutionary line. They defeated the right, leftopportunist trends that came forth in the Party internally. Theycontinued the legacy of all the revolutionary aspects in the Indiancommunist movement. In this process they merged the genuinerevolutionary forces with them. As a result of it, on the 21st
September 2004 these two streams merged and the CPI(Maoist)emerged. The formation of CPI(Maoist) is the result of the creativeapplication of international proletarian path to the concreteconditions of our country and the enrichment of it. This is anothergreat step forward in the history of the Indian Communistmovement.

After the formation of our party – CPI (Maoist), People’sLiberation Guerrilla Army and people in the leadership of ourparty daringly fought back the counter-revolutionary repressivecampaigns that the Indian ruling classes unleashed with thesupport of the imperialists, especially the US imperialists in anunprecedented and intensified manner. In this process weachieved many great unprecedented victories with the sacrificesof thousands of martyrs. As a result of the creative application of
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the general line of new democratic revolution that goes on in thepath of protracted people’s war having agrarian revolution as itsaxis, we formed guerilla bases in some guerilla zones of the countryas a concrete form of establishing liberated areas. As part of it weformed organs of new democratic political power – RevolutionaryPeople’s Committees. We consolidated them from the village levelto the division level. In several areas of the country we mobilizedthe people in the anti-feudal, anti-imperialist struggles andexpanded and intensified the guerilla war. We fought against themodern revisionist line of Prachanda-Bhattarai; we opposedmodern revisionism put forward by Avakian. As a detachmentof the vanguard of international proletariat, we are continuingprotracted people’s war in the light of MLM for the success ofnew democratic revolution in India. Thus we held aloft theinternational red flag of the proletariat. We much morestrengthened the party line and enhanced the unity of the partyby making theoretical struggle and defeating the right and leftopportunist trends. We conducted education-rectificationcampaign and bolshevization campaign to train up the party,people’s liberation guerilla army and the mass organisationstheoretically, politically and organizationally and to rectify thewrong trends in the party. We could create a more favorablecondition for the political mobilization of the revolutionary anddemocratic forces amidst the severe repression of the ruling classeson the revolutionary movement all over the country. Althoughthe revolutionary movement and our party are facing criticalposition in the country, the party is achieving Bolshevik spirit thatcan fight and advance with the rich lessons gained from practice.
However due to the shortcomings in the theoretical, political,organizational and struggle efforts to develop the party, PLGAand the mass base in quantity and quality as per the level andextent of the people’s war, as per the counter-revolutionaryoffensive, as per the changes in the economic, political and culturalconditions and tasks to achieve the specific objectives ourmovement is facing critical position. We can protect and developour subjective force by rectifying these shortcomings and mistakes.
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In this process we can consolidate ourselves and develop oursubjective strength and mass base quantitatively and qualitatively.Thus our party shall develop into a much more strong party inthe country, can mobilise the people widely into the sphere ofpolitics and expand and intensify guerilla war. Thus it can createanother spate of struggles in the Indian Revolutionary Movement.
Our Party as the consolidated vanguard of the Indianproletariat, will lead the New Democratic Revolution in India tovictory in the path of international proletarian revolutionestablished by the great Marxist teachers Marx and Engels anddeveloped by Lenin, Stalin and Mao. It will go ahead staunchlyin the same direction until the establishment of Socialism andCommunism on a world scale.
Our party the CPI (Maoist) as the vanguard of the Indianproletariat, abides to proletarian internationalism. In addition touniting with all the genuine revolutionary Communist parties-organisations-forces of the world with the aim of making successthe Protracted People’s War in India and the World SocialistRevolution on the international scale, it shall unite with theworldwide proletariat, oppressed nationalities and oppressedpeople; it shall learn from the past and the present working classmovements and class struggles of the country and the world; itshall make theoretical struggle against modern revisionism thatconstantly stands as a hurdle to the working class movement andclass struggle of the world and against the left, right andopportunist trends that arise in various forms; it stands in supportto the working class movements, to the movements of theoppressed nationalities and the movements of the oppressed peopleagainst the imperialists and reactionaries of the world, to the bestof its strength for the coordination and consolidation of the same.For this purpose, it strives to play its bit of role for the formationof an international centre of revolutionary communist parties asthe appropriate form of organization in the present conditions.
India is one of the very strong centres of imperialism and worldreaction. So the advancement and success of the New Democratic
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Revolution in India aimed at imperialism, comprador bureaucraticbourgeois class and feudalism shall not only liberate the people ofIndia from the merciless exploitation and suppression ofimperialism but also takes the struggle of the people of the wholeworld for independence, democracy, socialism and peace to anew stage. The success of Indian New Democratic Revolutionand the establishment of People’s democratic government in Indiaplay an important role in speeding up the World SocialistRevolution. It will stand up as a sign for the important andhistorical advancement in the effort to establish a new worldwhich got freedom from imperialism, capitalism and theexploitation of man by man.
Our Party CPI (Maoist) by placing the Program of NewDemocratic Revolution in India before the people is dedicatingitself to this great cause and setting itself to the task of achievingsocialism. Our ultimate goal is communism. After the People’sDemocratic Revolution, the production relations will berevolutionized step by step, in the process of removing the classdistinction between the exploiter and the exploited. It will continuethe efforts to eradicate Brahminical ideology, caste and other suchsocial oppression and social discrimination by promoting ascientific socialistic outlook. It will continue to move forward bycontinuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariatand thereby continue to consolidate the socialist society as a strongbase area for the world proletarian revolution. This socialist statewill be the dictatorship of the proletariat, which will guaranteedemocracy for the vast majority of the people while exercisingdictatorship on the handful of the exploiters. It takes up proletarianCultural Revolution with the understanding that there will beclasses, class contradictions and class struggles even in socialistsociety, in accordance with the principles of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism of uninterruptedly continuing the revolution under thedictatorship of the proletariat. Through this process, it will opposeand defeat every attempt of capitalist roaders, imperialists andmodern revisionists to restore capitalism. Through this process itwill continue the struggle against any deformities introduced in
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the socialist system. Especially it fights against bureaucracy in theleadership of the Party, People’s Army and the governments.Thereby, it continues to ensure that people consciously and activelyparticipate in the state and are not alienated either from theproletarian party or from the socialist state. The contradictions inthe socialist society will be solved. It will creatively and consciouslymake efforts to solve the contradictions within socialist societyand to remove the inequalities that are left in this society. In theprocess, it will advance towards the elimination of class societyand, thereby, the withering away of the state, i.e. advancingtowards establishing communism on a world scale.
Tasks
Let us comprehensively understand Marxism by studying

it deeply and extensively; let us deepen our world outlook. Thegreat Marxist teachers-Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao – laidtheir lives to formulate and develop the Marxist theory. Theysecured these theories in their innumerable and utmost valuablewritings. We must see them as a very important historicrevolutionary literature. We must take their great efforts as ourideal and the entire Party – from the Central Committee membersto the primary members must study Marxism with patience, will,attention and in depth; especially we have to study manyimportant writings out of them. We have to understand all thevaluable things in it. We have to creatively apply them to thepresent specific revolutionary practice. Only thus we can continueour practice in the light of theory and will be able to change thecountry and the world according to the rules of socialdevelopment; we can develop the theory much more in the processof practice. There are two methods for our study: One – the correctmethod, means the Marxist method; Second – Incorrect method,means dogmatic method. Marxism is totally opposed to dogmaticmethod.
Along with Marxism we have to pay attention to study thepresent domestic and world conditions the history of our country,the history of our revolutionary movement and the history of thecounter-revolution continued along with it, along with our
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movement the movements of various socio-political streams,various philosophical trends – the conflicts between them thattook place and are taking place and particularly the impact theymade and are making on the society. Thus by paying attention onstudy alone we can correctly synthesise and apply creatively theobjective specific conditions with a Marxist world outlook. Byfollowing this method alone we can develop our tactics accordingto the conditions of the society and class struggle that are inconstant motion and mobilise the vast people politically in classstruggle. Due to the mistakes in following this method, it meansdue to the subjective trend we not only cannot avoid the mistakesin practice but will also fail in providing efficient leadership.Therefore we must follow this method.
We must concentrate on theoretical education to unite the

entire party. Theoretical education is one of the most importanttasks among all activities of the Party. While studying the scienceof Marxism and applying its principles is one aspect, participatingdirectly in class struggle and learning from the masses is another.Based on the knowledge obtained in the above process, the Party’spolicies should be further enriched and the Party ranks should bede-veloped theoretically. Therefore uniform education is essentialto unify the entire Party based on study and concrete applicationof theory. Mao explained the importance of theory in one sentencethus :”Theoretical education is the key to unify the entire Party. Withoutthis, the Party cannot achieve a single political task.” We have toconfine to these in order to achieve it. The central and the statecommittees must concentrate to conduct the political classes inour party from the central level to the primary level in the light ofthe theory in a more regular and efficient manner so that theycontribute to understand the concrete problems of our revolution,to solve them properly and advance the movement.
We must take up revolution constantly in the cultural

sphere. In India what predominates is primarily imperialist andfeudal culture and ideas. It is basically this imperialist and feudalculture that is being widely propagated by the ruling classes, andit is these ideas that have penetrated widely throughout society.
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Regarding imperialist culture idealizing the imperialist countriesand promoting the elitist consumerist culture, basically it destroyspatriotic values. Feudal culture is primarily the Brahminical caste-based culture of engrained superiority. This Brahminical cultureputs its stamp on nearly all aspects of social interaction andthinking, from approach to labour, women, oppressed castes, othercommunities, marriage norms, birth, death, language, etc andeven has numerous caste symbols. Ironically the so-called modernimperialist culture easily adjusts with the archaic and retrogressiveBrahmanical culture. Both imperialist and feudal culture has tobe continuously opposed and replaced by democratic and socialistculture. The task at the present stage of the revolution in thecultural front is the establishment of new democratic culture i.e.,a scientific, democratic and mass culture, by uprooting the semi-colonial, semi-feudal culture along with the modern revisionistideology. The people’s democratic culture is an anti-imperialist,anti-feudal culture. It is an heir to all the secular, genuine,democratic and scientific aspects of the rich cultural heritage ofthe oppressed masses that are passed on by history.
It is impossible to arm the people ideologically, make themconscious and organise them for the people’s war without thewidest propaganda of people’s democratic culture based onMaoism. As Mao said: “In overthrowing a political power the firstand regular task is to work in on the ideological front and to createpublic opinion.” To overthrow the exploiting classes and their statemachinery, the first and foremost task throughout the course ofthe new democratic revolution is to wage ideological struggle andcreate public opinion in favor of agrarian revolutionary war andthe protracted people’s war.
Mao said that revisionism is main danger. Modern revisionismis one of the chief enemies of MLM and the people’s democraticideology and revolution. The anti-imperialist anti-feudalrevolutionary culture of the people cannot be established withoutfighting against modern revisionism. In this respect MLM is thestrongest weapon in the fight against modern revisionism.
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Besides, in India, feudal thinking is deep-rooted and ismanifested in many ways, particularly as casteism, biases againstreligious minorities, religious narrow mindedness, communalism,untouchability, patriarchy, and numerous other forms. The Partymust educate the masses against all such anti-democratic valuesand culture and replace them with those based on equality, self-respect, secularism, dignity of labour and values, culture basedon proletarian outlook.
For the success of the Indian revolution the anti-imperialistand anti-feudal front has to be organised and constantlystrengthened. The people’s democratic culture must be aninseparable part of the general anti-imperialist, anti-feudalrevolutionary people’s democratic front. One of the tasks of thiscultural front is to educate the workers, peasants and the toilingmasses about the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal agrarianrevolutionary struggle and the protracted people’s war.
We must deeply criticize the outdated, reactionary, casualtheories. It is our theoretical task to remove the non-proletarianideology and its influence from the minds of the people,revolutionise them and mold them into a revolutionary materialistforce. Without fighting to root out the chauvinisms of caste,religion, nation and national chauvinism of the irrational, outdatedBrahmanic ideology that is aggressively being introduced in therecent decades and had been going on for a long time to tie thepeople of the society to ideological slavery and all such reactionaryanti-progressive ideology and theories from the society we cannotestablish new, scientific, progressive, democratic, socialist ideology.We must constantly take up fight in the ideological sphere notonly in the party but in all the social spheres. It is necessary forour party to play an efficient role in this sphere not only internallybut also in the society. We have to develop ideological unity inour Party and must aim our ideological offensive mainly on theBrahmanic ideology, modern revisionism and postmodernism toestablish our party into a powerful, efficient leadershiporganization and to develop the active role of people in the people’swar. We must form appropriate organisations to take up
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theoretical and political propaganda among the people in anefficient manner.
The Party must relentlessly strive to declassify itself. Therevolutionary proletarian party must deepen its world outlook,proletarian character, proletarian line, the historic mission ofestablishment of Socialism-Communism, rectifying-improvingwork style and life style, taking up internal struggle as part ofclass struggle to help this and reconstruct itself ideologically (todeclassify). The Communist Party must strive relentlessly,collectively and the members individually and consciously notonly now, not only after the New Democratic Revolution but aslong as the society needs the Communist Party and until reachingCommunism. Only thus, the majority people of the society will beinfluenced with our correct ideology, politics, class struggle andpractice and a situation comes where the difference between theCommunist Party and the people shall disappear step by step.For this purpose we have to play an influencing role in constantlystudying MLM, combining theory with practice, participating inclass struggle, firmly integrating with the people, being sincere incriticism and self-criticism, learning from practice, activelyparticipating in the rectification campaigns, standing on the sideof the correct line in the theoretical, political struggle betweentwo lines and other such things. We must not take them up in asuperficial, partial, formal and casual manner.
Today our movement and Party are over 50 years and mostof the comrades in the Party belong to the third generation.Majority of them belong to peasantry and various sections of thepetty bourgeoisie. It is our immediate task to declassify their worldoutlook, work style, life style and all the above mentioned aspectsin a much deeper manner. Most of the rest of the comrades areold comrades but they too need to deeply declassify themselvesconstantly due to their social background or the influences of thepresent society. They will have to make conscious efforts for this.
Therefore in view of the immediate objective to be achievedand the character of Protracted People’s War to achieve that aim,our Party must make constant, conscious and planned efforts to
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develop itself ideologically, politically and organizationally as aunited, strong-willed, sturdy and efficient proletarian vanguard.Only if we do so we can efficiently advance the people in thePeople’s War. We can utilize all the present effort as a foundationfor the construction of Socialist society after victory. It means wecan continue the whole effort for achieving the immediateobjective with a future view (with the aim of establishing Socialism-Communism).
Conclusion
Proletariat of the world, all the oppressed nationalities, allthe oppressed people, hold the Red Flag of Marxism to overthrowimperialism and all the reactionaries! Integrate sturdily! Fightcourageously! The people shall gain the ultimate victory! Realizethe character of the imperialists, all kinds of reactionaries,revisionists, social democrats, the exploitive oppressive class, theirliquidative policies and their deceptive tricks! Enlighten! Thoughthe imperialists, all the reactionaries and their lackeys appear tobe real tigers tactically in view of immediate struggle, in fact whenseen in a protracted view, see that they are strategically papertigers, fight against them daringly and seize victory! Break to piecesnot only the capitalist chains but all the chains of class, caste,nationality, gender, religion and other such and march forwardto sing the song of the liberation of the humankind! The victoriesachieved by the proletariat and the oppressed people in the lightof Marxism are invaluable in the history of humankind. Theinternational proletariat has in its hands the most powerfultheoretical weapon of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and it willdestruct the old world through world socialist revolution anddefinitely create a new world.
The day when the workers, peasants, middle class people,national bourgeoisie, various oppressed social sections – the Dalit,Adivasi, Women, Religious minority – the people, the people ofthe oppressed nationalities unite in the light of Marxism, in theleadership of CPI (Maoist), the day when the flames of People’swar spread all over the country, that day the imperialists,comprador bureaucratic capitalists, landlords and their cruel state
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mechanism shall go to ashes and the Federation of free People’sDemocratic Republics with the perspective of great Socialism-Communism shall emerge. No force on the face of the earth canstop this. Then the Indian New Democratic Revolution shall fulfillthe historic task of the international proletariat that works as amain string for the world humankind to bring down permanentlythe dark era of the imperialists and reactionaries.
The revolutionary proletariat and its vanguard the Communistrevolutionaries who took up the weapon of the great scientifictheory of Marxism shall stand as the symbol of principled nature,commitment to theory, proletarian integrity, proletarianinternationalism, critical view, unselfishness, fearlessness andsacrifice. They know that they are conducting an utmost difficult,cruel world socialist revolution that has many ups and downsand twists and turns and has a protracted character. In spite ofany number of losses of the great victories they achieved and anynumber of defeats in the process of revolution, in the light of theinvincible revolutionary theories that they formulated bysummarizing the utmost valuable experiences they gained in thisprocess, they shall fight again and again until they achieve thefinal victory. No reactionary on this earth has the strength to divertthem from the struggle they are making to achieve this objective.The defeats of the oppressed people are temporary; the victoriesof the enemies of the people are also temporary. According to therules of social development ultimately the enemies of the peopleshall be permanently destructed and the oppressed people shallcertainly gain permanent success.
Comrades!
On the occasion of the bicentenary celebrations of Karl Marxwe have to propagate in our Party-Revolutionary People’sOrganisations-People about his inspiring life, about Marxism,about the aspect of the development of Marxism into Marxism-Leninism-Maoism in the conditions of new historic-class struggle-construction of Socialism, about the great victories of theproletariat-oppressed people in the guidance of this theory and
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their importance, about the defeats-mistakes-lack of experiencein this process and about the lessons learnt from all these; muststudy the famous writings of the great teachers; must apply thefundamental principles of MLM and the path of internationalworking class to the concrete conditions of our country and takeup Education campaign of the lessons learnt from practice. Theproletarian vanguard organization of Indian Revolution the CPI(Maoist) proudly states that it shall firmly and daringly marchforward successfully in the path shown by the revolutionarytheoretician of the international proletariat, the director of therevolutionary path Karl Marx, hold aloft the revolutionary bannerof Marxism and in the path of Protracted People’s War for thesuccess of New Democratic Revolution as an integral part of theWorld Socialist Revolution with the ultimate aim of establishingCommunism.

 Long live the memorable fame of Marx!
 Long live Marxism, the theory that directs the path ofWorld Socialist Revolution!
 Unite under the revolutionary banner of invincibleMarxism-Leninism-Maoism!
 Workers of all the countries! Unite!
 Long live World Socialist Revolution!
 Down with capitalism-imperialism!
 Long live the memory of the lakhs of martyrs wholaid their lives in the World Socialist Revolution!
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Circular 1/2018 Upto AC/PPC members
Let us intensify and expand people’s

struggles and guerilla war by enhancing the
mass base and strengthening the PLGA!
Let us defeat the counter-revolutionary
‘SAMADHAN’ strategic offensive of the

central and the state governments to wipe
out the

Indian Revolutionary Movement!
Central Military Commission

CPI (Maoist)
Dear Comrades!
We are aware that after the Burkapal ambush in Dandakaranya lastyear May, the central government formulated the counter revolutionarySAMADHAN offensive strategy-tactics with the ill intention to eliminatethe Indian Revolutionary Movement in the coming five years (2017-2022). Like the counter revolutionary Operation Green Hunt in thecountry from 2009 to 2017 May the present SAMADHAN too shall be awar and an offensive on the oppressed classes, oppressed socialcommunities, oppressed nationalities, religious minorities and all thepeople of India. SAMADHAN too is a strategic offensive.
The central government had been grandly propagating‘NavaBharath’ nirman (construction of a New India) for the past oneyear. Though the Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced that theconstruction of new India bears the objective of building a developedIndia free of corruption, terrorism, casteism and communalism, theactual objectives behind this declared agenda are quite different. Thatis to build an India in the interests of Imperialism, CompradorBureaucratic Bourgeoisie and Big landlord classes and to stabilize theirpower. On one hand they want India to be a force of expansion in SouthAsia in order to face China. On the other hand they want to –
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aggressively implement neo liberal policies; indiscriminately loot theworker, peasant and other toiling masses and the natural wealth andsuppress the resistance of the toiling people; strengthen BrahmanicHindu fascism by suppressing the oppressed castes, especially theDalits, Adivasis and religious minorities in order to stabilize thehegemony of the oppressor castes in the country; suppress the Maoistsmaking class struggle and armed struggle against imperialism,comprador bureaucratic bourgeoisie and big landlord classes; suppressthe liberation struggles of Kashmir and North East; and thus establish‘Brahmanic Hindutva fascist state’ that serves the interests of theimperialists. These are the actual objectives of the construction of ‘NewIndia’. Since the organized and armed force of the Maoist movement isthe main hurdle for the construction of new India, they areconcentrating more on it. Anyhow ‘SAMADHAN’ is aimed to attack theoppressed classes, oppressed social communities, oppressednationalities and religious minorities that are in the way of constructionof new India and go ahead with it. Putting both these together we canunderstand the intensity and the extent of the fascist character of‘SAMADHAN’.
The SAMADHAN is based on the Low Intensity Conflict war strategyof counter-insurgency and counter guerilla warfare. They formulatephase-wise suppressive schemes according to LIC to suppress thepeople’s rebellions. Clear, Hold, Build and Develop are the phases. Inorder to achieve the aims of these phases they take up coordinatedpolitical, economic, social, cultural activities and psychologicaloperations along with the military operations. Presently hold and buildoperations of the second and the third phases are going on in most ofthe places of our movement in the country. In thirty districts wherethere is maximum influence of the movement, they are taking up clearand hold operations and basing on its success build phase operationsare taken up. In places where the movement temporarily setback theyare taking up develop phase operations. These phase-wise operationsare mainly according to our guerilla war and its results. It means thatthe result the enemy achieves in these phase wise operations is onlyrelative. If the enemy is taking up hold operations in an area it does notmean that they eliminated us totally. They arrest the members of the
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local organisations in a big manner, detain them, attack the localorganization and the guerilla forces, kill a few and weaken the massbase and the organized strength of the people. Then, in spite of thepresence of the party and the guerilla forces the state starts holdoperations. It takes up the rest of the phase operations too in a similarmanner. We must expand and intensify our political and organizationalefforts, the people’s struggles and guerilla war, achieve positive resultsand fight back these phases.
Since the ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive started the police forces in theareas of our movement (various kinds of Para-military forces, the policeforces of various states and the commando forces of the centre and thestates with various names), took up aggressive offensive operations inan intense and extensive manner. In the Trijunction area there areconstant operations. The ruling classes are taking up severe offensivein fascist methods on the revolutionary activities, in particular theactivists of the Mass Organisations in order to lessen the influence ofrevolutionary and democratic forces of the country.
On the whole 305 revolutionaries and revolutionary people weremartyred in the past one and a half years in the countrywide fascistoffensive. Out of them there are – CCM Comrade Kuppu Devraj, SZCMof the Western Ghats Comrade Ajitha, ten ZC/DC/DvC/CyPC comrades,five Sub-Zonal/Sub-Divisional Committee comrades, 56 AC/PPCcomrades; 62 Party Members (55 PRs and 7 part-timers); 100 PLGAmembers; 44 comrades of local organisations (ten activists of massorganisations and 34 militia activists); and 20 revolutionary people.
All these offensives reveal the intensity and the fascist characterof the ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive. During this period the PLGA forces andthe strategic-tactical united Fronts in the leadership of our party strivedto intensify and extend the people’s struggles and the guerilla wareven in difficult conditions. During the past one and a half years thePLGA forces conducted 550 small, medium and big guerilla operationsdepending on the mass base and eliminated 198 special police, Para-military, Commando forces and injured 357. The PLGA seized 50 modernweapons and 3,781 rounds of ammunition, wiped out 13 anti-peoplepolitical leaders and 148 enemy agents. The strategic and tactical UnitedFronts led the people on their economic, political, social and other
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such basic and daily life problems and many countrywide people’sstruggles, protests and resistance struggles against the state violence.All these helped the revolutionary movement sustain in difficultconditions.
The Central Home Ministry reviewed the results of the period often months (2017 May-2018 March) of the attacks since the beginningof 2017 and the strategic offensive of SAMADHAN. It declared that theycould change 44 out of the ‘Naxalite influenced’ 126 districts of thecountry into ‘districts liberated’ from Naxalites, as a result of theSAMADHAN strategic offensive. It also stated that it could remove 5districts out of the category of 35 districts ‘most affected’ with theMaoist movement and that since 44 districts were ‘liberated fromNaxalites’, the areas under the impact of the Maoist movement arecoming down. Though the central government knew that Maoistactivities are going on in a few districts in the Trijunction area ofTamilnadu, Kerala and Karnataka in the Western Ghats, in a few districtsin Asom and in a few districts in other states of the country, it did notput them in the list of the districts of Maoist influence.
The central and the state governments are shifting the IPS andother police officers deployed in the districts where our movementweakened to those that are strong. With this there is a relative flexibilityfor the central and the state governments in the suppressive actions ofthe revolutionary movement and there shall be a relative rise inpressure on the revolutionary areas. The offensive shall intensify.
The exploitive ruling classes analyse the increase and decrease ofthe number of districts of Naxal influence as per this LIC theoreticalframework. Whatever its analysis may be, it will always underminethe strength of the movement and overstate their strength to keep therevolutionary camp in a low morale. This is part of the psychologicalwar. We have to analyse the strength of our movement according tothe rules of Maoist People’s War and our strategy-tactics (the enemyoffensive of the respective areas; whether we have red retaliationareas as a result of our people’s war; whether there are guerilla zones;whether there are guerilla zones/areas that setback; whether thereare guerilla bases). Basing on this analysis we have to adopt appropriatetactics in the respective areas.
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The central government declared those districts where ourrevolutionary movement has weakened, where it was affected andwhere our movement did not pick up, as ‘Maoist less districts’ by 2011-12 itself. It declared those districts that we could not sustain as guerillazones for the past two years in Bihar-Jharkhand as ‘liberated fromNaxals’. Ambikapur, Jaspur and Korea districts of North Chhattisgarhtoo were declared as such districts. Such districts in other states toowere declared as ‘liberated from Naxals’.
The central government reviewed the SAMADHAN offensive thatit had been taking up for the past one year and decided to take theoperations in the build phase to develop phase. The central governmentdeclares this normally as changing the state of the influence of themovement. The develop phase operations are aimed to strengthenthe exploitive government by taking up propaganda, development,vigilance and offensive operations to defeat the movement and seethat the Maoist movement does not rise again. The central and thestate governments state that in order to achieve this aim they are makinga decisive war in all the areas of the Maoist movement in the countryincluding Dandakaranya. In a bid to affect the moral strength of theParty, PLGA forces, mass organisations, the people and the wholerevolutionary camp and to surrender the weak elements, thegovernments are stating that the Maoists are now making a war ofdefeat. Until the encounter in Halbi Thumirigunda-Kasnur, the Para-military officers and the other police officers said that the intensityand the extent of the Maoists is increasing, that it is not possible tosuppress the Maoists by 2022 and that it be extended for one moreyear. After this and the Ayipenta encounter, they started givingstatements that they shall suppress the Maoist movement by 2022 andthat the Maoists must surrender with weapons and if not so they shalleliminate the Maoists with incidents like Kasnur.
How must we understand the ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive going on forthe past one year and the statements of the central and the stategovernments? What are the strategy-tactics that the enemy is followingto change the states of the influence of the revolutionary movementinto Maoist less states and districts? What are the strategy-tactics weare to follow to defeat the enemy offensive? Let us discuss theseaspects.
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It is true that some of our subjective forces have been affecteddue to the ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive that added to the ongoing enemyoffensive. While some of them became martyrs in the enemy offensive,a few weak elements surrendered. A few areas of revolutionarymovement weakened. A few set-back. After the formation of People’sLiberation Guerilla Army (PLGA) the ongoing guerilla war destroyedthe enemy power that resulted in the formation of RevolutionaryPeople’s Committees (RPC) in a few areas, zones/districts/divisionsand guerilla bases were established. In these areas now thegovernment built road, transport, communications and informationsystems along with ‘carpet security’. It is true that they are relativelysuccessful in this. With these the exploitive government machinery isstrengthening in places where it has weakened and reviving where itwas destroyed. Their propaganda about successes is half true and apart of psychological war. The Indian Revolutionary movement is makingguerilla war in the phase of strategic self-defense. We need to analysethe statements of the enemy with MLM perspective. Until there is afundamental change in the character of the respective struggle areas,all the unfavorable factors are quantitative changes. However, thoughwith the result of these quantitative changes, what is the situation ofthe present movement in the respective Special Areas/Special Zones/States; Zones/Districts/Divisions? What is the state of the balance offorces of the enemy and us? What is the state of the preparation of thepeople, the state of ally forces and that of the contradictions amongthe ruling classes? The respective Regional Bureaus, Special Area/Special Zone/State Committees must specifically discuss these issuesand analyse correctly. Depending on this assessment they mustformulate appropriate programs and tactics to progress the areas.
The multipronged tactics of the state to eliminate the IndianRevolutionary movement
The Central Committee and the Central Military Commission hasalready written about the counter revolutionary ‘SAMADHAN’ strategy-tactics of the central government for suppressing the IndianRevolutionary Movement on various occasions. So we only mentioncertain important issues.
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1. Strengthening of ‘carpet security’ system by deploying Para-military, Commando and Special police forces in the areas ofrevolutionary movement. Intensifying counter guerilla operations andcordon, search and kill operations basing on carpet security
Presently six lakhs of Para-military, Commando and police forceswere deployed in Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Bihar, Odisha, Maharashtra,Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, West Bung, Madhya Pradesh and UttarPradesh along with Tamilnadu, Keralam, Karnataka and Asom. Thirtythousand Para-military, Commando and police forces were deployedfor the suppression of the revolutionary movements in those states inthe past one and a half years. Sixteen new camps were set up inChhattisgarh from 2017 November to 2018 mid-May. Another 28 newcamps were announced to be set up. In spite of deployment of such ahuge number of forces to unleash the SAMADHAN offensive in fascistmethods the state wants many more forces for the elimination ofMaoists. So they are increasing the number of police, commando andPara-military forces constantly in the revolutionary areas. As a part ofit the Chhattisgarh government is establishing three ChhattisgarhArmed Force (CAF) Battalions. As per the decision in 2016, four IRBsand a Bastariya Battalion of the CRPF are formed and deployed tosuppress the movement. In addition to these the Chhattisgarh SpecialTask Force (STF), District Reserve Group (DRG) and other such Commandoforces are said to be not enough for the suppression of the revolutionarymovement. The Chhattisgarh government is forming a CommandoBattalion-Black Panthers to take up counter guerilla operations likethe Greyhounds forces of the Andhra-Telangana. During the past oneyear the concerned state governments increased police forces in allthe areas of the revolutionary movement. Two new state policebattalions were formed in Telangana and deployed in JayasankarBhoopalapalli and Bhadradri Kothagudem districts. They are especiallydeployed to stop the entrance of Maoists into Telangana from theDandakaranya forest.
Fifty thousand forces were brought together from Rajnandgaonand other districts of Bastar area for cordon, search and kill operationson our PLGA Battalion in the South sub-Zonal Bureau. Operation Prahar-3 was conducted in the month of June in which the police forces faced
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losses. The central and the state governments stated that they shallintensify cordon, search and kill operations on the Maoists basing onthe increased carpet security.
The rise in ‘carpet security’ became a severe hurdle for themovements of our Party, PLGA units and for mass work-military work.There are more problems in plain area and in places where the massbase is weak. So we have to consider the terrain, mass base, PLGAformations and other things and formulate methods for mass work andmilitary work.
2. Intensifying counter guerilla operations in guerilla bases,strategic areas and newly extended areas
The area is divided into sectors, sub-sectors and cordon, searchand kill operations are conducted from all sides continuously basingon the carpet security. Similarly they are concentrating on borders ofthe states, guerilla bases, strategic areas and expanded areas.
As a part of these counter guerilla operations the operations arebeing held to eliminate the leadership starting from the CentralCommittee to the local level. They state they shall ‘make aggressiveattacks penetrating into the Maoist camps and eliminate the Maoists’.The state is trying to defeat the revolutionary movement by eliminatingthe leadership forces leading the revolutionary movement throughsuch operations. They are making increasing attacks on the guerillabases and strategic areas, trying to destroy guerilla bases of guerillawar and to push the PLGA into a vulnerable situation. They are makingattacks on the strategic areas and are trying to disturb our mechanismof coordination. They are also trying to increase attacks on our areas ofexpansion to stop further expansion. We have to adopt appropriatetactics and work methods to face them. We have to develop and changethe already formulated tactics on par with the enemy.
3. Taking up successful counter guerilla operations basing on thestrength and expansion of the intelligence system
As a part of the SAMADHAN strategy they much more expandedand strengthened the intelligence system. Large scale funds are spentfor Human intelligence and technical intelligence systems andintelligence information collected. A satellite is being constructed
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especially with the support of Israel to identify the movements ofMaoist guerillas. Severe attempts are made to change the personshelping us in civil and military supplies to become informers andcoverts. Modern technology is being utilized to intercept ourcommunications. There is vigilance on our mobile phone usage. Whenthey seize mobile phones, tablets and computers from us the policecollect our information. The Chhattisgarh government is preparing oneto ten informers in every village of the area of the movement. Thepolice put an eye on the movement of our leadership comrades andour guerilla units through this intelligence system; they identify, followand attack us. Our mistakes in implementing the rules of guerilla war,especially those in implementing secret method of work have becomea source for the enemy to know our information and are facilitatingattacks. So the Party Committees-Commands need to develop theirunderstanding and training regarding technical intelligence,appropriately plan for implementation and pay attention to constantlyinspect the implementation of the plan so that our guerilla units moveaccordingly. There should be no liberalism and we must see it criticallyand concentrate to give a blow to the enemy.
4. Reforms to see that the petty bourgeois sections on the rise inthe Adivasi areas do not join the revolutionary movement
It is a normal rule of war that those that bring the middle sections(meaning those who are neither on the ruling side nor the revolutionaryside) on to their side shall achieve success. This is also one of theimportant rules of LIC. In spite of their unprecedented exploitationand oppression on the oppressed classes, oppressed social communitiesand oppressed nationalities, the exploitive class makes a goebbelsianpropaganda that they are striving for the development of the oppressedmasses and that the revolutionary section (revolutionaries that strugglefor liberation of class, society and nationality) are against thedevelopment of the oppressed people. It tries to maintain a section ontheir side. As a part of it the central government, United Nations andthe Chhattisgarh government together conducted a seminar of theworld Adivasi traders and industrialists in Dantewada in 2017November. After this seminar a section of the petty bourgeois(students-youth, intellectuals, traders and others) of the Adivasi
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society are being provided opportunities for self-employment like e-governance, e-business/banking, e-literacy activists, e-rickshawdrivers, Kadaknadh poultry farmers, traders, producers and traders ofpaddy grown with local fertilisers without the usage of any chemicals,producers and traders of tulip floriculturists. Though this has been goingon for some time such seminars are on the rise.
The central government announced 115 districts of the country as‘Aakanksha (aspiring) districts’ this April (now the number has beenreduced to 105). Ten districts of Chhattisgarh in the influence of ourmovement are included in these aspiring districts. For the past 5-6years a few selected adivasi students of seven districts of Bastar havebeen brought to Dantewada district after which the ‘development’programs have gained momentum in the ‘aspiring district’ scheme.There are 18 educational institutions in the Geedam-Javangaeducational city in Dantewada district. 5,500 students are beingeducated and trained starting from primary level education to technicaland professional courses. In another scheme named ‘ChooloAsman’(Reach the sky) intermediate students are provided trainingfor Medical and Engineering entrance examinations. Another onethousand students are molded to become employees in the domesticand foreign corporate houses. As a part of women’s self-employment1500 women were imparted training in driving to run e-rickshaws andalso 150 e-rickshaws were distributed to the women. The traditionalagricultural company with the name Bhoomgadi mobilized 1600peasants. It is producing and trading ‘Aadim’ (primitive) brand paddy.
All these amount to the exploitation of the natural resources bythe domestic and foreign corporate houses and to prepare employeesto serve them. In addition to this the exploitive classes utilize them astheir social basis. On the other hand this is posed to be the developmentof adivasis.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi started ‘Ayushman Bharath’ andVan dhan scheme from Jangla-Bijapur in April.  As a part of it theyprovided opportunities to the rich sections of the Adivasis to collect,store, process, brand and sell-export forest produce and are makingattempts to mold them as tribal traders. In a bid to allow the domesticand foreign corporate organisations to loot the wealth of Bastar, a very
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small section of the adivasis are turned to be truck owners(transporters), as contractors in the establishment of basic infrastructureand real estate businessmen. They are said to be adivasi entrepreneursand capitalists. We have to politically expose the conspiracies andsabotage of the exploitive classes in portraying this as the developmentof adivasis, while in fact they are exploiting and oppressing them.
5. Intensifying attacks on the activists of the Mass Organisationsin the name of urban Maoists’
‘SAMADHAN’ offensive will not be unleashed only on the areas ofguerilla zone and red resistance areas. With the ill intention to wipeout the Indian Revolutionary movement and to suppress the activitiesof the Mass Organisations in the urban areas they started to propagatethat ‘urban Maoists’are dangerous forces. In the month of June thisyear they arrested five activists of the mass organisations from Delhi,Nagpur and Poona and sent them to jail with false cases. This is anindication of increasing attacks on the activists in the country in thecoming days. Fascist offensive shall intensify on the activists of themass organisations.
6. Obstructing Party funds
As a part of the suppressive measures the central governmentidentified the means of Party funds and took up an action plan to stopthem. It formed a multi-disciplinary taskforce constituting theEnforcement Directorate (ED), Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI),National Investigation Agency (NIA) and another two agencies for theimplementation of this action plan. This taskforce and the stategovernments together keep a vigil on the activities and transactions ofpersons relating to tendu, bamboo, trade, mining, provision of basicinfrastructure, real estate and other such trade, industrial and servicesectors. They foist cases on all those they doubt to have been giving usmoney. According to the directions of the central government theChhattisgarh and the Maharashtra governments stopped the tendu leafcontractors from giving us funds. They tried to turn the contractors andmanagers as informers. We were attacked while collecting funds.
Let us implement dialectical materialistic analytical method andclass line to overcome the severe subjectivity and liberalism in us to
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defeat SAMADHAN offensive; let us lessen the losses by sharpeningthe style of Maoist struggle; let us enhance mass base basing on thepositive experiences gained in the areas of the movement andstrengthen the Party and the PLGA; let us intensify and expand people’swar-guerilla war.
Most of the circulars of the CC, SAC/SZC/SC related to the multi-pronged counter offensive tactics to defeat the enemy offensive shallbe the guidelines even now. We mention only a few important aspectsto develop an understanding to defeat SAMADHAN offensive.
1. We must bring a change in our theoretical, political and militaryunderstanding in understanding the severe change in the enemyoffensive
There are subjectivity, liberalism, individualism, spontaneity,sectarianism in the Party Committees and the Commands in creativelyimplementing the ordinary principles of guerilla war and theresolutions and circulars of the upper committees of the party to thespecific conditions. In addition to these, we faced severe losses wherethe committees and the commands were irresponsible. Thereforethese committees and the commands will have to be more responsible,go deep into the origins of the problem and make efforts to overcometheir theoretical, political and military weaknesses. They musttransform their practice. They must identify the changes on both thesides in war. They must identify the strong and the weak aspects ofboth the sides, concentrate the weaknesses of the enemy and defeatthem. We are unable to comprehensively understand the situationdue to our partial and limited perspective. We undermine or overdothe strength of the enemy and do the same with our strength. It meanswe are not analyzing the actual conditions in a realistic manner, thatwe understand only the favorable conditions and do not understandthe difficult condition. This is expressed in the form of empiricism. Wemust shed this subjective attitude. There is liberalism in the form ofcasual attitude, individualism in the form of not implementing thedecisions and methods decided and sectarianism in the form of notmobilizing the broad masses into the class struggle and limiting to afew persons. We must shed all these.
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We developed the tactics of revolutionary guerilla war from ourmany experiences according to the concrete conditions. Many trainingcamps are going on regarding IAD, ambush, raids, fire and movement,unarmed combat, BMC, PLGA handbook, Company drills, Battaliondrills, booby traps, mine warfare and other such things. However owingto liberal tendency, neither the party leadership nor the fightersimplement them. We can avoid losses if we overcome liberalism and ifthe leadership is active and rectifies the mistakes and indiscipline in atimely manner. Thus we can fight the enemy in a political way withclass hatred.
2. We must rectify the mistakes in implementing the rules andmethods of self-defense
The exploitive ruling classes took up the offensive with acomprehensive strategy in the rural and the urban areas all over thecountry to wipe out the revolutionary movement. The state isconcentrating its offensive on all the guerilla bases, guerilla zones andred resistance areas, Dandakaranya being its main target. As the enemyoffensive intensifies, the number of armed forces, weapons, training,its maneuvers, logistics, basic facilities and related budget allocationstoo are increasing in a large scale. In order to defeat the presentSAMADHAN offensive we have to take up active war of self-defense.We must persistently enhance the preparation for war among our forces.
The recent countrywide losses are the indices of the intensifiedenemy offensive on one hand and the mistakes and weaknesses of thevarious levels of leadership, activists and the forces in implementingthe rules of guerilla war and the secret method of functioning on theother. Due to the overwhelming numbers of the enemy at times weface losses in war. However we can avoid most of the losses if westrictly practice the rules of guerilla war and secret methods offunctioning.
We are letting out our information to the police from our relationswith anti-people elements contrary to our rules and resolutions, forsupplies and other such necessities, due to the lack of criticalunderstanding about enemy network, due to the methods, habits andlegalist trends in the work style we got used during the relatively
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flexible period. Especially in the Tumirigunda-Kasnur encounter inwhich we faced a heavy loss there were many serious mistakes – wecamped on the side of River Indravathi where there was no way foradvance-retreat; after the enemy attacked our camp neither themembers of the Divisional Committee nor the DvC comrade who wasthe commander for that formation had the initiative to command; afterthe enemy offensive began our comrades were in covers and resistedfor two hours but did not retreat before the enemy encircled the camp;seeing no way to retreat one of our comrades hastily gave the cautionto ‘dive in the river’; many comrades followed it and dived out of whichsome could not swim along with the weapons; some were injured;thus more comrades were martyred in the river more than in the firingwith the enemy in the camp. In the Neelambur encounter, there wasan under assessment of the enemy owing to subjectivity in theoretical,political and military angles, liberalism and legalism; they violated thedirections given by the CC and the SZC; they adopted non-guerillamethods; there were serious weaknesses in protecting the partyleadership, party secrets and communist guerilla values; all these ledto the loss of higher level leadership.
Whichever the guerilla unit may be (LGS, Platoon, Company or theBattalion); whether they are centralized or decentralized; whether theyare in daily activities or special campaigns, they have to follow guerillawar rules and be secret in their movements. We must travel during thenight time; leave the paths and travel in the forest; engage reliablepeople and comrades of local organisations in flanks as scouts andguides in the rear during journey; see that the camping site is favorablefor advance and retreat, camouflage, cover and concealment in thecamps; daily patrols surrounding the camp, sentry and observationposts; making changes in the sentry, patrolling and observation systemaccording to the situation; deploying ambush teams; arranging manyobstacles along with mines and claymores; give ordinary bombs, cordexbombs and arrow bombs to the militia and where we cannot formmilitia one or two persons should be given the responsibility to alertthe people, Party and the PLGA forces immediately after they see thepolice movements both in the day and the night; give bombs, cordexbombs, arrow bombs to them and allot them responsibilities. The state
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is in a state of offense and so a part of our forces must constantlyengage in ambush on the way of police patrols and give them a blow oreliminate them. Starting from the armed militia whether it is thesecondary forces, main forces or any unit of the PLGA must definitelyimplement the military rules we adopted. Through all these amidstcarpet security and large number of enemy forces, we can escapewithout facing loss and moreover can give a blow to the enemy. In casewe are attacked we have to follow the rules of guerilla war andimplement self-defense-offense methods in a proper manner. We haveto implement C-4 correctly. The commanding must be especiallyprecise. When we are attacked we must retreat with fire and movementeven before we are encircled. While one group/section makes firing-offense to contain the enemy another group/section must retreat. Eachand every section/LOS must have arrow bombs and Barrel GrenadeLaunchers (BGL). We must get hold of opportunities for advance-retreatby throwing them on the enemy. Above all we must resist the enemywith courage and dare.
In order to implement the rules of guerilla war, first the leadershipcadres, commanders and the forces must shed casualness, pettybourgeois weaknesses and the life style and habits, and idleness thatdo not suit guerilla life. We must work hard.
We must achieve experience and skill in centralization anddecentralization of our forces in the state of carpet security. While thedecentralized forces make all the preparations during the TCOC orduring other kinds of work, immediately after the forces are centralizedwe must complete the specified work and disperse. If there are anyhurdles in the specified work we must once again decentralize, doaway with the hurdles and again centralize. When the forces arecentralized we must appoint only militarily efficient and daringcomrades as commanders. They must have the initiative incommanding concerning self-defense and offense.
Many limitations are coming forth in conducting war operationsdue to the damage of war equipment out of our mistakes in the supplysystem and in the maintenance of dumps. We must rectify thesemistakes and enhance the extent of war operations.
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We have been talking about most of these methods of self-defenseand offense mentioned above for a long time. But we are not practicingthem properly and this is a serious weakness. So the leadership ranksmust shed liberalism and weakness in rectifying this shortcoming. Thuswe must change our self-defense and defense methods according tothe present conditions.
3. In order to defeat the SAMADHAN offensive the leadershipforces in our Party, PLGA and the United Front must be much morebolshevized and alien trends be certainly rectified
One of the main reasons that led to the difficult situation is theinability to achieve proper results in rectifying alien class trends thathave been continuing in our Party for a long time. So the CentralCommittee, the respective Regional Bureaus, SAC/SZC/SC must strivea lot to rectify the same. First the leadership cadres must rectify thealien class tendencies and change the lower level cadres and forces.We must take disciplinary actions on those who turned diehards withalien class characteristics.
We have to start bolshevization campaign in places where it hadnot yet started and take it up to the lower levels. In places where thefirst phase of bolshevization is over, the leadership forces (CC, SZC andDvC) must improve their study of MLM theory. This must help them inapplying the MLM rules according to the social conditions and thespecific situation of class struggle-people’s war. We must make socialinvestigation as a part of it. We must identify the changes in therelations of production and in class relations in the respective areasand formulate tactics that intensify class struggles against imperialism,comprador bureaucratic bourgeois and landlord classes and thatdevelops people’s war-guerilla war. Basing on them we have to enhancethe mass base to overcome the difficult situation and the temporarysetback. We must defeat the SAMADHAN offensive by intensifyingand expanding the people’s war-guerilla war basing on a strong massbase.
We must make social investigation to identify the changes due tothe reforms of the central and the state governments to mold the pettybourgeois sections in the adivasi areas as entrepreneurs and
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industrialists or the other economic, social and political reforms. Wemust have a political program to mobilise the increasing pettybourgeois sections of the adivasi society and place appropriate formsof struggle and organization to achieve the same. As a part of this wehave to take up struggles on autonomy of adivasis. In places where theRPC are functioning we must make the adivasi, non-adivasi and pettybourgeois sections an extensive part of the formation of newdemocratic economic and political system and thus see that they donot fall for the reforms of the exploitive classes.
4. We must relentlessly take up consolidation of the organisationsdamaged in the enemy offensive
The state is taking up constant operations in our areas of themovement and is damaging various levels of our Party, PLGA, UF(Revolutionary Mass Organisations and Revolutionary People’sCommittees) through encounters, fake encounters, arrests and fakesurrender programs. We have to pay attention on the revival and re-consolidation of such organisations starting from the village level. Wehave to adopt methods appropriate to the specific conditions in therespective areas. If there is a long gap with the area affected withenemy offensive and if the revolutionary activities are not revived thestate shall establish its hegemony. We should not let this happen.
5. Let us mobilise the broad masses into anti-imperialist, anti-feudal class struggle basing on the positive experiences in the politicaland organizational spheres, let us enhance mass base and train newleadership forces
In the recent time there are a few positive experiences in thepolitical sphere. PLGA forces, revolutionary mass organisations andpeople are taking up guerilla war-people’s war in various levels in theleadership of our Party in the various Special Areas/Special Zones/States. Party is spreading the revolutionary movement to new areas.The enemy forces, their agents, informer-covert networks areeliminated basing on mass base and courage amidst severe repressionand encirclement. We are intensifying class struggle with land problemas the centre in the rural areas, building and developing the organs ofrevolutionary people’s state power, developing the living standards of
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the people, people are made part of the  land leveling programs,movements to increase productivity, building many struggles on theeconomic, social, political and problems of daily life, especially for Jal-Jungle-Zameen-Ijjath-Adhikar, against displacement, against stateviolence and thus strengthening the mass base. The people’s agitationsthat broke against the amendments in CNT, SPT acts and the Landacquisition Act-2013 must be integrated with the ongoing people’s war.Though separate Telangana was formed, the people are getting clearerthat the fundamental problems or the problems of daily life are notsolved. So mobilizing the people for democratic Telangana, mobilizingthem politically and taking up the building of people’s movement is agood attempt. In the Trijunction area the political, economic andproblems of daily life of the people are being taken up and themovement is gradually getting rooted. Here we must take up the taskof building struggles on the fundamental problems of the people andenhance the mass base by advancing the movement. We have to payattention on consolidating our subjective forces in the process ofstruggle. We conducted training programs and rectification programsto bolshevise the Party, PLGA and to consolidate and are taking up in afew other places. Leadership Training Program (LTP), Military LeadershipTraining Program (MLTP) for the past four years in the CRB area was agood experience in training up the new leadership forces. Whereverpossible we have been conducting the conferences of revolutionarymass organisations from the bottom to the top, strengthen theleadership, see that the mass organisations function regularly and thusstrengthen them. In the urban areas our forces are building student,worker and women sectors on a broad basis wherever they are able towork. Civil rights movements are going ahead against the state violenceof the mercenary government forces and their secret murderous gangsof the exploitive ruling classes, in a bid to eliminate the revolutionarymovement on the whole. There are people’s movements on a broadbasis against the attempt of the Hindu fascist offensive on the religiousminorities, Dalits, Adivasis, Women, Oppressed nationalities,progressive and democratic forces to establish ‘Hindu raj’ in the nameof formation of ‘New India’. They are taking up revolutionarypropaganda on various political issues and are trying to inculcaterevolutionary spirit in the revolutionary forces.
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All the Special Area/Special Zone/State Committees, Zonal/District/Divisional Committees must adopt programs for broadmobilization in the present political conditions, lead such struggleswith dynamicity, militancy and courage, must be brave enough not tofear the enemy offensive and must be prepared for sacrifice. Thusthey can organize the broad masses into the class struggle, enhancethe mass base and pave a way to overcome the difficult situation. Wemust study the past experiences in all the levels and in all the fields. Asa part of it we have to study the urban organization, organisation in theplain areas, guerilla war in the plain areas and the tactics of guerillawar in difficult situation. Let us defeat SAMADHAN offensive byshedding the negative and consolidating the positive experiences andby developing new forces in leadership.
6. Let us intensify and expand people’s war-guerilla war basingon the experiences in the military field in the areas of revolutionarymovement of the country and defeat SAMADHAN offensive
Since the countrywide revolutionary movement entered a difficultsituation the central and the state governments are stopping themilitary supplies necessary for war, in spite of which we have beenfacing the enemy offensive for the past five years. We also fought backthe schemes of the exploitive ruling classes that aimed to eliminatethe Indian Revolutionary Movement with campaigns like Mission-2016and Mission-2017. We gained many valuable experiences in conductingpeople’s war-guerilla war in the red resistance areas, guerilla zonesand guerilla bases in the past five years. In Dandakaranya primary stageImprovised Artillery was established basing on the local sources andsnipers were trained. The sniper teams gained good results in practice,mine warfare was intensified and expanded through IED and primaryartillery and various kinds of thousands of traditional traps were dugand booby trap war was developed. The successful Burkapal ambushconducted by the secondary forces of the South Sub-Zonal Bureau andthe Telangana forces with the PLGA Battalion as the centre inDandakaranya is a rich experience in the recent time. In Bihar-JharkhandSpecial Area, IED were prepared in a large scale with the help ofimprovised explosives and arranged in a vast area, they were utilizedin the ambushes, area ambushes and the police forces were attacked.
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We also gained many valuable lessons from the negative experiencesof the ambushes. Any kind of ambush must deploy scout/security/stop parties in support to the assault parties, there must be variouskinds of maneuvers to separate a small or a big part of the enemy forceencircle and eliminate it. We need to have a clear-cut scheme for this.We must specifically rehearse to implement it successfully and gainhold on it. The Commands must pay attention on this aspect. In BJ andDK we heroically fought back many large suppression operations ofthe enemy through counter attacks. The AOB guerilla zone overcamethe heavy loss from Ramaguda incident and is taking up small andmedium kind of operations thus providing the experience and the self-confidence that the revolutionary movement shall continue. In theMKVB (Malkangiri-Koraput-V isakha border) division the militiaindependently took up TCOC for 20 days and fulfilled it successfully.The militia is actively working in many forms to protect our Party fromthe enemy offensive.
We must exchange the above mentioned experiences all over thecountry. Basing on them we have to intensify and expand the guerillawar in the countrywide red resistance areas, guerilla zones and in theguerilla bases. However much the state fortifies the police stationsand camps in carpet security we must transform them into their ownkilling fields. Whether in the day or in the night the police patrols mustbe communicated among the people and the guerilla forces be madealert. For this purpose the people and the militia must be armed withvarious kinds of explosive material. We must develop a communicationsystem in people’s traditional methods to know information about theenemy.
We must give responsibility to the local organisations to producetraditional weapons in a big way in areas where people’s militia andRPCs exist and even where they do not exist to arm the people, people’smilitia and the local organisations. These must intensify and expandthe people’s war-guerilla war so that the enemy forces are injured orwiped out each and every day. All the forces of PLGA must be armedwith one or the other weapon. This method must be used in all theplaces according to the positive results where the leadership forcesparticipate in the war operations and campaigns with a strong will. All
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kinds of weapons and all kinds of forms of struggle must be utilizedand carpet security system must be made defunct. Thus SAMADHANoffensive must be defeated.
The Regional Bureau, Special Area/Special Zone/StateCommittees, Sub-zonal bureaus, Zonal/District/Divisional Committeesare making certain resolutions to overcome the problems andunfavorable aspects coming in the way of mass work-military work inthe carpet security areas and plain areas. We are also gaining certainpositive results. The concerned Regional Bureaus, Special Area/SpecialZone/State Committees must analyse these experiences and formulatecertain guidelines to solve the problem. For this purpose we have tokeep the below mentioned issues in view. The Party must stick on tothe people amidst severe repression. It must mobilise the people ontheir basic problems, problems of daily life, political, economic andsocial problems. The military formations must organize the peopleand the people’s militia in the people’s war-guerilla war. In view ofthese we need an organizational system of units of mass work andmilitary work.
We have to enhance the strength and capabilities of our Party andthe PLGA basing on proletarian perspective, class line, and the rules ofpeople’s war-guerilla war in order to defeat the new strategy ofSAMADHAN of the enemy to wipe out the Indian Revolutionarymovement. The cadres of our Party and the PLGA must inculcateproletarian sharpness to face the smart leadership of the enemy. Inorder to face the aggressive strategy we must make guerilla war in anaggressive manner. In order to face the motivation and training theforces of our Party and PLGA must constantly imbibe themselves withproletarian politics; we must develop our training so as to fight backthe counter guerilla war tactics of the enemy.  In order to fight back theactionable intelligence we have to expand people’s intelligence basingon the broad masses. We must fight back and defeat the attacks of theenemy basing on dash board based indicators by updating anddeveloping the information about the enemy’s intelligence as per thepresent conditions, the terrain of the areas and the balance of forces inthe areas of the movement. We must depend on the people to enhanceour financial sources and fight back the enemy’s plan to stop funds tous.
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7. We must give a blow to the intelligence system of the stateand must fight back its attempts to collect our information basing onmodern technology
We must not fall into liberalism and casualness in facing theinformer system. We must not be sectarian. We must follow mass line-class line and not be mechanical. However much the state trains upinformers we must identify them with people’s vigilance and controlthem in various forms and wipe out a few.
The state is preparing informers in large numbers all over the areasof the movement as a part of its intelligence system. Most of theinformers are anti-people, lumpen elements but they are from poorand middle class adivasi, Dalit and backward classes. We must take upconstant political efforts among the oppressed masses not to becomeinformers. We must take up political and military campaigns amongthe people regarding the problem of informers all over the areas ofthe movement. We must conduct meetings in the villages, explain tothe informer, explain to his/her family, warn them, beat them ifnecessary and wipe out a few. In case of teachers, anganwadis, nurses,we have to control them through their organisations. If there is noresult we have to take up actions such as beating or wiping out. Wemust organize the people of all the classes and sections and lessen theintensity of the problem of informers by enhancing the mass base.
We must take care not to let out our information through electronicgadgets and communication equipment.
8. We must mold the Mass Organisations so as to face theintensifying attacks
The ‘SAMADHAN’ offensive is not only on the guerilla zones andarmed guerillas. In the coming days counter-revolutionary attacks shallintensify on the activists of the Mass Organisations. There shall beincreasing attacks of the enemy on the activists of the MassOrganisations in the name of ‘urban Maoists are dangerous’ and othersuch things. The Mass Organisations must be prepared to fight backthis SAMADHAN offensive basing on the experiences of the earlierfight against the enemy attacks. The offensive should be fought backby mobilizing the masses widely into anti-imperialist, anti-comprador
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bureaucratic bourgeois, anti-feudal class struggles, consolidate thepeople coming forth in these struggles and thus strengthen. We mustadopt appropriate precautions and methods of work to fight back theattacks of the enemy in deceptive methods on our activists.
9. Let us fail the ill attempts of the central and the stategovernments to stop the source of funds to our Party
As per our financial policy every State Committee must havefinancial stocks enough for three years. They must identify the sourcesand opportunities for collecting funds in their areas and collect fundswith utmost precautions and secrecy. We must inculcate theconsciousness to fund the revolutionary movement among the peopleand collect funds from them according to their affordability. The fundsmust be allotted as per the importance of political propaganda and thenecessities of war. We must control waste expenditure and maintainthrift. Only then we can fail the attempt of the enemy to give a blow tothe revolutionary movement by stopping funds.
Comrades!
We have to analyse the counter revolutionary SAMADHANoffensive of the enemy in a strategic and tactical angle. We have toconsider the enemy offensive as that of a ‘real tiger’ concerning tacticsand implement all the above mentioned self-defense-offense methodsin a serious manner. Strategically we must see it as the offensive of a‘paper tiger’. Class struggle shall continue as long as classes exist andas long as there are cruel attacks by the exploitive classes on theoppressed classes. This is an unconditional universal rule. If we canguide the protest, resistance and struggles of the oppressed classesamidst these cruel attacks, they will be consolidated and armed andshall bring down and eliminate the exploitive classes. As a result of thesharpening fundamental contradictions domestically andinternationally the people of all the classes and all the sections are instruggle. This objective situation is a big source and a basis to defeatthe enemy. We defeated the Salwa judum, Sendra, Nagarik SurakshaSamithi, Harmadvahini, Santhisena and other such counter-revolutionary white militia of the central and the state governmentsand defeated their attacks. We defeated Salwa Judum earlier. We fought
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back Mission 2016 and 2017 and Operation Green Hunt. Let us protectour leadership ranks, Commanders and our forces from the enemyattacks. Let us organize the broad masses against the exploitive classes,organize and arm them and thus enhance our mass base. Let us defeatthe SAMADHAN offensive by intensifying and expanding guerilla wardepending on the developing mass base.
Let us defeat the enemy offensive utilizing the developingfavorable conditions in the country and all over the world
Comrades!
The fundamental contradictions in the country and all over theworld are sharpening and the conditions are turning favorable torevolution. The economic and financial crises that began first in 2008 inthe US and later in Europe had not yet been solved. The crisis of overproduction is haunting the imperialist economic system. Thedestruction of clothes costing more than Rs.200 crores by a readymadecloth shop in France is a recent example. The protectionist policies ofthe US in the economic sphere intensified its contradictions withEurope and China. They are gradually leading to trade wars. The USannounced 25 per cent duties on steel imports and 10 per cent onAluminium from China on the 1st of March this year. This extended to a25 per cent duty on 1300 kinds of Chinese products amounting to 50billion dollars (nearly Rs.3.4 lakh crores). As a counter to this, China tooannounced import duty on 106 products of the US amounting to Rs.3.4lakh crores), followed by the European Union. Thus while a commercialwar is going on between the US and China, the US also decided toincrease duties on the imports of cars and other such things from theEuropean countries. It also warned that it would impose duties onJapan. Thus a situation of increasing commercial wars between the USand Europe and the US and Japan arose. All these developments are aresult of the protectionist policies followed by Trump to sustain theeconomically weakened US once again as a strong force as ‘Americafirst’. Japan formed the Japan Regional and Comprehensive EconomicPartnership (RCEP) with Europe, China and ten Asian countries. Thecurrency war between the US dollar and the Chinese Yuan intensified.Future shall witness many more such conflicts. These conflicts in theeconomic sphere might spread to the military field. The ill effects of allthese shall haunt the whole world.
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The civil war in Syria in West Asia does not seem to end. This turnedto be a platform of cold war between the US and the Russian alliances.The US is constantly conspiring to encourage enmity between SaudiArabia and Iran. Conflicts between Israel and Syria are on the rise. TheUS identified Jerusalem as the capital city of Israel and shifted itsembassy that resulted in an intensity of expansionist attacks of Israelon Palestine. The people of Palestine are taking up militant struggleswith severe anger against these attacks.
In the Korean island the presidents of the US and North Korea metin Singapore in the month of June and discussed about nucleardisarmament. Though the imperialist corporate media highlighted it,this meeting naturally ended without any result.
Syria-Middle East, Korean island, South China Sea areas yetcontinue to be the centres of conflict and pose danger to world peace.
Due to the exploitation and oppression of imperialism and theIndian ruling classes on the agricultural sector and the peasantry, therural economic system was crushed and the lives of the peasantry turnedpathetic. This led to militant struggles of the peasants for the past twoyears. The 180 km long march of agricultural labor and the adivasisfrom Nasik of Maharashtra on March 1st that reached Mumbai on the12th is a recent example. The peasant struggles for the past two yearsstand as a model to show that the conditions to organize the peasantryand the rural people on their problems are turning more and morefavorable.
For the past four years all the people of the oppressed classes areorganized in militant struggles against the attacks of the BrahmanicHindu fascist forces all over the country on all the classes, socialcommunities and oppressed nationalities.
The militant participation of Dalits, Adivasis, Students and youthin the All India Bandh on April 2nd called by the Dalit organisations ofthe country in protest to the judgment of the Supreme Court of March20th to undermine the SC, ST atrocities prevention Act is a strong basisto resist Brahmanic Hindu fascist forces.
There were protests by the Dalits and backward sections all overMaharashtra in protest to the attacks of the Brahmanic Hindutva forces
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in Bheema Koregaon on January 1st this year. Worried with thedeveloping consciousness and militancy among the Dalits against theBrahmanic Hindu fascism the central and the state governmentsarrested five activists of the Mass Organisations from Delhi, Nagpurand Poona and put them in jail on false cases. But this shall only increasethe militancy among the Dalits.
The four years of Narendra Modi’s rule shattered the illusions inthe people. The Modi government came to power promising it would‘bring good days’ (ache din laayenge). It could not only did not keep itspromise to bring down the sky rocketing prices of daily necessities andthe prices of petrol and diesel and provision of one crore jobs but withthe suicide of 45 thousand farmers; demonetization-GST that affectedthe economic system; the increasing non-performing assets; bankscams and other such scams, brought ‘bad days’ (boore din) to the poorand the middle class people. Each day witnesses attacks on the Dalits,Adivasis and religious minorities, sexual assaults and murders onwomen that reveals the fakeness and deception of the slogan, ‘Sab kesaath sab kaa vikaas’ (development to all together with all). All theslogans of Modi are exposed among the ordinary people that they arein the interests of the imperialists, comprador bureaucratic bourgeoisand landlords. So the Brahmanic Hindu fascists give the slogan of ‘vikaas’(development) on one side as a part of the agenda to establishBrahmanic Hindu fascist state and on the other bring forth the sloganof constructing Ram temple in Ayodhya. They are thus instigating Hinducommunalism all over the country and plan to come to power in thecoming Parliament and Assembly elections. The BJP conspiratoriallywithdrew support to the PDP government in Kashmir saying it adopteda soft attitude towards the ‘separatists’ and imposed President’s rule.It is instigating national chauvinism, Hindu communalism and falsepatriotism against Pakistan saying that it is intervening in the internalaffairs of the country, that it is repeatedly violating the ceasefireagreement on the borders and against the nationality liberationstruggle of Kashmir, in a bid to win the elections.
We must expose the failures of the Modi government and its anti-national, anti-people, Hindu fascist policies serving for the interests ofimperialism, Comprador bureaucratic bourgeois and big landlords
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among the people. There must be constant political propaganda amongthe people so that they do not fall into Hindu communalism and nationalchauvinism. We must thus way build people’s movements all over thecountry on a broad basis against the rising Brahmanic Hindu fascism inthe leadership of Narendra Modi.
The BJP might come to power in the coming parliamentary electionsby instigating Hindu communalism in the name of construction of Ramtemple in Ayodhya, in the name of Kashmir problem instigatingreligious division and through instigating national chauvinism againstPakistan posing border problem. A coalition government might beformed in the leadership of the Congress. If BJP returns to power theSAMADHAN fascist offensive shall intensify. If the Congress comes topower, if not with the name of SAMADHAN, an offensive with someother name shall intensify on the revolutionary movement. LIC strategyshall be the guidance to this offensive also. The offensive shall targetthe elimination of the countrywide revolutionary movement. It is ourtask to make efforts to defeat this offensive. So, all the Special Area/Special Zonal/State Committees must formulate an ordinary plan forthe coming four years and a specific plan for two years. This plan mustguide self-defense-offense; centralization-decentralisation-command;expansion of areas from Zone/Division limits to the Special Area/SpecialZone/State limits and adopt advance and retreat methods in a broadarea. All these must help to increase the mass base, to strengthen theParty and the PLGA and to enhance the way of struggle and fighting.
Let us struggle in legal, illegal, open and secret forms on the classproblems and the problems of various social sections, on the problemsof oppressed nationalities to fulfill the above task. Let us in this processdevelop political mobilization, organization and struggle in a morepowerful manner. We must thus utilize the conditions favorable forrevolution, defeat the SAMADHAN offensive and advance the IndianNew Democratic Revolution.
2018 July 25

Revolutionary Greetings,
Central Military Commission

CPI (Maoist)
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sentimental form of men’s relation to the alien, natural andsocial, forces which dominate them, so long as men remainunder the control of these forces. However, we have seenrepeatedly that in existing bourgeois society men aredominated by the economic conditions created by themselves,by the means of production which they themselves haveproduced, as if by an alien force. The actual basis of thereligious reflective activity therefore continues to exist, andwith it the religious reflection itself. And although bourgeoispolitical economy has given a certain insight into the causalconnection of this alien domination, this makes no essentialdifference. Bourgeois economics can neither prevent crises ingeneral, nor protect the individual capitalists from losses, baddebts and bankruptcy, nor secure the individual workers againstunemployment and destitution. It is still true that man proposesand God (that is, the alien domination of the capitalist modeof production) disposes. Mere knowledge, even if it went muchfurther and deeper than that of bourgeois economic science,is not enough to bring social forces under the domination ofsociety. What is above all necessary for this, is a social act.And when this act has been accomplished, when society, bytaking possession of all means of production and using themon a planned basis, has freed itself and all its members fromthe bondage in which they are now held by these means ofproduction which they themselves have produced but whichconfront them as an irresistible alien force, when thereforeman no longer merely proposes, but also disposes — only thenwill the last alien force which is still reflected in religion vanish;and with it will also vanish the religious reflection itself, forthe simple reason that then there will be nothing left to reflect.
- Frederick Engels, Anti-Duhring, 1876-78

(contd. from P138)
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“.....Religion is being prohibited.
All religion, however, is nothing but the fantasticreflection in men’s minds of those external forces whichcontrol their daily life, a reflection in which the terrestrialforces assume the form of supernatural forces. In thebeginnings of history it was the forces of nature which werefirst so reflected, and which in the course of further evolutionunderwent the most manifold and varied personificationsamong the various peoples. This early process has beentraced back by comparative mythology, at least in the caseof the Indo-European peoples, to its origin in the IndianVedas, and in its further evolution it has been demonstratedin detail among the Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans,Germans and, so far as material is available, also amongthe Celts, Lithuanians and Slavs. But it is not long before,side by side with the forces of nature, social forces beginto be active — forces which confront man as equally alienand at first equally inexplicable, dominating him with thesame apparent natural necessity as the forces of naturethemselves. The fantastic figures, which at first onlyreflected the mysterious forces of nature, at this pointacquire social attributes, become representatives of theforces of history. At a still further stage of evolution, all thenatural and social attributes of the numerous gods aretransferred to one almighty god, who is but a reflection ofthe abstract man. Such was the origin of monotheism, whichwas historically the last product of the vulgarised philosophyof the later Greeks and found its incarnation in theexclusively national god of the Jews, Jehovah. In thisconvenient, handy and universally adaptable form, religioncan continue to exist as the immediate, that is, the

(contd. in P137)


